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Abstract; Peripherin/rds (PROS) is an integral membrane protein that is found in the 

outer segment of photoreceptor cells, in which dysfunctions cause a number of retinal 

degenerations including retinitis pigmentosa and macular degeneration. There are over 

60 disease causing mutations associated with this gene, most of which are found in the 

lumen (L3-4) loop domain of the protein. Retinaldehyde dehydrogenase type 2 (Raldh- 

2) is an enzyme found in retinal pigment epithelial layer (RPE) which is required for 

generation of retinoic acid (RA) from retinaldehyde (RAL). RA is required for the 

development of many embryonic structures including the eye, heart and spinal cord and 

in the regulation of many genes that are involved in the development of these structures. 

The purpose of this study was to characterize the L3-4 loop region of PRDS through the 

recombinant expression of the L3-4 loop as a fusion protein with the maltose binding 

protein from E. coli. Moreover, some mutations known to cause retinal degenerations, 

R172W/G (macular degeneration and pattern dystrophy), L185P (digenic retinitis 

pigmentosa) and C l65Y (retinitis pigmentosa) were introduced into PRDS by site 

directed mutagenesis. The circular dichroism spectra of wild type and mutant loop were 

compared, and the results were consistent with these mutations having an effect on the 

topology of the loop region. The aim of the expression of the Raldh-2 enzyme was to 

obtain a detailed study of its mechanism. The enzyme was overexpressed as a His- 

tagged recombinant protein in E. coli. The Raldh-2 protein sequence was modelled onto 

a known aldehyde dehydrogenase structure, the following conserved amino acid 

residues were found to be located in the active site, C301-2, S I07, N169 and E399. 

These were all mutated to alanine and kinetic characterization o f the mutant enzymes 

revealed that these amino acid residues are important for catalysis.
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Chapter 1; Introduction

1.0 Darwin’s theory of the evolution of the mammalian eye

The human eye to Darwin was a spectacular, complex organ, which he found difficult to 

fit in with his theory of evolution. However, it became evident to him that the human 

eye had developed as a whole organ with all its parts intact. To define its development 

he looked at a range of organisms (simple to complex) and found that simpler 

organisms could rely on fewer components of the complex eye and hence concluded 

that the eye could have developed in a step by step process. Associated with the eye are 

a large number of ocular-specific genes. In as much as it is important to understand the 

role of each of these genes, significant information can also be gleamed from instances 

when these genes are dysfunctional.

1.1 The mammalian eye

The structure of the mammalian eye is shown in Figure 1.0.

1.1.1 The mammalian retina

The photoreceptors are the light-sensitive cells of the eye that are found in the retina of 

which two physiological forms exist, the rods and the cones Figure 1.1. A human retina 

contains about three million cones and a hundred million rods. These photoreceptors 

are responsible for the conversion of a light signal into a nerve impulse. Rods and 

cones form synapses with bipolar cells, which in turn interact with other nerve cells in 

the retina. The electrical signals generated by the photoreceptors are processed by an 

intricate array of nerve cells within the retina and are transmitted to the brain by fibres 

of the optic nerve. Although cone cells are found throughout the retina they are 

particularly densely packed together in the fovea. The cones are adapted for daylight 

and colour vision and have high visual acuity. Cone cells are classified as red, green or 

blue light sensitive cells depending on their maximal wavelength absorption maximum.

The rods lie outside the fovea in the peripheral parts o f the retina. Their function is in 

night vision, i.e. to perceive as much light as possible in low illumination. A diagram of 

a rod cell is shown in Figure 1.1. Rods are slender elongated structures that have a 

diameter of IpM  and a length of 40pM. The rod cell is divided into two major regions 

the outer and inner segments. The rod outer segment (ROS) contains a stack o f -1000

19
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Chapter 1 ; Introduction

discs which are closed flattened sacs. These membrane structures are densely packed 

with photoreceptor molecules. A slender motile cilium joins the outer segment from the 

inner segment, which is rich in mitochondria and ribosomes. The inner segment 

generates ATP at a very rapid rate and is highly active in synthesizing proteins. Light 

stimulates a photoreceptor cell by inducing a conformational change in the light 

absorbing group (chromophore) after it has absorbed a photon. In the discs of the rod 

cells the chromophore is rhodopsin, which consists of a protein called opsin that is 

covalently bound to a prosthetic group 1 \-cis retinaldehyde (RAL) (189-190). Light 

isomerises the 11 cis RAL group to an all-trans RAL configuration and a 

conformational in rhodopsin. (189) Photoexcited rhodopsin subsequently triggers an 

enzymatic cascade resulting in the hydrolysis of cyclic GMP a process that is referred to 

as the phototransduction cascade. (191)

1.1.2 The rod phototransduction cascade

The rod phototransduction cascade is shown schematically in Figure 1.2. Absorption 

of a photon of light by rhodopsin generates activated rhodopsin (R*) by isomérisation of 

its bound 11 cis RAL chromophore to all-trans RAL. The conformational change in 

rhodopsin exposes a binding site on the cytoplasmic surface for the G-protein 

transducin, which is weakly bound to the disc membrane. Interaction between R* and 

transducin catalyses the exchange of GDP on the transducin surface for GTP. In this 

process the a  sub-unit of transducin (Ta-GTP), charged with GTP, dissociates from the 

p and y sub-units and from rhodopsin into the cytoplasm. R* is then free again to bind a 

new transducin molecule. Ta-GTP activates the enzyme cGMP phosphodiesterase 

(PDE). PDE consists of four sub-units a , p and two ys and is also weakly bound to the 

disk membrane. Activated PDE, stimulated by the loss of the two inhibitory y sub

units, rapidly hydrolyses cGMP that is bound to the rod photoreceptors GMP-gated 

channel protein, a transmembrane cation-specific channel that in the dark allows Na"" 

and Ca^  ̂to enter the outer segment across the plasma membrane. The reduced levels of 

cGMP results in the closure of the ion channels and the subsequent hyperpolarisation of 

the rod cell plasma membrane. This generates a nerve signal by reducing the rate of 

transmitter release from the rod synapse (191-192). Activated rhodopsin is then 

deactivated through a series of reactions involving phosphorylation. Transducin and 

phosphodiesterase are also regenerated by formation o f their complete quaternary
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structures and all-trans RAL is isomerised back to 11 cis RAL. These events allow the 

system to be reset to its dark adapted state when rhodopsin is regenerated by binding to 

11 RAL (191).

1.2 Inherited retinal degenerations

Retinal degenerations are diseases that primarily affect the retina. These diseases can be 

divided into two main groups: those diseases that affect the peripheral region of the 

retina known as retinitis pigmentosa (RP); whilst the diseases that affect the central 

retina (the macular) are known as macular dystrophies. RP represents a large group of 

inherited retinal degenerations that are classified on the basis of their observed mode of 

inheritance, either autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or X-linked. RP is 

normally characterised by the loss of peripheral vision, which involves mainly the rods. 

Conversely, macular dystrophies are associated with loss o f central vision that involves 

mainly the cone cells. Detailed genetic studies on families that have inherited RP and 

macular dystrophies has resulted in the identification of a large number of loci 

associated with these diseases and in some cases the actual disease causing gene has 

been discovered (Table 1.0). The first mutation associated with an inherited eye 

disorder was found in rhodopsin, which was identified as a cause of autosomal 

dominant retinitis pigmentosa (ADRP). Since this first report over 60 mutations have 

been identified in rhodopsin (28). Peripherin/ retinal degeneration slow (PRDS) was the 

second gene identified as the cause o f ADRP and subsequently a number of mutations 

in PRDS have been reported to be involved in a range of retinal degenerations (see 

Table 1.1).

Table 1.0 Genes involved in inherited retinal degenerations

Symbol Disease Protein Ref
RPE65 Leber congenital amaurosis; 

recessive RP
RPE-specific 65 kDa protein 1

ABCR Recessive Stargardt; 
recessive MD; recessive RP

ATP-binding cassette transporter- 
retinal

2

ARMDl dominant RP 3
USH2A recessive Usher syndrome 

type 2a
Novel protein with similarity to 
laminins and cell adhesion 
molecules

4

RHO dominant RP; dominant 
CSNB; recessive RP;

Rhodopsin 5

CSNB3, recessive RP; dominant Rod cGMP Phosphodiesterase 6
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PDE6B CSNB;
CNGC recessive RP Rod cGMP-gated channel alpha sub

unit
7

PDE6A recessive RP CGMP phosphodiesterase alpha sub
unit

8

TULPl recessive RP Tubby-like protein 1 9
RDS dominant RP; dominant 

MD; digenic RP with 
ROM-1; dominant adult 
vitelliform MD

PRDS 10

GCAPl dominant cone dystrophy; Guanylate cyclase activating lA 11
RHOK,
RK

recessive CSNB, Oguchi 
type

Rhodopsin kinase 12

NRL dominant RP Neural retina leucine zipper 13
RLBP Recessive RP; recessive 

retinitis punctata albescens
Cellular retinaldehy de-binding 
protein

14

RETGC Recessive Leber congenital 
amaurosis; dominant cone- 
rod dystrophy

Guanylate cyclase 15

Table 1.1 Disease spectrum of PROS
Phenotype Mutation Ref

adRP Cysl65Tyr 16
Digenic RP ArglBTrp 17
adRP/Digenic RP LeulSSPro 18
Macular dystrophy Prol47del (Ibp) 19
adMacular dystrophy Argl72Trp 20
Pattern dystrophy Arg220Gln 21
Cone dystrophy Ser289Leu 22
Cone-rod-dsytophy Asn244His 23
adCone-rod dystrophy Val200Glu 24
Butterfly shaped-macular dystophy Argl72Gly 25
Rod-cone dystrophy Tyrl84Ser 24
AVMD M etlThr 26
CACD Argl42Trp 27
CAPE Gly208Asp 22

AVMD = Adult vitelliform macular dystrophy; RP = retinitis Pigmentosa; ad = 

autosomal dominant; CACD = central areolar choriod dystrophy; CAPE = central 

areolar pigment epithelial dystrophy.

1.2.1 PRDS

The retinal degeneration slow (rds) mutation was originally described over twenty years 

ago in mice (29) and is characterised by the abnormal development of photoreceptors,
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eventually resulting in the loss of the retina. In rds/rds homozygous mice, the retina 

undergoes normal development and differentiation of cells until the first postnatal week 

at which time the photoreceptor outer segment (OS) begin to appear. While other cells 

continue to develop normally, during the third week postnatal period the photoreceptors 

fail to elaborate OS and rarely form discs (30-32). The process of photoreceptor 

degeneration in rds/rds mice is detectable histologically during the third postnatal week. 

The rate of loss of photoreceptors is greatest during the following few weeks and then 

becomes gradual. In rds/+ mice approximately half o f the photoreceptors are gone by 3 

months and virtually all gone by a year (33). Rods and cones are affected equally, 

although electroretinographic recordings and expression studies on the rds/+ mice have 

demonstrated that cone photoreceptors are relatively spared from degeneration 

compared to rod photoreceptors. It is also apparent that blue cones are retained to a 

higher degree than red/green cones for the first three month of degeneration. This may 

reflect the differences in structural architecture of rods and cones (34). As opposed to 

homozygotes, heterozygous mice do form OS but these are reduced in length and 

contain irregular arranged discs that appear swollen (33). As a result the photoreceptors 

of heterozygotes degenerate very slowly.

The genetic basis of the rds phenotypes has been linked to mouse chromosome 17 (35). 

A candidate gene was found (36) that contains an insertion of 9.2kb of foreign DNA 

into exon 1. The gene was found to encode the putative transmembrane protein PRDS 

that had previously been characterised from bovine retina (37-39). The amino acid 

sequence of bovine PRDS, which had been previously localised to the rim region of the 

photoreceptor disk membrane, is 92.5 % identical to the sequence of the mouse protein. 

Thus PRDS is a membrane protein located in ROS. The final proof that PRDS does 

indeed underlie the rds phenotype was demonstrated by the insertion o f a normal copy 

of the PRDS gene into rds /rds' mice, which resulted in the formation of normal ROS 

with no morphological indications of photoreceptor degeneration (36).

1.3 Molecular characterisation of PRDS

1.3.1 PRDS sub-unit state.

The amino acid sequence of PRDS has been determined for a large number of 

eukaryotes including bovine (40), human (41), mouse (36, 42), rat (43), cat (44), dog
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(45), frog (46), fish (47) and most recently from bird (48). Alignment of these protein 

sequences revealed identities of over 90%. Isolation of PRDS from the frog showed 

that it contained three homologues of PRDS, Xrds 37-39; Xrds38 has the greatest 

identity to PRDS while the other two proteins, Xrds37 and 39, show less identity (46). 

Two homologues of the PRDS gene were isolated from bird retina and were named 

Crds 1 and Crds 2. The Crds 1 revealed a greater homology to mammalian PRDS, 

whilst Crds 2 has a lower level of similarity and also a lower level o f expression than 

Crds 1. In the retina of the human and mouse species a highly related protein to PRDS 

called ROM-1 (Retinal outer segment membrane) is located (49). Since no ROM-1 

homology was found in the bird retina it is thought that perhaps Crds 2 may take up the 

role played by ROM-1. Likewise no ROM-1 has been found in frog and it is possible 

that Xrds 37 and 38 are also ROM-1 homologues.

All the PRDS-like proteins are predicted to contain four putative transmembrane 

segments with cytoplasmic and lumen spanning regions. Alignments of the various 

PRDS sequences reveal small differences in the N-terminal region but much larger 

changes are noted in the C-terminal region. In PRDS isolated from the bird retina (48) a 

feature that distinguishes them from other members of the rds family is the presence of 

an extended carboxyl-terminal domain. Crds 2 in particular contains 18 additional 

residues in comparison to mammalian PRDS although the function o f these residues is 

not known.

1.3.3 Topological two dimensional model of PRDS

1.3.3.1 PRDS integral membrane protein

Biochemical studies indicate that PRDS is an integral membrane protein, which can 

only be removed from the membrane with the use of detergents (39). Hydropathy 

profiles using the Kyte and Doolittle method (50) suggest that PRDS contain four 

putative transmembrane segments. The C-terminus of the protein is thought to be on 

the cytoplasmic side of the membrane whilst an asparagine (N)-linked oligosaccharide 

chain is present on the lumen side of the membrane (40). On the basis of the sequence 

analysis as well as biochemical and immunochemical characterisation a two 

dimensional working model for the organization of PRDS within the disk membrane 

has been proposed (40) and is shown in Figure 1.3. The polypeptide chain is
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Fig . 1.3 Schematic representation of the Peripherin/rds protein
M 1 -4 represent the four transmembrane domains, L l-2  and L3-4 
represent the lumen loop region and C2-3 represents the cytoplasmic 
loop region. Circles represent the amino acids that are involved in 
retinal degeneration.
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envisioned to transverse the membrane four times in alpha helical conformation, where 

each transmembrane segment has been designated M l-4. Each of these segments are 

connected by loops. The C-terminus, is localised on the cytoplasmic surface, as 

determined by immunogold labelling studies. The even number o f transmembrane 

segments places the N-terminus on the cytoplasmic surface o f the disk membrane. An 

interaction between the heavily negatively charged carboxy-terminus and the 

cytoskeleton has been proposed suggesting that this interaction might be important for 

fixing and orientating the disc in the characteristic parallel layers within the 

photoreceptor outer segment (51).

1.3.3.2 Asparagine linked glycosylation

PRDS contains an asparagine-linked (N-linked) carbohydrate chain. This was shown by 

treatment with either endoglycosidase H or N-glycase F, which resulted in a mobility 

shift and a small reduction of its molecular mass in both its monomeric and dimeric 

state (40). The same mobility shift was also noted in mouse PRDS upon treatment with 

endoglycosidase H (42). The small shift noted means that the oligosaccharide chain is 

relatively short. Primary structures of the known PRDS isolated from different species 

have shown that there are a number of potential sites for N- linked glycosylation (42). 

However it is thought that the glycosyl group is attached to position 229.

1.3.3.3 Transgenic analysis of PRDS N-glycosylation site

The role of the PRDS N-glycosylation site has been studied using transgenic mice as a 

model system (53). The common postranslational modification of N-linked 

glycosylation occurs within the tri-peptide motif N-X-S/T (54). This motif was altered 

by substituting alanine for serine, eliminating the highly conserved N-glycosylation site 

at asparagine 229 (55). However this site is not conserved in many homologues 

including the closely related rat homologue (43). The study showed that only one 

asparagine appears to be glycosylated in this species. The biochemical and functional 

properties were all similar to wild type, so the role of glycosylation may be important 

for cell localisation.
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1.3.3.4 Location of PRDS

Immunochemistry has shown that PRDS is localised along the rims o f mature bovine 

rod disk membranes (39, 56). PRDS has also been detected in COS as well as ROS 

with the same antibody used for its localization in the rod disks. The distribution of 

label in the COS is also consistent with the presence of PRDS in the disk rims only. 

Western blot of retinal extracts have shown that the cone PRDS migrates with the same 

molecular mass as rod PRDS on SDS gels under reducing conditions. A similar pattern 

of PRDS label has also been observed in the COS of frog. Investigating the ROS of 

frog has led to the identification of another disk rim protein with a molecular mass of 

290 kDa (57).

1.3.3.5 Phosphorylation of PRDS

A newly documented property of PRDS (58) suggests that it might be phosphorylated in 

response to light in photoreceptor rod cells. It has been demonstrated that 2 molecules 

of phosphate are incorporated into a PRDS monomer (59). The likely site of 

phosphorylation has been postulated to be the C-terminus, as according to the 

topological model (40), the C-terminus contains nine exposed serine and threonine 

residues and one exposed tyrosine residue.

1.3.3.6 Role of PRDS

The function of PRDS has not been fully elucidated. However, since it is situated in the 

disk rim it is presumably essential for the maintenance and stabilization of this region 

especially since the ROS fail to develop properly in the rds mouse (34).

1.4 ROM-1

Studies aimed at identifying retinal specific proteins resulted in the isolation of a retinal 

specific cDNA, which was found to encode for the protein ROM-1 (49). This is one of 

two smaller proteins also found in the ROS. Northern blot analysis of RNA from 

various tissues revealed that ROM-1 cDNA hybridized to a 1.4kb mRNA transcript 

from retinal tissue. The ROM-1 gene has now been localised to human chromosome 

1 Iq l3  and mouse chromosome 19 (60). The human ROM-1 protein consists of 351 

amino acid residues (37.3 kDa) and displays a high level of similarity to human PRDS
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(49). Hydropathy profiles suggest that ROM-1 contains four putative transmembrane 

segments labelled M l-4 with a large hydrophilic loop (L3-4) connecting the M3 and M4 

transmembrane segments and probably adopts a similar topology to PRDS (Figure 1.3). 

Primary amino acid sequence comparison with PRDS reveals an overall similarity of 

over 35% (49). On SDS PAGE ROM-1 runs as a monomer with a mass of 34 kDa in the 

presence of reducing agent whilst in the absence of reducing equivalents it migrates as a 

band of 60 kDa indicating dimer formation. Since treatment of ROM-1 with 

endoglycosidase has no effect on protein migration on SDS PAGE it seems unlikely that 

the protein is glycosylated.

1.4.1 Location of ROM-1

Cloning of the cDNA of the bovine ROM-1 together with the isolation of a portion of 

the promoter region has permitted recombinant expression of the protein in mammalian 

cell lines (60). Monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies to the loop region and the C- 

terminus were generated and used to study the localisation and subcellular distribution 

of ROM-1. Proteolytic digestion with trypsin and immunolabelling studies of ROM-1 

in ROS have shown that the C-terminus is localised on the cytoplasmic side of the 

membrane and that a large segment of the protein is localised on the lumen side of the 

disc membrane. Post embedding and pre-embedding immunogold labelling studies for 

electron microscopy have shown that ROM-1 is localised in the rim region of bovine 

ROS disc; ROM-1 or closely related homologues are also present in the COS disc 

membranes. Studies on mammalian cells using immunoflourescent techniques have 

shown that it is located in the internal cellular membranes.

1.4.2 Mutational analysis of ROM-1

Mutational analysis of ROM-1 has not implicated the protein as a direct cause of retinal 

degeneration. However, certain mutations in PRDS, when present with a null mutation 

in ROM-1, are known to cause a digenic form o f RP. This was the first digenic disease 

to be described (18, 61-62).

1.4.3 Role of ROM-1

As the association of direct mutations with ROM-1 has not been demonstrated, the 

function of ROM-1 must therefore be deduced from its location. It has been proposed
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(63) that ROM-1 may be required for outer segment morphogenesis and photoreceptor 

viability. This was deduced from knock-out mice, which were generated using standard 

gene targeting resulting in the deletion of exon 1 of ROM-1. The photoreceptors of the 

knock out mice were examined by light and electron microscopy between 1 to 18 

months. ROM-1 was found to be undetectable in retinas of ROM-1 and 

photoreceptors died by apotosis during the first 6 months of life whilst OS were also 

25% shorter than normal. This led to the conclusion that ROM-1 is required for the 

photoreceptor viability and maintenance of the OS structure.

1.5 Interaction of PRDS and ROM-1 in COS-1 cells

The cDNA of PRDS and ROM-1 have been expressed in COS-1 cells (64) and both 

have been shown to form dimers through disulphide bond formation. Co-transfection of 

the two cDNAs showed formation o f a stable PRDS-ROM-1 complex. Using 

immunoflourescence microscopy demonstrated that singly and co-expressed PRDS and 

ROM-1 are localised within the internal membranes of transfected cells.

1.5.1 PRDS and ROM-1 complex formation

The sub-unit composition of PRDS and ROM-1 has not been established but it was 

thought that at least one disulfide linked dimer of PRDS interacted with one disulphide 

linked dimer of ROM-1 to maintain the curvature of the rim region in rod and cone cells 

(52). Velocity sedimentation experiments have shown that whether expressed 

individually or as a complex, PRDS and ROM-1 are able to form higher multimeric 

complexes; (64) suggesting, a homotetrameric or heterotetrameric or multimeric 

complex. Further evidence for complex formation came from studies (65) using PRDS 

complexes extracted from bovine ROS membranes which demonstrated that PRDS and 

ROM-1 form a tertameric complex either individually or together. However it is 

apparent that when expressed in COS or ROS membranes they are capable of forming 

an oligomeric complex under non-reducing conditions in addition to non-covalent 

tetramers. Thus PRDS and ROM-1 would appear to interact non-covalently to form 

heterotetramers.
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1.5.2 Possible causes of retinal degenerations

Evidence for the causes of the diverse range o f genotypes and phenotypes of PRDS 

came from expression studies of PRDS L185P mutation (digenic RP) (66), R172W 

(macular degeneration) (20) and PRDS C214S mutation (adRP) (67). This first study 

was based on whether PRDS L185P had the ability to form a heterotetrameric complex 

in the same manner as the wild type PRDS. Sedimentation velocity experiments 

showed that PRDS L185P expressed on its own was only able to form a dimer and was 

not shown to form a tetramer. Therefore expression of PRDS L185P with the ROM-1 

null mutation would be predicted to result in a decrease in the abundance of PRDS 

containing tetramers, thereby resulting in the digenic RP disease phenotype. Thus it 

may be the lack of the tetrameric complex which leads to the instability of the ROS and 

later to retinal degeneration.

The R172W PRDS mutation, which is linked to macular degeneration (20), was also 

expressed. It was found to be glycosylated, able to form dimers by itself, and to form a 

complex with ROM-1. At this time it was thought that ROM-1 was only expressed in 

rods and therefore expression of this mutation would not have an effect on cones. 

However, it is now known that ROM-1 is also expressed in cone cells (60). The 

R172W mutation has no effect on sub-unit assembly so there must be another 

underlying affect leading to macular dystrophy.

Another further study (67) in which each of the thirteen cysteine residues in PRDS were 

mutated to serine and expressed individually and in conjunction with ROM-1 in COS-1 

cells was undertaken. The ability of the mutant protein to form intermolecular 

disulphide bonds and assemble into tetramers was studied. The cysteine residues were 

separated into two groups; the non-conserved and the conserved amino acid residues. 

Substitution of the non-conserved amino acid residues had no affect on homotetramer or 

heterotetrameric formation with ROM-1. The seven conserved residues showed more 

interesting findings; six of the seven cysteines residues, at positions 165, 166, 213, 214, 

222 and 250, are required for proper folding and sub-unit assembly of PRDS. C165S 

and C214S were not able to form a heterotetrameric complex with ROM-1. Finally the 

C150S mutant was the most unique cysteine residue since the resultant protein band 

runs as a monomer under both reducing and non-reducing conditions indicating that
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C l50 is important for dimer formation. The C214S mutation is linked to a monogenic 

form o f ADRP and studies have shown that this mutant is misfolded and unable to form 

tetramers with ROM-1 and is consistent with the sub-unit assembly model proposed 

earlier (66).

1.6 Transgenic mouse models of PRDS mutants

In order to study the function and mechanism of PRDS in retinal degenerations a 

number of mouse models have been created. P216L, L185P and G167D transgenic 

mice (68), have allowed the study of the effect on trafficking of the substituted protein 

to the OS. Both P216L and L185P forms of PRDS were present in the OS at reduced 

levels, but formed complexes with ROM-1. However the G167D substituted PRDS was 

present at lower levels and did not interact with ROM-1. This led to the conclusion that 

G 167 is important for sub-unit assembly. S231A (53) substituted PRDS resulted in a 

non-glycosylated protein with a lower molecular mass but normal function in OS. 

Recently another two transgenic mouse models have been generated: R172W and 

C214S substituted PRDS (60). The R172W mutation had no effect on the rods but 

lowered the number of blue cones by up to 30% over a period of 12 months, whereas 

the C214S mice showed retinal degeneration as early as 3 months with loss of both rods 

and cones.

1.7 Aims

Although the mouse models and expression studies have given some insight into the 

role o f PRDS and the effect of mutations on its ability to form multimeric complexes, 

there still exists a void in the our understanding of the molecular architecture of the 

protein. Why do some mutations prevent quaternary structure formation and others 

produce improper folding and how are these properties related to disease phenotypes?. 

In order to try and obtain further information about the structure o f PRDS, it was 

decided to study the portion of the protein where a vast majority o f mutations are found, 

in the L3-4 loop. The aim was to try and express large quantities of this portion of the 

protein, together with a number of selected mutant variants, in order to assess what 

effects the disease causing mutations have on the structure of this portion of the protein.
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1.8 Aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDHs)

Aldehyde dehydrogenases (ALDHs) are a large family of enzymes found in all living 

systems. They convert a broad class of aldehydes to their corresponding carboxylic 

acids in what can be considered as an irreversible reaction.

ALDH

RCHO     ► RCOOH

NAD (P)" NAD (?) H

ALDH uses NAD^ (Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide) or NADP^ (Nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide phosphate) as a cofactor (70). In vivo aldehydes are produced as 

intermediates in the metabolism of other compounds and ALDHs have evolved that 

metabolize aldehydes to assist in their removal (71). In mammals ALDHs metabolize a 

variety of aldehydes and are ubiquitiously expressed within the body (70, 72). These 

enzymes all have the same general function and are specific for their roles. Human liver 

ALDH is one of the two key enzymes that is responsible for alcohol metabolism (73); 

firstly alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) converts ethanol to acetaldehyde and secondly 

ALDH converts acetaldehyde to acetic acid, which can then be eliminated or used in 

other metabolic pathways. ALDHs have also been implicated in developmental 

processes (74) and pheromone metabolism (75) whilst a change in ALDH activity has 

also been linked to a number of tumors, including liver, colon and mammary cancers 

(70). A mutation in the human fatty ALDH has been linked to the Sjogren-Larson 

Syndrome, an inborn neurologic impairment (76).
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1.9 Structural characteristics of mammalian ALDHs

ALDHs differ in a range of physical characteristics including charge, relative substrate 

preference and inhibitor susceptibility (77-78). Mammalian ALDHs have been purified 

and characterised from a variety of tissues including liver, brain, stomach, cornea, lens 

and testis; cDNAs of ALDHs from some of these sources have been used in bacterial 

expression systems (70). The enzyme functions as either homodimers or 

homotetramers. The major constitutive cytosolic and mitochondrial ALDHs of liver are 

tetramers composed of identical sub-units of approximately 55 kDa which contain about 

500 amino acid residues. The major constitutive ALDHs o f cornea and stomach 

function as homodimers comprising ~50 kDa monomers containing about 450 amino 

acid residues (77).

1.10 Classification of mammalian ALDHs

In 1988 the primary sequences of five mammalian ALDHs were known: the human, and 

horse cytosolic and mitochondrial pairs and the rat tumor/dioxin-inducible ALDH.

Even with the knowledge of the known sequences it was apparent that 3 different 

classes could be identified and the enzymes have been grouped based on cellular 

location and substrate specificity (78-84). The 3 major classes of ALDHs are shown in 

Table 1.2.

Table 1.2 Classification of ALDHs

Class Cell localization Substrate specificity Ref
1 Cytosol RAL 85-93
2 Mitochondria acetaldehyde 100-110
3 microsomes and 

cytosol
aromatic, fatty aldehydes and 
tumor associated aldehydes

119-126

1.10.1 Class 1

Cytosolic ALDHs show a high specificity for RALs (85-93). Studies on mouse 

embryos show that RAL-specific ALDH activity co-localises with high concentrations 

of RA in the developing spinal chord (74) and in the mouse embryonic retina (94). 

RAL-specific ALDHs can be divided into two groups on the basis of their amino acid 

sequence and pi values (93). The archetypal class 1 ALDH is found predominantly in 

the liver o f higher vertebrates including horse, bovine, sheep and man and has a pi o f -
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5.2. Two retinal-specific variants of ALDHl (retinaldehyde dehydrogenase types 1 and 

2 (Raldh-1 and 2)) have been characterised in the mouse and rat. Raldh-1 is about 90% 

identical to the class 1 enzymes, with a high pi of ~8.3 (88, 80, 82, 94) and effectively 

converts both 9-cis (9C) and all-trans RAL to the corresponding RA (95-96). The other 

enzyme Raldh-2 is only about 70% identical to the classical ALDHl enzymes, has a pi 

of -5.1, and has a specific role of oxidizing RAL (81, 97-98).

1.10.2 Class 2

ALDH such as the isoform found in liver, ALDH2, is produced with a leader sequence 

that is targeted to the mitochondrial matrix, has a pi o f -5 .0  with a molecular mass 

around 55 kDa. ALDHl and ALDH2 are both tetrameric, with individual sub-units 

comprising 499-500 amino acid residues that show 69% sequence identity. The 

presence of an alcohol-sensitive phenotype mapping to the human ALDH2 locus (99- 

104) strongly indicates that the major biological function of ALDH2 is to metabolize 

ethanol-derived acetaldehyde. In addition, human ALDH2 does not metabolise all-trans 

RAL (100). The alcohol sensitivity in Orientals is associated with the genetic 

deficiency of ALDH2 caused by a G-A point mutation in exon 12, which changes Glu 

to Lys at position 487 (105-6). The accumulation of toxic acetaldehyde occurs after 

people with this phenotype drink ethanol. This leads to alcohol-associated symptoms 

such as facial flushing and nausea (107-108). Unexpectedly people possessing the 

inactive lysine-variant were found to possess the DNA coding for both the active 

glutamate enzyme and the inactive lysine enzyme (109-111).

Disulfiram used in aversion therapy for alcoholism leads to inhibition o f hepatic ALDH 

activity (112). Ingestion of ethanol by an individual on disulfiram therapy causes 

acetaldehyde to accumulate, which leads to several undesirable effects including nausea, 

vomiting and facial flushing (112-113). Metabolites of disulfiram, have been shown to 

be potent inhibitors of recombinantly expressed human and mitochondrial and cytosolic 

ALDH (114-116) and ALDH activity in rat liver mitochondria (117).

1.10.3 Class 3

Class 3 ALDHs are smaller polypeptides (about 450 residues) in comparison with the 

class 1 and 2 enzymes, sharing only -30%  sequence identity (118-9). The class 3
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à

Fig . 1.4 Structure of rat ALDH 3
A ribbon diagram of a ALDH 3 (rat) monomer using the Rasmol program with labels 
for domains and backbone (green), the active site thiol group Cys 243 (yellow) that is 
part of the catalytic domain and the relative location of the NAD (P)^ cofactor (indigo).
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FlG.1.5 Structure of bovine ALDH 2
A ribbon diagram of ALDH 2 (bovine) monomer using the Rasmol program with 
labels for domains (green), the relative location of the NAD^ cofactor (indigo), and 
the following conserved amino acid residues C301 (top yellow), C302 (bottom 
yellow), E268 (top pink), E399 (bottom pink), N 169 (purple) and K192 (blue) in the 
active site region.
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enzyme is not normally expressed in rodent liver, but is found in other organs including 

stomach and cornea (70). The enzyme is described as a tumor-associated ALDH, since 

exposure to carcinogens activates the ALDHS gene in the liver (70). The ALDHS 

isozyme is induced by polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, not all o f which are classified 

as carcinogens (120-126).

1.11 Structure of ALDHs

A number o f enzymes from prokaryotes which were originally thought to be ALDHs 

have had their structures determined by X-ray cystallography (127-9). However, 

examples o f class 1, 2 and S ALDH have been crystallised and their structures 

determined in recent years.

1.11.1.1 The structure of rat class 3 ALDH

A class 3 ALDH isolated from rat, has been crystallized and resolved to 2.6Â (Fig 1.4) 

(130), and provided the first structure of an ALDH. The crystal structure revealed that 

the active form of the enzyme is a dimer, consisting of two identical 452 residue sub

units. Each sub-unit contains an NAD-(P)^ binding, a catalytic and an “arm-like” 

bridging domain and the dimer is stabilized by 62 intramolecular hydrogen bonds.

1.11.1.2 Active site structure of ALDH3

The active site of ALDH3 contains a cysteine residue, Cys 243, which is proposed to 

react with the aldehyde substr^e, thereby generating a thioester (131). In class 1 and 2 

enzymes the active site thiol is located as position Cys 302, and is strictly conserved. Its 

essential role in catalysis has been shown by inactivating chemical modifications and 

site directed mutagenesis experiments (132-134).

1.11.1.3 NAD interactions with a variant Rossmann fold

A number of enzymes use dinucleotides such as NAD^ and FAD (flavine adenine 

dinucleotide) as cofactors. Even though these enzymes interact with different 

substrates, and some have different overall structures, most of their nucleotide-binding 

domains have either Rossmann folds or barrel structures (135-6). ALDH3 has been 

shown to have a Rossmann fold (135), which consists o f five (3-strands connected by
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Fig . 1.6b Structure of sheep ALDH I
A ribbon diagram of ALDH 1 (sheep) monomer using the Rasmol program with labels 
for domains (green), in the active site region are C301 (top yellow), C302 (bottom 
yellow), NAD^ cofactor (indigo), K 112, M174, W177 (blue) line the substrate 
entrance tunnel.
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Fig . 1.6a Structure of sheep ALDH 1 substrate entrance tunnel
A ribbon diagram of ALDH 1 (sheep) highlighting the substrate entrance tunnel using the 
Rasmol program, made up o f helix a  C residues (blue) that forms the right hand side of 
the tunnel, residues 282 to 296 (yellow) forms the left hand side of the substrate entrance 
tunnel and residues 455 to 461 (orange) forms the right hand side of the tunnel and makes 
up the surface loop, the location of the NAD^ cofactor (indigo) and labels for domains 
(green).
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F ig .1.7 Structure of rat Raldh-2
A ribbon diagram of rat Raldh-2 monomer a class 1 ALDH uisng the Rasmol program 
with labels for domains (green), the active site cysteine C302 (yellow), the NAD^ 
cofactor (indigo), and residues Cys456 to Glu 378 (blue) indicating where the 
disordered loop should be.
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four a-helices, instead of the six p-strands usually observed in the NAD^-dependent 

dehydrogenase structures.

1.11.2 Structure of class 2 ALDH from bovine

The X-ray structure of bovine ALDH2 has now been solved to 2.65 Â in its free form 

and 2.75 À in a complex with NAD (Fig. 1.5) (137). The primary sequence of bovine 

ALDH2 shows 95% sequence identity to the human isoenzyme. The enzyme was 

shown to contain three domains: a catalytic domain, a oligomerisation domain 

containing a small three-stranded p-sheet domain, which is involved in inter-sub-unit 

interactions in this tetrameric enzyme and an NAD binding domain. The NAD binding 

domain of ALDH2, shows a recognisable Rossman-type fold.

1.11.2.1 Active site structure of ALDH2

The active site of ALDH2 is effectively divided into two halves by the nicotinamide 

ring of NAD^. There a number of amino acid residues in the active site region, Cys 301, 

Cys 302, Glu 268, N169, E399 and K192 which are conserved and are proposed to play 

an important role in ALDH 2 catalytic mechanism.

1.11.3 Structure of class 1 ALDH from sheep

The structure o f the class 1 ALDHl from sheep liver cytosol ALDH has also recently 

been solved to 2.35 Â (Fig 1.6a) (138). It was found that the overall tertiary and 

quaternary structures are similar to those of bovine mitochondrial ALDH (ALDH2), 

which is not surprising as the sheep ALDHl amino acid sequence shows 69% identity 

to the bovine ALDH2 sequence, although there are important differences.

ALDHl is made up o f three domains: an N-terminal NAD^ binding domain that is novel 

to the ALDH family and contains a five stranded parallel p sheet (130); a catalytic 

domain that contains a six-stranded parallel p sheet; and an oligomerisation domain 

made up of a three-stranded antiparallel p sheet. Both the NAD^-binding and catalytic 

domains are based on Pap type polypeptide folds. The N-terminal NAD^-binding 

domains of ALDH enzymes exhibit a unique mode of cofactor binding that appears to
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be distantly related to the canonical NAD^-binding domain found in most NAD(P) ̂  

utilizing dehydrogenases (130, 137).

The main differences between the ALDHl and ALDH2 polypeptide conformations are 

localized in the region of the substrate entrance tunnel (Fig. 1.6a). The most striking 

feature of the sheep ALDHl three-dimensional structure is the differences in the 

substrate entrance tunnel when compared with ALDH2. There are multiple amino acid 

residues substitutions between the ALDHl and ALDH2 enzyme families in the area that 

gives access to the substrate. These changes therefore allow more bulky substrates such 

as all—trans RAL to have access to the active site. These observations are in accord 

with all-trans RAL being a very good substrate for ALDHl, but a poor substrate for 

ALDH2 (98). Modelling of either 9 cis or all-trans RAL into the ALDHl active-site 

illustrates that the ALDHl substrate tunnel can easily accommodate either retinoid but 

the tunnel in ALDH2 is to small to accommodate these bulky substrates and steric 

clashes result. The size of the substrate entrance tunnel may also explain the differential 

reactivites of ALDHl and ALDH2 towards the ALDH inhibitor disulfiram. Disulfiram 

is a bulky, hydrophobic compound that reacts quickly with ALDHl and more slowly 

with ALDH2 (114, 139). A recent study reported that alcoholic patients being treated 

with disulfiram developed symptoms that could be due to build up o f RA precursors 

(140). This suggested the involvement of ALDHl in complications associated with 

disulfiram therapy. With knowledge of the structures of ALDHl and ALDH2 it should 

now be possible to synthesize effective ALDH2 inhibitors that do not interfere with the 

function of A LDHl.

1.11.3.1 Active site structure of ALDHl

Although the active sites of ALDHl and 2 are superimposable there are some 

differences in the orientation of some of the active site residues (Fig.l.6b) e.g. Cys301, 

Lysl 12, Met 174 and Trpl77, these residues line the active site pocket. There are also a 

number of amino acid residue substitutions between ALDH 1 and ALDH 2, and with 

the residues mentioned above, this may explain the differences in reactivity towards 

different substrates.
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1.11.4 Structure of Raldh-2 from rat

The structure o f Raldh-2 from rat a class 1 ALDH has now been solved to 2.7Â (Fig.

1.7) (141). It is composed of 3 domains; a NAD binding domain, a catalytic and a 

oligomerisation or tetramerization domain. The nucleotide binding domain and the 

catalytic domain are both a -p  in structure, while the tetramerization domain, that is 

significantly smaller than the other two domains, is formed by three p domains. Since 

the structure of mitochondrial ALDH2 had already been solved (137), the structure of 

Raldh-2 was solved using this crystal structure. In ALDHl and 2 (137-138) the 

substrate is able to diffuse into the pre-formed substrate channel. However, Raldh-2 

appears to use a disordered loop in the substrate entrance channel that is proposed to be 

mobile. This mobility would therefore provide a mechanism for discrimination between 

long chain and short chain aldehydes.

1.12 Mechanism of ALDHs

It has now been established that ALDHs which catalyse the dehydrogenation of 

aldehydes to their corresponding acids, utilise the cofactors NAD^ or NADPL The 

reaction can also be considered irreversible. It is generally accepted that under steady- 

state conditions and with physiological concentrations of aldehydes (<100pM), 

mammalian liver cytosolic and mitochondrial ALDH-mediated reactions follow an 

ordered reaction sequence with NAD^ binding prior to substrate and product release 

prior to NADH release (142). Early proposals concerning the catalytic mechanism of 

action o f ALDH were based on those of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH). This enzyme will oxidize an aldehyde to the respective acid in the absence 

of phosphate.

It was suggested that like GAPDH, mammalian ALDHs contain a cysteine residue at the 

active site and a detailed mechanism and sequence of reaction was presented. The 

current knowledge of ALDH primary sequences obtained from a diversity o f species 

and mammalian tissues supports the early proposals concerning the mechanisms of 

action o f ALDH. Amino acid sequence alignments between the different classes of 

ALDH reveal very clear regions of highly conserved amino acid residues. This is seen 

with the active site Cys 302 as well as glycines present at positions 245 and 250 (class 

2) that are thought to be critical in coenzyme binding. Also present are a number of
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OH

E-SH + NAD+ E-SH + RCHO E - S - C - R

NAD* NAD* H

^  ̂ -  E - S - C - R

NADH H,0

E-SH + RCOOH 

NADH

E-SH + RCOOH 

+ NADH

FIG. 1.8 General mechanism of ALDHs
E-SH refers to the enzyme with cys as the active site nucleophile. Aldehyde binds to 
the E-NAD^ complex to form the thiohemiacetal intermediate that is oxidised to a 
thioester intermediate that is subsequently attacked by water to release the acid, ks 
refers to the acylation step, ks, refers to the hydride transfer step and kj, refers to the 
déacylation step; déacylation or hydride transfer are proposed as the rate limiting steps
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A3

EnC243SH +  RCHO ->■ 
(NAD+)

N114 E333/E209

0

(NAD+)

H

O

“ G - R
(NAD+) J

HOH

E333/209

E nC 243SH  +  R C O 2" 

(NADH)
EnC^gSH +  NADH

FIG. 1.9 M odel o f the steps in the mechanism o f ALDH 3
The proposed roles o f the conserved amino acid residues are indicated as follows; 
C243 active site nucleophile; N 1 14, stabilisation o f  the transition state and E333/209 
as the general base or in cofactor binding.
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NI 69 E399

E„Cj(ttSH +  RCHO 
(NAD*) I

E2W

► EnC3Q2SH +  RCO2 
(NADH)
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(NAD*) I

i H
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k .

EnCaogS - C - R 
(NAD*) ^  

HOH

E268

^  EnCwiSH +  NADH

FIG. 1.10 M odel o f the steps in the mechanism of ALDH 2
The proposed roles o f the conserved amino acid residues are indicated as follows; C302 
as the active site nucleophile; N169, stabilisation o f the transition state and E399/268 as 
the general base or in cofactor binding and K192 in co factor binding
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highly conserved residues including, proline and glutamic acid 268. Binding of the 

cofactors initiates the catalytic cycle of aldehyde oxidation. The aldehyde substrate 

binds at Cys 302 via thiol-adduct formation to produce a thiohemiacetal that is 

subsequently oxidised by hydride ion extraction to form a relatively stable thio ester. At 

this point o f the reaction, water is thought to function as a third substrate to attack on 

the bound thioester. It is likely that the attack by the water molecule is facilitated by 

proton transfer involving a general base residue specially adjacent to the active site.

This mechanism is shown in Fig. 1.8. The rate limiting step (RLS) of this catalytic cycle 

may be either déacylation of the acyl enzyme or dissociation of NADH. There are two 

lines of evidence to suggests that déacylation of the acyl enzyme complex is the RLS of 

aldehyde oxidation by ALDH (143). First the dehydrogenation rate catalyzed by ALDH 

is sensitive to the electron withdrawing group(s) associated with the aldehyde-carbonyl 

functional group. Secondly experiments utilising deuteroacetaldehyde revealed that the 

for the deuterated substrate was unaffected. This suggested that the RLS in the 

dehydrogenase reaction is not influenced by hydride transfer rate.

1.13 Do the structures of known ALDHs support the proposed mechanism?

The structure o f the class 3 ALDH from rat (147) modelled with benzaldehyde assisted 

in proposing possible amino acid residues involved in the class 3 mechanism. Cysteine 

residue 243, was found as the active site thiol group. The side chain residue closest to 

Cys 243 was found to be Asn 114 (Asn 169 in the class 2 structure) that has been 

proposed to be involved in the stabilisation of the oxy anion hole, in the transition state 

of the substrate. The thiolate of the catalytic Cys 243 can be generated with Glu 333 

(Glu 399 in the class 2 structure) that is strictly conserved. An appealing candidate to 

facilitate deprotonation of the product acid is Glu 209 (Glu 268 in the class 2 structure), 

one o f the residues near the lining the substrate-binding funnel, but it is believed to act 

as the general base. The overall proposal (Fig 1.9) was initially based on the 

relationship o f the nicotinamide ring in the class 3 structure with Asn 114, Glu 209, Glu 

333, Cys 243, and Phe 335.

In the case of ALDH2 (137) the cofactor is bound to the enzyme via hydrogen bonds 

through Lys 192 and Glu 399. Mutation of these residues causes the RLS of ALDH2 to 

change from déacylation to hydride transfer (148-149). These residues are not thought
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to be directly involved in the actual catalytic mechanism but assist in the correct 

positioning of NAD^ to ensure efficient hydride transfer. Mutational analysis has 

suggested that Glu 268 may possibly function as the general base for ALDH2 (151) 

possibly to activate water for the hydrolysis o f the acyl-enzyme intermediate (Fig.

1.10). It has also been suggested that the side chain amide o f Asn 169 and the peptide 

nitrogen of Cys 302 are positioned to stabilize the developing oxyanion in the transition 

state o f the substrate. Specific interactions with the co-enzyme molecule were identified 

for the conserved residues Lys 192, Glu 399 and Asn 169. The side chains of Lys 192 

and Glu 399 are involved in hydrogen bonds to the adenosine and nicotinamide ribose 

hydroxyls respectively and Asn 169 is also found to interact with the nicotinamide ring. 

For ease of describing how the structure of ALDHl relates to its function the standard 

numbering for the tetrameric ALDHs (e.g. Cys 302, Asn 169, Glu 268, Glu 399) will be 

used (138, 151). Therefore, the proposed roles o f these conserved amino acid residues 

are the same as in ALDH2.

ALDHl, 2 and 3 all exhibit different modes of binding for the nicotinamide half o f the 

C O  factor, although the adenine moiety interacts with the protein almost identically in all 

three enzyme structures. Indeed the nicotinamide appears very flexible within the 

enzyme active site, which suggests that the movement of the ring is conserved and 

important for the function of the enzyme.

1.14 Enzymes involved in retinoid metabolism

Retinoid metabolism is the conversion of retinol (Vitamin A) via RAL to RA (151-153). 

The enzymes involved in this pathway have been purified and characterised. These 

enzymes are members of four distinct families, ADH; short chain dehydrogenase/ 

reductase (SDR), retinaldehyde dehydrogenase (Raldh) and finally cytochrome P450 

(P450). The role that each of these enzymes have in this pathway are shown in Table

1.3. The most important enzyme in retinoid metabolism is Raldh, as this catalyses the 

conversion of RAL to RA. RA is a powerful morphogen that is required for the 

development of many embryonic structures, in vision and in the regulation of many 

genes (88, 157-158).
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Table 1.3 Enzymes involved in RA metabolism

Enzyme Reaction catalysed Location Ref
ADH Retinol RAL uses 

NAD^ as cofactor
adult mouse tissue, primarily in 
epithelia, RA required for 
differentiation o f epthelial cells

154-155

SDR Retinol RAL uses 
NAD(P)^ as cofactor

microsomes of rat liver, catalyses 
retinol or RAL

156

Raldh RAL —)► RA cytosol, RA used in development of 
embryonic structures and in vision

88, 157- 
158

P450 RAL ^ R A  
RA -> 4-OH RA, 4- 
0 X0  RA and 18-OH 
RA

mouse liver and testis, catalyses 9 cis 
and all-trans RAL isomers and all- 
trans RA to initiate paths o f RA 
degradation

159-160

1.14.1 Raldhs

O f the three classes of ALDHs, reported only the enzymes belonging to class 1 are 

specific for the oxidation o f all-trans or 9 cis RAL, to all-trans or 9 cis RA (88,157- 

158). Studies of vertebrate embryos link class 1 ALDH to RAL oxidation for RA 

synthesis and provide evidence for an additional class that uses RAL efficiently. A very 

high level of class 1 ALDH expression has been observed in the retina of the embryonic 

mouse, a site that is particularly high in endogenous RA (157). In order to identify the 

source of the high RA levels in the embryonic retina, extracts of the ventral and dorsal 

regions were separated by agarose-gel isoelectric focusing and the gel slices were 

assayed for RA synthesis from RAL (157). This demonstrated that the dorsal retina 

contained a basic ALHD2 (pi of -7.6), that is a cytosolic ALDH similar to the human 

isoform E l, whilst the ventral retina contained three acidic activities labeled VI, V2 and 

V3. Like ALHD2 the acidic activity required NAD^ as cofactor. The VI activity at pi 

o f -  5.7 represent the major ventral-specific dehydrogenase: and in comparative terms is 

at least two orders of magnitude more efficient in RA synthesis than ALDH2 (157).

The V3 peak is localized at the point of sample loading and may represent precipitated 

VI enzyme. The V2 activity was shown to be particularly abundant in the retinal 

pigment epithelial layer (RPE) and was later identified to be retinaldehyde 

dehydrogenase type 2 (Raldh-2) (88, 97). An asymmetrical distribution of different 

ALDH in the retina is also conserved in the chick retina (161).

RAL specific ALDHs are not only confined to the mouse embryonic retina but also 

resides in the spinal chord (74). Other cDNAs o f enzymes have been cloned that are
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RAL specific, include a rat kidney ALDH isozyme that catalyses the oxidation of 9 cis 

and all-trans RAL to high affinity (162). Raldh from rat kidney was shown to be 

important for development of the kidney (163).

1.14.2 Retinoid binding proteins

Transport of the lipophilic retinol from the liver to target tissues is accomplished by a 

specific transport protein, interphotoreceptor retinol binding protein (IRBP) (164). The 

intracellular trafficking of retinoids throughout the body is mediated by small molecular 

mass proteins that are members of a large family of fatty acid binding proteins (FABPs) 

(165). Four retinoid binding members of the FABP family have been extensively 

characterised: cellular retinol binding protein-I (CRBP-I) and CRBP-II and cellular RA 

binding protein I and II (CRABP) (166).

The role of retinoid binding proteins is to act as substrate carriers with affinities for 

selective enzymatic pathways, directing bound retinoids towards storage, reduction or 

oxidation and degradation (165). CRBP-I and CRBP-II are 56% identical at the amino 

acid level (165). CRBP-II binds retinol and RAL with similar affinity whereas CRBP-I 

has a 100 fold higher affinity for retinol. CRBP-II is important for retinoid uptake in the 

intestinal mucosa and for channeling towards estérification by a lecithin-retinol 

acyltransferase (LRAT). CRBP-1 facilitates oxidation o f retinol to RAL and to RA. 

CRABP-1 and II bind mainly RA however, CRABP-I binds RA with a higher affinity 

than CRABP-II (165). The physiological role o f CRABP-I is believed to be as an 

intracellular RA buffer and most importantly as a carrier o f RA (167). The role of 

CRABP-II has not been elucidated. CRABP-II is expressed throughout embryonic 

tissues. CRABP-I is expressed in the same region as CRBP-I so is consistent with its 

role (168).

1.14.4 Role of Raldh-2 

1.14.4.1RA affecting gene regulation

The importance of RA in gene regulation did not become apparent until the cloning of 

nuclear receptors ligands. After which it was discovered that RA is required to activate 

the receptors for steroid, thyroid hormone and vitamin D (169). There are two families 

of nuclear receptors, the RA receptors (RARs) and the retinoid X receptors (RXR), each 

existing in three forms (a, (3, and y) encoded by separate genes, these have the potential
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to transduce the RA signal in vivo. The RAR family (RARa, p, and y) is activated by 

both all-trans and 9 cis RA (169) whereas the RXR family (RXRa, p, and y) is 

activated exclusively by 9 cis RA (170). When RA receptors are activated by a bound 

ligand (either 9 cis or all-trans RAL) they regulate gene expression by binding to short 

DNA sequences, upstream of the promoter of the target genes. Expression of a large 

number of proteins is regulated by RA and the list, which exceeds 200 proteins, 

includes transcription factors, growth factors and their receptors, extracellular matrix 

components, enzymes, gap junction components, ion channels and several proteins 

involved in RA actions such as CRBP-II (171).

1.14.4.2 RA synthesis in the postnatal eye

It was found that eyes of light exposed mice generated too much RA for the level of 

ALDH present (172). The light induced RA increase was directly related to the visual 

cycle in vertebrate photoreceptors; the visual chromophore 11 cis RAL bound 

covalently via schiff-base linkage to rhodopsin is isomerised by light to all-trans RAL. 

This causes hydrolysis of the Schiff base and release of free all-trans RAL, which 

diffuses away in order to be regenerated to 11 cis RAL. The re-isomerization process 

takes place in the RPE. The high levels of cytosolic aldehydes in the RPE means that 

some o f the light released all-trans RAL is unavoidably converted into RA most 

probably by Raldh-2. In addition to the electric visual signal, excitation of vertebrate 

rhodopsin by light thus generates a transcriptional signal. It has also been demonstrated 

that RA can mimic the effect of light and increase the level o f mRNA arrestin 

expression levels (172).

1.14.4.3 RA synthesis is essential for early mouse development

Severe vitamin A deprivation in rodents results in maternal infertility, which has 

prompted an investigation of the role of RA during embryogenesis. This led to the 

discovery that the production of RA by Raldh-2 is required for survival and early 

morphogenesis (81). The pattern of Raldh-2 expression during mouse development has 

suggested that it may be responsible for embryonic RA synthesis (8 8 , 173). To show 

this the Raldh-2 gene was targeted and disrupted and Raldh-2 '/' embryos were 

generated. These died at mid-gestation, did not form limb buds, had hearts that 

consisted of a single dilated cavity and were severely reduced in size compared to wild
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type embryos. These defects were attributed to a block in embryonic RA synthesis

(174). This study provided strong evidence for Raldh-2 being important for the 

generation of RA, that is, in turn, important for normal mouse embryonic development.

1.15 Aims

ALDH, as described above, belongs to a superfamily of enzymes that is still expanding 

with many of the structures being solved along the way, providing important molecular 

detail. The function of ALDHs has also now been established, and a suitable 

mechanism by which ALDHs carry out their function has been proposed. The amino 

acid residues important for catalysis in some ALDHs have been found, but little 

information was available for RAL specific ALDHs. The purpose of the research 

described in this thesis on mouse Raldh-2 (V2) was to obtain a detailed characterisation 

of the enzyme.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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2.0 DNA manipulation techniques

2.1 Nucleic acid amplification

The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was set up in a 0.5 ml reaction tube in the 

following order; Xpl Nuclease-free water (to a final volume of 50pl), 5pl lOX reaction 

buffer (500mM KCl, 15mM M gC y, 2pl dNTP mix (lOmM of each dNTP), 0.2pl 

BioTaq Polymerase (5units/ pi) (Promega), Ipl downstream primer (lOOpM), Ipl 

upstream primer, (lOOpM) (refer to Table 2.0) and Ypl template (lOng/pl). Positive 

and negative control reactions were set up. The components were mixed gently by 

pipetting and briefly centrifuged and the mixture processed in a Thermal Cycler for 35 

cycles as follows: cycle 1; 94“C for 2 min to accomodate 'hot start' per reactions 

(addition of primers); cycle 2; 94°C for 10 sec; 45°C for 10 sec; 72°C for 30 sec (x 35); 

cycle 3; with a final extension of 72°C for 3 min.

Table 2.0 Oligonucleotide sequences for PCR and SDM

Primer DNA sequence 5’-3’
RDS 1 (UP) GCGC GAATTC CTG CTT CGG GGC TCG CTG
RDS 2 (DP) GCGC AAGCTT TTA GAC GAC ACC CAT GGA GTT
RDS 3 (UP) GCGCG CGC CAT ATG CTG CTT CGG GGA TCG CTG
RDS 4 (DP) GCGC GGA TCC TAA GAC GAC ACC ATG GAG TT 3’
RDS 5 (UP) GCGC GAATTC TCT GCT TAG GAG CPC GCT G
RDS 6  (DP) GCGCC AAGCTT TTA GAC GAC ACC CAT GGA GGT
Argl72 Trp GGC AAC AAC GGT TTT TGG GAC TGG
Arg 172 Gly GGC AAC AAC GGT TTT GGG GAC TGG
Leu 185 Pro GCA ATC GCT ACC CGG ACT TTT CC
Cys 165 Tyr GAG TTC AAA TAC TGC GGC AAC
Ser 107 Ala GCA ACT ATG GAA GCC CTA AAT GGC
Asn 169 Ala CAG ATC ATC CCG TGG GCC TTC CCC
Cys 301-2 Ala CC TGC GGT GGC GGC CTG GCC TTG
Glu 399 Ala CGG ATT GCC AAG GAG GCG ATC TTT GG

Nucleotide bases in bold refer to enzyme restriction sites; UP (upstream primer), DP 

(downstream primer), SDM (site directed mutagenesis)

2.2 DNA analysis

DNA products were analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis. Gels were made up in IX 

TAB (5OX TAB, 242g 2M, Tris base, 57.1 ml glacial acetic acid, 100 ml 0.5M BDTA 

pH 8.0) containing 0.5pl/ ml of ethidium bromide. 5pi of lOX loading dye was added to
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each of the DNA samples prior to loading. Ikb marker (Promega) was run with the 

DNA samples at 80-100V for Ihr and the products visualised by UV transillumination 

and a picture taken of the gel. After electrophoresis the DNA fragment was excised 

from the gel with a clean sharp scapel and extracted using the QiAgel kit (following the 

manufacturer’s instruction).

2.3 Cloning in plasmid vectors

2.3.1 Ligation of plasmid vector and insert DNA

Using the appropriate vector:insert ratio the ligation reaction was set up as follows; Xpl 

vector DNA(500ng), Ypl insert DNA (SOng/pl), Ipl T4 DNA Ligase (lu/pl Weiss 

units), Ligase Buffer (lOX, SOOmM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, lOOmM MgCl^, lOOmM DTT, 

lOmM ATP), Nuclease-free water to a final volume of lOpl. The contents were mixed 

gently be pipetting, briefly centrifuged and left at 4°C for 16hr (overnight).

2.3.2 Transformation of DNA into bacteria

25pl of competent cells of an appropriate strain were transferred to clean 1.5 ml 

eppendorf on ice. 1-1 Ong of DNA was added and left on ice for 20 min. The cells were 

heat shocked for 45-50 sec in a water bath at 42°C and immediately placed on ice for 2 

min. lOOpl of SOC (2.0g Bacto-Tryptone, 0.5g Bacto-Yeast Extract, 1 ml IM NaCl, 

0.25 ml IM KCl, 1 ml 2M Mg'" stock (IM  MgCl^.ôH^O, IM MgSO^.VH^O), filter 

sterilized, 1 ml 2M glucose, filter sterilized), LB (lO.Og Bacto-Tryptone, 5g Yeast 

Extract, 5g NaCl) was added and incubated for 1.5hr at 37°C with shaking. The whole 

of the transformation mix was plated onto selection plates, blue/white color screening, 

(LB and Agar 15g/l, lOOpg/ ml ampicillin (Ap), X-gal (80pg/ ml) IPTG (0.5mM)), 

antibiotic selection (lOOpg/ ml ampicillin (Ap), 34pg/ ml chloramphenicol (CAM)) and 

incubated at 37°C for 16-2Ihr.

2.4 Purification of DNA 

2. 4.1 Purification of double stranded DNA

Plasmid DNA was purified from the bacterial pellet using the QiAgen DNA extraction 

kit (QiAgen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.4.2 Purification of single stranded DNA

A single plaque was picked from a lawn plate containing recombinant M l3 DNA and 

grown for up to 5hr at 37®C in 2 X TY media (16g, Tryptone, lOg,Yeast extract and 5g, 

NaCl), Single stranded DNA (ss DNA) was extracted as follows: 200pl of PEG 

(polyethylene glycol/4M NaCl was added, mixed and left at room temperature for 15 

min. This was centrifuged for 5 min at 13,000 g and the supernatant removed. The 

pellet was centrifuged for a further 2 min and the last traces of PEG removed. lOOpl of 

TE buffer (lOmM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, ImM EDTA) was added and vortexed for 30 sec to 

resuspend the pellet. 50pl of the TE saturated phenol was added vortexed for 20 sec, 

left to stand for 15 min. The upper phase was removed and transferred to a clean 

eppendorf tube. lOOpl of phenol was added vortexed for 1 min, spun for 1 min and the 

upper phase removed. lOOpl of chlororform was added vortexed for 1 min and the upper 

phase removed. 20pl of 3M sodium acetate, pH 6.0 was added along with 250pl of

100% ethanol to precipitate the DNA. This was placed at -80®C for 30 min centrifuged 

at 13,000g for 15 min and the supernatant removed. The pellet was washed with 500pl 

of ice cold 70% ethanol and spun at 13,000g for 10 min and the pellet dried under 

vacuum for 10 min and resuspended into lOpl o f TE or water and spun for 5 min to 

remove any residual proteins. Ipl o f the ss DNA was analysed on a 1% agarose gel and 

the DNA concentration, calculated by measuring its absorbance at 280nm.

2.5 Restriction endonuclease digestion

A single restriction digest was set up as follows: Xpl Nuclease-Free water (in a final 

volume of 20pl), 4pl lOX OPA (One-Phor-All Buffer lOOmM Tris acetate pH 7.5, 

lOmM Magnesium acetate, 500mM Potassium acetate), Ypl DNA (in sterile water or 

TE buffer, 0.2-1.Opg), Ipl restriction enzyme (lOu/pl). The contents were mixed by 

pipetting and centrifuged briefly and incubated at 37°C for up to 2hr and analysed on 

agarose gel (refer to section 2 .1 ).

2.6 Sequencing

For double stranded (ds) and ss DNA sequence analysis, the T7 deaza-dGTP sequencing 

kit (Amersham) was used following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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2.6.1 Direct Sequencing

Direct sequencing of clones was performed using the Applied Biosystems 373 DNA 

sequencer with the ABI Prism® Big Dye terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction 

Kit with AmpliTaq® DNA Polymerase, according to manufacturer’s instructions, with 

the following modifications; 1 .6  pmol/pl of upstream and downstream primers were 

used instead of 3.2 pmol/pl, and cycle sequencing extension time per cycle was reduced 

from 60°C for 4 min to 60°C for 2 min.

2.7 In vitro mutagenesis

In vitro mutagenesis was carried out using the Sculptor kit (Amersham) using the 

manufacturer’s instructions. The genes of interest were cloned into M13mpl8/19 

vectors and ss DNA made (refer to section 2.4.2). Oligonucleotides were designed with 

point mutations (refer to Table 2.0) for amino acid residues known to be the involved in 

retinal degenerations R172W/G, L185P and C l65Y in the PRDS gene and conserved 

amino acid residues proposed to be involved in catalysis in the Raldh-2 gene were 

mutated to alanine C301-2A, N169A, E399A and S107A. All the mutants were entirely 

sequenced to ensure no other mutations had been introduced during the genetic 

manipulation procedure.

2.8 Protein expression

2.8.1 Bacterial expression strains

The recombinant DNA plasmid was transformed into the appropriate bacterial 

expression strain. The recombinant colonies were picked and grown overnight at 37°C 

in 5 ml of LB media containing antibiotic. For 100 ml (this was also scaled up to 1 litre 

if required) preparation of bacterial culture, 1 ml was inoculated into fresh LB 

containing antibiotic and the culture allowed to grow at 37°C to an Agoo of 0.6. lOOmM 

IPTG was added to the log phase bacterial culture to a final concentration of 0.4mM (or 

as required, this ranged from 0.3-ImM IPTG) and the incubation of the culture 

continued for an additional 3hr. Depending on the yield or stability of the recombinant 

protein required, changes in the induction protocol were incurred. This involved 

lowering the temperature after induction to 15°C and continued incubation for up to 

20hr. The cells were harvested by centrifugation 5,000g for 5 min and resuspensed in
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the appropiate lysis buffer. The cell suspension was sonicated and the crude lysate 

centrifuged at 12,000g for 20 min at 4°C to remove cellular debris.

2.8.2 In vitro translation

This work was carried out in collaboration with Professor Findlay and Jonathan Wrigley 

at Leeds University. The TnT® coupled reticulocyte lysate system (Promega) was used 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In order to determine the glycosylation 

status of the recombinant protein, N-glycosylation was inhibited by the inclusion of Ac- 

Asn-Tyr-Thr-NHj (ANYTA) at a final concentration of 32pM. A further modification 

to translation reactions was the addition of oxidised glutathione (2mM GSSG), where 

non-reducing conditions were required in order to allow the formation o f disulphide 

linkages within nascent proteins.

2.9.1 Protein analysis

2.9.1.1 SDS and native PAGE

The SDS PAGE was made up as follows: separating gel 12% (Acrylamide 30%, 1.5M 

Tris-HCl, pH 8 .8 , 10% SDS, 10% ammonium persulfate (APS), TEMED), stacking gel 

5% (30% acylamide, 0.5M Tris-HCl pH 6 .8 , 10% SDS, 10% APS, TEMED). Samples 

of proteins were boiled in disruption buffer (2.5M Tris-HCl pH 6 .8 , 10% w/v SDS, 2M 

glycerol, IM 0.04% bromophenol blue, IM B-mercaptoethanol) and analysed on a 12% 

SDS PAGE with Dalton protein molecular mass marker (6 6 , 45, 36, 29, 24, 20, 14 kDa). 

The gel was run at 40mA/200V for Ihr at ambient temperature. The gel was stained 

with 10-20 ml Coomassie Brilliant blue solution (per 100 ml, 0.25g Coomassie brillant 

blue R250 (SIGMA), 45 ml of methanol 45 ml of HjO and 10 ml o f glacial acetic acid) 

for 5 min and destained in 10% methanol and 10% acetic acid over 4-8hr, changing 

destaining solution three or four times. The resulting gel was washed in distilled water 

and sandwiched between two cellophane sheets (BioRad) and dried in a gel drier for up 

to 3hr. For native PAGE the gel was made without SDS. The samples for this gel were 

not boiled but mixed with disruption buffer excluding SDS, a protein marker was not 

required for this gel. The gel was run at 4°C for Ihr at 200V/40mA and stained and 

destained as above.
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2.9.2 Western blot analysis

A 12% SDS PAGE was prepared, after electrophoresis, the gel was blotted onto a 

polyvinylidene flouride membrane (PVDF) (BioRad) in IX CAPS buffer pH 11.0 and 

left at lOV overnight. After which the membrane was placed in IX Ponceaus S 

solution. The membrane was washed (5 min) with distilled water and TBS (Tris 

buffered saline solution, 4.84g Tris base, 58.44g NaCl pH 7.5). The membrane was 

placed in 1% blocking solution (5% blocking solution 5g milk powder in 100 ml of 

TBS), after Ihr the blocking solution was removed and the primary antibody (anti- 

Raldh-2) (1: 1000 dilution) in TBS was added, this was left at 20°C for Ihr and 

removed. The membrane was washed (5 min) with TBS and TBS tween and the 

secondary antibody (alkaline phosphatase conjugate) was used at a 1: 3000 dilution in 

IX Blocking solution for Ihr. Four 5 min washes followed with TBS, TBS tween, TBS 

and finally in carbonate buffer (8.4g NaHCOj, 0.203g MgClg.bH^O pH 9.8). The color 

reaction solution contained a mixture of lOOpl of 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate 

(BCIP) and nitro-blue tétrazolium (NBT) colour development substrates (Promega) this 

was added to 10 ml of carbonate buffer and poured onto the PVDF membrane and left to 

shake, whilst the color developed. The reaction was stopped with water.

2.10 Protein purification

2.10.1 Nickel affinity chromatography (Metal-chelate column)

Vectors possessing the His-tag sequence (6-10 stretch of histidine residues) allowed the 

protein of interest to be purified from the cellular protein by using a metal chelate 

column. 2.5 ml of the metal chelate resin (Novagen) was packed into a small column 

(2.5 X 10 cm). The resin was prepared by washing the column with the following 

sequences of washes to charge and equilibrate the column (1  volume is equivalent to the 

settled bed volume), 3 volumes of sterile deionised water, 5 volumes IX charge buffer 

(400mM NiSOJ and 3 volumes of IX Binding Buffer (8 X Binding Buffer, 40mM 

imidazole, 4M NaCl, 160mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9). The cells were harvested by 

centrifugation at 5,000g for 5 min and the cells resuspended in 2 volumes of cold IX 

Binding Buffer and the sample was sonicated for 2 min at 10 sec intervals, spun at 

13,000g for 2 0  min and 1 0 - 2 0  mg/ ml of crude extract was loaded onto the column at 

ambient temperature. The column was washed with the following washes; 10 volumes
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of IX Binding Buffer; 6  volumes of IX Wash Buffer (8 X Wash Buffer, 480mM 

imidazole, 4M NaCl, 160mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9); and eluted in 6  volumes o f 1 X Elute 

Buffer (4X Elute Buffer 4M imidazole, 2M NaCl, 80mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9). The eluted 

protein was exchanged from Elute buffer by dialysis or by use of a small gel filtration 

column (PD 10) (Pharmacia Biotech).

2.10.2 Maltose binding protein affinity column

This affinity column allows the purification of the maltose binding protein (MBP) 

attached to any protein of interest. 15 ml of amylose resin (New England Biolabs) was 

packed into a 2.5X 25 cm column and washed with 8  volumes of column buffer (20mM 

Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 200mM NaCl, ImM EDTA, ImM Sodium azide, lOmM (3- 

mercaptoethanol or ImM DTT) to prepare the column. After use, the column was 

regenerated with the following sequences: water-1 column volume; 0.1% SDS-3 column 

volumes; and finally 3-volumes o f column buffer. The column was run at 4°C. The 

crude extract was diluted 1:5 to obtain a final concentration o f ~2.5mg/ ml and loaded 

onto the column and washed with 10-12 volumes o f column buffer. The fusion protein 

was eluted with lOmM maltose and fractions were collected. The fusion protein was 

eluted in the first five fractions. The fractions containing the eluted protein were pooled 

and concentrated to Img/ ml in an amicon centricon and the sample analysed by SDS 

PAGE (12%). In some cases the MBP-fusion protein did not appear homogeneous after 

purification with the amylose resin. In these cases the protein was further purified using 

an anion exchange column using a salt gradient.

2.10.3 Purification of proteins from inclusion bodies

In cases where the recombinant protein formed inclusion bodies, a dénaturant was used 

to try and resolubilise the protein. The cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000g 

for 5 min and the bacterial pellet was resuspended in 4 ml o f cold IX Binding Buffer 

and the sample was sonicated for 2  min at 1 0  sec intervals and spun at 13,000g for 2 0  

min. The fraction with the inclusion bodies was resolubilised in 6 M urea for Ihr at 

20°C. The urea resuspension was spun at 12,000g for 30 min and the supernatant 

dialysed against 5L of renaturation buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.8, 20% glycerol, 

lOOmM NaCl, lOmM (3-mercaptoethanol). A step down removal o f dénaturant (from
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6 M to OM) was also tried, the samples were analysed by SDS and native PAGE, to 

assess amount of protein recovered and folded.

2.10.3.1 Optimisation of protein folding

To optimise protein folding, oxidation of -SH groups with CuSO^ was employed. After 

resolubilisation in 6 M urea, the suspension was spun and the supernatant left mixing in 

an Erlenmeyer flask with rapid mixing for 20-22hr with 50pM CuSO^. The urea was 

removed by dialysis against renaturation buffer and the protein sample concentrated by 

use o f ultrafiltration. Another method for resolubilisation o f inclusion bodies involved 

using 2% sodium N-laurylsarcosine and the detergent separated from the protein on 

Dowex I anion exchange resin. After removal the detergent free protein was dialysed 

against 5L TBS (50mM Tris-HCl, 0.15M NaCl, lOmM (3-mercaptoethanol), over a 3 

day period at 4°C.

2.11 Protein studies

2.11.1 Cleavage of fusion proteins

The pET-32b and pMAL-C2 vectors encodes a protease cleavage site that allows 

removal of the fusion protein tag by treatment with one of the following proteases; 

Factor Xa, recombinant enterokinase (rEK), or trypsin.

2.11.1.1 Cleavage with Factor Xa

Cleavage with Factor Xa was employed to try and separate the MBP from the PRDS 

L3-4 loop. Typical reaction conditions for Factor Xa cleavage involved 5pl buffer 

(lOOmM NaCl, 50mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, ImM C aC y, Xpl (Img/ ml) target protein 

digested at 20”C for 8-16hr with 20-50pg of Factor Xa, in a final volume of 50pl with 

deionised water.

2.11.1.2 Cleavage with trypsin

Trypsin appears to cleave at the same site as Factor Xa. Typical reaction conditions 

involved Xpl (Img/ ml) of target protein and 0.1 mg/ ml of trypsin in a final volume of 

50pl with deionised water. Digests were set up at 37°C l-2hr, 16°C or 4°C overnight.
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2.11.1.3 Cleavage with recombinant enterokinase (rEK)

Cleavage with recombinant enterokinase (rEK) was employed to try and separate the 

thioredoxin (TRX) from the PRDS L3-4 loop. Typical reaction conditions were 5pi of 

lOX rEK buffer (200mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 20mM CaCl^ SOOmM NaCl), Xpl (im g/ ml) 

target protein, 0.2u /pi rEK and made up to a final volume o f SOpl with deionised water. 

The results o f the digests were analysed by SDS PAGE.

2.11.2 Dimérisation studies

In order to assess whether the recombinant protein was able to form dimers, all reducing 

agents were removed from the samples by dialysis. Samples, including the MBP 

protein only (control) were left at 4°C for 24-72hr to allow air oxidation. The samples 

were analysed by SDS PAGE in the absence of reducing agents.

2.12 Circular dichroism (CD)

The fusion proteins for CD were prepared in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, to a final 

concentration of 1.0 mg/ ml. CD spectra were recorded with nitrogen-flushed Jasco 

spectropolarimeters, J-600 and J720, using 4s time constants, lOnm/ min scan sped, and 

a spectral band width of 2nm for J600 and Inm for J720, respectively. A 1 cm path 

length (Hellma) was used for the aromatic side-chain region (near UV) and a 0.02 cm 

cell for the backbone region (far UV). The spectra are reported as Ae=GL-eR (M'‘ cm ') 

based upon a mean molecular mass per amino acid residue in accordance with pending 

lUPAC-IUB recommendations. The estimation of secondary structure content was 

performed using a partial least square method (PLSplus of GRAMS/32 suite program) 

with a calibration data set of 16 proteins (175). CD data was obtained for the native, wt 

and mutant proteins in the backbone and aromatic regions and on dénaturation with 7M 

urea and renaturation in 0.35M urea.

2.13 Kinetic studies

2.13.1 Substrate assays

Dehydrogenase activity was followed by measuring the change in absorbance at 340nm 

of NADH (8340 = 6.22m M 'cm ') at 37°C for 2-5 min in a HP 845A Diode Array 

spectrophotometer (Hewlett Packard) under initial velocity conditions. Assays were
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performed in 1 ml of Buffer A (20mM Hepes, 150mM KCl and 2mM DTT pH 8.5) 

with 2mM NAD^ (final concentration) and the reactions were started by the addition of 

lOpg o f enzyme. A variety of substrates were used including, octanal, acetaldehyde, 

benzaldehyde, citral, hexanal and propanal and RAL isomers; all-trans RAL, 9-cis RAL 

(9C RAL), 13-cw RAL (SIGMA) and 3,4-didehydroretinaldehyde (3,4 DD RAL) a gift 

from Thomas Gueresten. The enzyme specificity for NAD^ or NADP^ was also 

measured at varying concentrations. The rate (V^ ,̂,), K^ (Michaelis Menten constant), 

kcat (catalytic constant) and kcaf/^m (catalytic efficiency) for each of these substrates 

were determined using the Grafit Package.

2.13.2 Cellular retinol binding protein type 2 (CRBP-II) Raldh-2 assays

CRBP-II in a 2:1 concentration ratio with the RAL isomer was incubated with 

substrates AT RAL and 9C RAL for 30 min at 37°C in Buffer A. After the incubation 

period, 2mM NAD^ and 1 Opg of protein was added to initiate the reaction and the 

formation of NADH measured for 5 min at 37°C. The rate (V^,J, (Michaelis Menten 

constant), kcat (catalytic constant) and kca tfl^  (catalytic efficiency) for each of these 

substrates were determined using the Grafit Package.

2.14 Effect of citral, disulfiram and pesticides on Raldh-2

The activity o f the enzyme was measured in the presence of a range of citral 

concentrations (50pM, 200pM and 500pM), disulfiram and a series of pesticides, 

(molinate, benomyl, maneb and vernolate). The rate (V^,J, (Michaelis Menten 

constant), kcat (catalytic constant) and kcatf^m (catalytic efficiency) for each of these 

substrates were determined using the Grafit Package.

2.15 pH dependent kinetic studies

A range of buffers varying by 0.2 pH unit were prepared within the pH range 6.0-10.2. 

The MES buffer was used for pH values between 6.0 and 7.0, Hepes between pH 7.0 

and 8.4, and CHES between pH 8.4 and 10.2. All buffers contained 150mM KCl, ImM 

EDTA and 2mM DTT. A range of substrate concentrations between 0.005mM and 

O.lmM octanal was used. Raldh-2 ( 1 Opg) was assayed as described in section 2.11.
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The results obtained were checked for adherence to Michaelis-Menten kinetics by 

constructing plots of initial rate (v) against substrate concentration [S]. These results 

were analysed with SIGMAPLOT 4.1 (Jandel Scientific) and a Tandon MCS 486/33 

computer to generate values of and at each pH. An error structure of constant 

relative error was assumed and weighing factors were inversely proportional to v̂ . 

Values of the characterising parameters o f the pH-dependent kinetics (macroscopic pK, 

values and pH-independent values of the rate constants, kcaJ and were obtained 

by using SKETCHER, a multitasking application program written in ANSIC running 

under RISCOS on an Acorn Archimedes.

2.16 Crystallisation Studies

lOmg/ ml of pure protein was used to set up crystallisation plates using the hanging 

drop method with the Hampton screen kit to find the conditions under which the protein 

could crystallise. The hanging drop method was used for crystallisation of the protein 

with 2pl o f the crystallisation well and equlibrated over 1 ml of solution. This was 

equilibrated at 19°C for 1-5 days.

2.17 Modelling of Raldh-2 protein sequence onto ALDH3

Modelling o f Raldh-2 protein sequence was performed using the program MODELER

(175) with the rat class 3 ALDH structure complexed with NAD^ (PDBcode: lad3.pdb) 

as the starting model. The modelling was performed by Dr. Hiedi Schubert (University 

of York) using the program MODELER with the rat class ALDH structure complexed 

with NAD^ as the starting model. The modelling procedure begins with an alignment of 

the sequence to be modelled (target) with the related known 3D structures (templates). 

The spatial features such as C„-C„ distances, hydrogen bonds and main chain and side 

chain dihedral angles, are transferred from the template to the target. Thus a number of 

spatial restraints on its structure are obtained. Finally the 3D model is obtained by 

satisfying all the restraints as well as possible.
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3.0 Expression of eukaryotic proteins in a prokaryotic system

PRDS is an integral membrane protein and a two dimensional topological representation 

of the protein has been proposed by Molday (40) which is represented in Fig. 1.3. The 

protein is envisaged to contain four transmembrane regions (M l-4) and three joining 

loops. In order to study the structure of PRDS, high level expression o f the protein is 

necessary. The method of choice would be to express the protein in a eukaryotic system 

not least because the protein undergoes post-translational modification. However, there 

are problems associated with these systems, including limitations on the amount of 

protein that can be produced. There are further problems associated with the high level 

expression of membrane proteins.

To circumnavigate these problems it was decided to express only part o f the protein in a 

prokaryotic expression system. The domain of the protein which is presumed to be 

soluble and most amicable to expression is the L3-4 region. This domain (amino acid 

residues 121 (Leu) - 270 (Val)) contains ~ 150 amino acid residues and is the region of 

PRDS that is thought to be involved in protein-protein contact. Moreover, it is also the 

region of the protein that contains the majority of the mutations associated with 

inherited retinopathies. Any structural information from this would give an insight into 

the molecular basis of the disease. To obtain adequate amounts o f the protein it was 

decided to express the domain in a range of prokaryotic vectors. This would allow the 

protein to be tagged with a suitable epitope, facilitating easy purification, increasing 

solubility of the protein, and hence allowing the protein to be characterised.

The aim o f this part of the study was to express and purify the L3-4 region o f PRDS in 

relatively large quantities, and to assess some of its basic characteristics. Moreover, 

after the introduction of several point mutations in the loop region, which are disease 

causing, it was hoped that it would be possible to assess what effect they have on the 

structure o f the protein.

3.1 Amplification of the PRDS L3-4 loop

The portion of the cDNA encoding the L3-4 domain was amplified by PCR from the 

mouse cDNA of PRDS using upstream and downstream primers (refer to Table 2.0). 

The upstream primer was designed from Leu 121 at the end o f the M3 transmembrane
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segment. The downstream primer was designed from Val 270 at the end of the M4 

transmembrane segment. This would give rise to a segment o f PRDS comprising the 

entire L3-4 loop region. The amplified product was run on a 1.5 % agarose gel to 

separate the amplified fragment from smaller fragments (Fig. 3.0). The amplified 

fragment migrated as a band ~ 450 bp, which was the expected size, and was purified 

from the gel using the QiAgel extraction kit. The purified DNA was ligated into a PCR 

pGEM®-T Easy vector (refer to appendix II.A for map of the vector) and the insert 

within the resulting recombinant plasmid was fully sequenced. The DNA sequence of 

the amplified L3-4 domain of PRDS is shown in Fig 3.1. When this sequence was 

compared with the mouse sequence in the data base, it was found to be identical to the 

mouse L3-4 domain o f PRDS. This meant that no errors had been introduced during the 

amplification and cloning procedure. The same protocol was later applied to clone the 

human cDNA of the PRDS L3-4 loop. The cDNA of PRDS (mouse and human) were 

gifts from Professor Gabriel Travis (University of Texas, Southwestern Medical centre).

3.1.1 Subcloning of the PRDS L3-4 loop into pET-14b

To allow large scale expression of the L3-4 domain within E. coli, it was subcloned 

from the pGEM®-T Easy vector (Promega) into pET-14b vector (refer to appendix II.B 

for map of the vector) (Novagen), such that the cDNA was cloned in-frame with a His- 

tag. The plasmid contains a T7 promoter that affords high level transcription of the 

insert. The PRDS L3-4 loop was cloned via the Nde I and Bam HI sites o f pET-14b, 

resulting in a recombinant vector of 5.115 kb (4671 bp pET-14b + 444 bp cDNA L3-4 

region). A diagrammatic representation o f the expression vector is shown in Fig 3.2. 

Primers designed from the vector were used to sequence the insert to ensure that it was 

cloned in-frame.

3.2 Protein analysis of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

3.2.1 Expression of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

To obtain optimum expression, the recombinant plasmid was transformed into the three 

E. coli strains compatible with this plasmid; BL21 (DE3) pLysS/ E and BL21 (DE3) 

(refer to appendix I for genotype of bacterial strains). Expression of foreign genes in 

bacterial cells can lead to problems, including protein degradation during purification
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1 2 3 4 5

Fig . 3.0 Ainplincation of the PRDS L3-4 loop
The results of the PCR reaction was analysed on a 1.5% agarose gel. 
Lanes: 1, 1 kb DNA molecular mass marker; 2, amplification of the 
PRDS L3-4 from mouse PRDS cDNA; 3, amplification of the PRDS L3- 
4 loop from human PRDS cDNA;4, positive control; 5 negative control.
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F ig . 3.1 DNA and protein sequence of the human PRDS L3-4 loop.

TCTGCTTCGGGGCTCGCTGGAGAACACCCTGGGCCAAGGGCTCAAGAACGGCATGAAGTA

AGACGAAGCCCCGAGCGACCTCTTGTGGGACCCGGTTCCCGAGTTCTTGCCGTACTTCAT

L L R G S L E N T L G Q G L K N G M K Y -

CTACCGGGACACAGACACCCCTGGCAGGTGTTTCATGAAGAAGACCATCGACATGCTGCA

GATGGCCCTGTGTCTGTGGGGACCGTCCACAAAGTACTTCTTCTGGTAGCTGTACGACGT

Y R D T D T P G R C F M K K T I D M L Q -

GATCGAGTTCAAATGCTGCGGCAACAACGGTTTTCGGGACTGGTTTGAGATTCAGTGGAT

CTAGCTCAAGTTTACGACGCCGTTGTTGCCAAAAGCCCTGACCAAACTCTAAGTCACCTA

l E F K C C G N N G F R D W F E I Q W I -

CAGCAATCGCTACCTGGACTTTTCCTCCAAAGAAGTCAAAGATCGAATCAAGAGCAACGT

GTCGTTAGCGATGGACCTGAAAAGGAGGTTTCTTCAGTTTCTAGCTTAGTTCTCGTTGCA

S N R Y L D F S S K E V K D R I K S N V -

GGATGGGCGGTACCTGGTGGACGGCGTCCCTTTCAGCTGCTGCAATCCTAGCTCGCCACG

CCTACCCGCCATGGACCACCTGCCGCAGGGAAAGTCGACGACGTTAGGATCGAGCGGTGC

D G R Y L V D G V P F S C C N P S S P R -

GCCCTGCATCCAGTATCAGATCACCAACAACTCAGCACACTACAGTTACGACCACCAGAC

CGGGACGTAGGTCATAGTCTAGTGGTTGTTGAGTCGTGTGATGTCAATGCTGGTGGTCTG

P C I Q Y Q I T N N S A H Y S Y D H Q T -

GGAGGAGCTCAACCTGTGGGTGCGTGGCTGCAGGGCTGCCCTGCTGAGCTACTACAGCAG

CCTCCTCGAGTTGGACACCCACGCACCGACGTCCCGACGGGACGACTCGATGATGTCGTC

E E L N L W V R G C R A A L L S Y Y S S -

CCTCATGAACTCCATGGGTGTCGTC
1 0 2 8  -----1----------------------1---------------------- 1----- 1 0 5 2

GGAGTACTTGAGGTACCCACAGCAG

L M N S M G V V
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(178). Employing the BL21 (DE3) strain overcomes some o f the potential problems, as 

it lacks several o f the proteases normally found in E. coli. To provide additional 

stability to target genes, the BL21 (DE3) pLysS/ E strains can be used. These strains 

contain a compatible plasmid that provides production of the T7 lysozyme a natural 

inhibitor of T7 RNA polymerase. The way in which this enzyme works is to bind to T7 

RNA polymerase and inhibit transcription. The pLysS strain accumulates a small 

amount of lysozyme while the pLysE strain accumulates much higher levels of 

lysozyme. Each o f the strains was grown in cultures (10 ml) to an OD^ooOf 0.6 and 

induced with IPTG (0.4mM). Samples were removed from the culture at Ihr intervals 

for up to 3hr. The remaining bacterial culture was harvested, resuspended in IX 

Binding buffer and the cells lysed by sonication. The lysate was spun to separate the 

soluble and insoluble fractions. An aliquot of the supernatant and the pellet was 

removed and these were analysed by SDS PAGE and the results are shown in Fig. 3.3. 

Vector only controls were also grown and analysed in a similar way. All three strains 

showed similar results in terms of expression level and solubility o f the recombinant 

protein. As shown in Fig. 3.3, the strains containing the pET-14b vector harbouring the 

L3-4 domain overproduced a protein band of size 19 kDa, the expected size of the His- 

tagged protein. The time scale for optimum expression was found to be after 3hr at 

37°C, but all of the strains produced His-tagged protein as an insoluble precipitate that 

sedimented with the pellet. As expected, the negative control did not reveal any protein 

production.

3.2.2 Purification of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

In order to determine whether any of the His-tagged L3-4 recombinant protein had 

remained soluble, larger scale cultures (100 ml) were grown. The soluble extracts from 

these cultures were passed through a small (2.5 ml) nickel charged His- binding column 

and a series of washes carried out. Any protein bound was eluted with IX Elute Buffer. 

Fractions from each o f the washes, together with the IX Elute Buffer, were analysed by 

SDS PAGE, but unfortunately none of the protein bound to the column.
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pET-14b

Nde I

\
Bam  HI :

His tagg L3-4 loop

Eco  RI H ind  III
pET-32b

Hind  IIIE g o  RI
pM AL-C2

L3-4 loopMBP

His tag6 TRX L3-4 loop

F ig . 3.2 Expression vectors
Diagramatic representation of the vectors used to express the PRDS L3-4 loop region. 
TRX; thioredoxin protein; MBP; maltose binding protein
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F ig. 3.3 Expression of the His-PRDS L3-4 loop
Samples from the expression of the His-PRDS L3-4 loop were analysed on a 12% SD5 
PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass 
marker; 2, whole cell lysate from bacteria transformed with pET-14b; 3, whole cell 
lysate from bacteria transformed with pET-14b-PRDS L3-4 loop; 4, soluble phase afte 
sonication; 5, insoluble phase after sonication; 6, recombinant protein recovered after 
resolubilisation in dénaturant from the BL21 (DE3) strain.

1 2  3 4

kDA 

66 ►  —

F ig . 3.4 Renaturation of the His-PRDS L3-4 loop
Samples were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE stained with Coomaisse Blue. 
Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, denatured His-PRDS 
L3-4 loop; 3, soluble phase of renatured recombinant protein; 4, insoluble 
phase of renatured recombinant protein from the BL21 (DE3) bacterial 
strain..
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3.2.3 Optimisation of the expression of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

The temperature for induction was lowered to 20°C, in an attempt to determine whether 

this might prevent the expressed protein from becoming insoluble. However, again no 

recombinant L3-4 protein was detected in solution.

3.2.4 Purification of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop from inclusion bodies

Since all o f the expressed protein consistently appeared to sediment with the cell debris 

in the form o f inclusion bodies, it was decided to try and resolubilise the protein with 

dénaturants such as 6M urea or guanidine-HCl. The protein pellet was initially 

resolubilised with IX Binding buffer containing either 6M urea/guanidine-HCl for Ihr 

on ice and purified as before. However, when the solubilised extract was analysed by 

SDS PAGE it suggested that the protein had only been recovered in low yield. Thus the 

protein was resolubilised directly in 6M urea or 6M guanidine with 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 

8.0, a procedure that led to a much greater recovery of the protein (Fig. 3.3). The 

resolubilised material was purified by metal chelate chromatography. From this 

protocol 2-3mg/ ml of protein was obtained from a 100 ml culture and was analysed by 

SDS PAGE.

3.2.4.1 Removal of dénaturant from the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

In order to study the protein in its native state, the urea or guanidine-HCl has to be 

removed. There are two methods in which to remove the dénaturant by dialysis; either 

by immediate removal of the dénaturant by placing the dialysis tubing containing the 

protein against OM urea/guanidine or by step wise removal o f the dénaturant. Initially 

the dénaturant was dialysed against 5L of refolding buffer (20mM Tris-HCl, lOmM (3- 

mercaptoethanol, lOOmM NaCl, 20% glycerol) and left at 4°C overnight. However, this 

resulted in a large scale precipitation of the protein. After centrifugation of the 

precipitated dialysate, the supernatant and the pellet were analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 

3.4). The supernatant was estimated to contain 4% of recombinant protein whilst the 

pellet contained 96% of the recombinant protein. To try and overcome this precipitation 

problem a step wise removal of dénaturant was attempted. However, between IM and 

OM of dénaturant the protein precipitated in a very reproducible manner.
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4 5

Dimer

Monomer

Reducing Non-reducing
Fig. 3.5 In vitro translation of the His-PRDS L3-4 loop
Samples from in vitro translation under reducing and non-reducing conditions, in the 

presence and absence of membranes were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE and a 
phosphoimage taken. Lanes: 1, His-PRDS L3-4 loop; 2, His-PRDS L3-4 loop in the 
presence of membranes; 3, His-PRDS L3-4 loop; 4, His-PRDS L3-4 loop in the 
presence of membranes; 5, His-PRDS L3-4 loop in the presence of the N- 
glycosylation site inhibitor (Courtesy of Jonathan Wrigley).
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Fig . 3.6 Expression of TRX-PRDS L3-4 lumen loop.
Samples were analysed by SDS PAGE (12%) and stained with Coomassie 
Blue. Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass maker; 2, whole cell lysate 
from bacteria transformed with TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop, non induced cells; 3, 
whole cell lysate, induced cells with IPTG; 4, soluble phase after 
sonication; 5, insoluble phase of whole cell lysate after sonication from the 
AD494 (DE3) bacterial strain 77
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3.2.5 In vitro translation of the His-tag-PRDS L3-4 loop

Since the methods used above to try and express the PRDS L3-4 sequence were not 

successful, it was decided to use in vitro translation to see whether the loop could be 

expressed on its own. This work was carried out in collaboration with Professor Findlay 

and Jonathan Wrigley in Leeds. This was accomplished by use of the pET-14b-PRDS 

L3-4 loop as the DNA template with the TnT ® lysate system (Promega) which allows 

transcription to be coupled to translation o f the PRDS L3-4 loop and the results of this 

procedure analysed by denaturing gel under reducing conditions (Fig. 3.5). This 

revealed that the expressed pET-14b-PRDS L3-4 loop region gave a band o f around 20 

kDa, the size that was expected. The gel also revealed that the N-linked glycosylation 

site had been lost on expression of the loop region and that the protein was no longer 

membrane bound.

3.3 Subcloning of the PRDS L3-4 loop in pET-32b

Although using the in vitro translation method allowed us to observe the L3-4 loop 

region of PRDS on its own, a method was still required to produce large quantities for 

structural studies. Since the expression and subsequent purification outlined in section

3.2 of the His-tagged L3-4 domain resulted in a protein that was very unstable, it was 

decided to try and express the protein as a fusion with TRX, a highly stable and very 

soluble protein. The vector used in this case was pET-32b (Novagen) (refer to 

appendix II.C for map of the vector), which allows the target gene to be fused to a 

TRX tag (109 amino acid residues), together with a six His motif for easy purification. 

New primers had to be designed to accommodate the cloning. The primer sequences are 

shown in Table 2.0. The resulting PCR products of the mouse and human loop regions 

were cloned into the PCR pGEM®-T Easy vector as before, and was subsequently 

subcloned into the polycloning sites of pET-32b via the Eco RI and Hind III sites to 

give an overall vector size of 6.335kb (Fig. 3.2). Sequencing was carried out to ensure 

that the correct fragment had been cloned and that the loop was in-frame with the TRX 

and the His- tag.
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3.4 Protein analysis of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop

3.4.1 Expression of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop

The bacterial strains used for expression o f this plasmid were BL21 (DE3) and AD494 

(DE3).(refer to appendix I for genotype o f bacterial strains). The AD494 (DE3) strain 

was employed since it encourages disulphide bond formation and so increases solubility 

of the target protein, which can be helpful for proper protein folding. Cultures (10 ml) 

were grown up as before and induced for 3hr and an aliquot removed after each hour. 

After the 3hr incubation with IPTG the cells were harvested and resuspended in IX 

Binding Buffer and sonicated. The sonicate was spun down and a sample of the pellet 

and the supernatant fractions were analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.6). This gel revealed 

that the fusion protein migrated with a size of 35 kDa, consistent with the 17 kDa for the 

PRDS L3-4 loop plus 18 kDa for the TRX tag. The gel also showed that the AD494 

(DE3) strain produced the recombinant His-tagged fusion protein as an insoluble 

precipitate that sedimented with the cell debris. Time scale expression showed that 3hr 

at 37°C gave optimum expression of the fusion protein, but it still sedimented with the 

cell debris. A control expression was set up with the pET-32b vector only and after 3hr 

induction time this gave a band of 18 kDa after protein gel analysis, showing the size of 

the TRX tag.

3.4.2 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop

3.4.2.1 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop AD494 (DE3)

A larger scale culture (100 ml) was grown as usual to an OD^ooOf 0.6 and induced for 

3hr at 37"C using the AD494 (DE3) strain. The cells were harvested and the protein 

resuspended in 4 ml of IX Binding Buffer and sonicated. After centrifugation of the 

sonicate, the crude extract was applied to a His-bind column. All wash and elution 

fractions were analysed by SDS PAGE. However, the only protein detected in the elute 

fraction was a protein with a size of ~ 24 kDa, most likely chloramphenicol acetyl 

transferase, a known contaminant from some of the BL21 derived strains. The growth 

was repeated and after induction the temperature was lowered to 20°C and continued 

overnight. The extract from this lowered temperature culture was applied to the column 

but analysis of various fractions showed that nothing had bound to the column except 

for the contaminant.
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3.4.2 2 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop BL21 (DE3)

Since expression in BL21 (DE3) is not as stringently regulated, that is protein is 

expressed in the absence o f IPTG, it was decided to try and grow the strain overnight in 

the absence of IPTG, in the hope that the lower expression may prevent aggregation. 

However although this protocol did result in the purification of some soluble protein, 

the best yield was not more than 1 OOpg from 1 L of culture. It was decided that this 

yield was not sufficient in order to carry out any structural studies on the protein.

3.4.3 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop from inclusion bodies

3.4.3.1 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop from BL21 (DE3)

Since only very small quantities of TRX-L3-4 fusion protein could be obtained from the 

soluble fraction, it was logical to try and recover the remaining protein from the cell 

pellets. This was achieved by resuspending the pellet in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 with 

6M urea for Ihr at 22°C. The resolubilised material was spun and the supernatant 

dialysed against 5L of refolding buffer (50mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 20% glycerol, lOOmM 

NaCl, lOmM (3-mercaptoethanol) and left at 4°C overnight. Encouragingly, after 

dialysis, the protein remained in solution, at a concentration of 0.5mg/ ml, even in the 

absence of glycerol. To try and increase the concentration o f the refolded protein, the 

procedure was repeated. This time, the resolubilised material was diluted to 0.1 mg/ ml 

and the urea dialysed away overnight at 4°C. The dialysate was concentrated down to 

Img/ ml fi-om O.Img/ ml. At concentrations higher than this the recombinant fusion 

protein started to precipitate. To assess whether this had indeed had any effect on the 

protein refolding, a sample of the concentrated protein was analysed by a native PAGE, 

but the protein remained aggregated at the top of the separating gel.

3.4.3.2 Purification of the TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop from AD494 (DE3)

As mentioned above, the AD494 (DE3) strain increases the level o f disulphide bond 

formation within the protein, so this strain was used to attempt a purification of the TRX 

fusion protein. The AD494 (DE3) strain was transformed with the pET-32b 

recombinant vector with the PRDS L3-4 loop. The AD494 (DE3) strain was grown up 

and the expressed protein was collected in the form of inclusion bodies. After 

resolubilisation of the protein and dialysis to remove the dénaturant a total of 5 ml of
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0.8mg/ ml of fusion protein was isolated in soluble form. This yield was more than that 

attained from the BL21 (DE3) strain. Although this refolding process was found to be 

very reproducible, when the refolded protein was analysed by native PAGE, the fusion 

protein did not run into the gel matrix. The best that could be achieved was a smear of a 

single band, on a 7.5% gel indicating that the protein had not folded into a homogeneous 

form. The TRX protein on its own was purified and expressed and gave a single band 

when analysed by native gel.

3 4.3.3 Optimising folding of the resolubilised TRX-PRDS L3-4 loop

One problem associated with protein refolding is non-specific disulphide bond 

formation. This can lead to protein aggregation, which could explain why the fusion 

protein does not fully enter the running gel during non-denaturing PAGE. The PRDS 

L3-4 loop is known to contain seven cysteine residues and these could play havoc with 

the refolding process. To try and overcome the problem of disulphide bond formation, 

the refolding technique developed by Kurucz (177) was employed. This technique uses 

CUSO4 in combination with either urea or sodium N-laurosylsarcosine. Initially the 

protein was resolubilised in urea and adjusted to a final protein concentration of 0 .1  mg/ 

ml. At this stage 50pM CuSO^ was added and the solution mixed in a flask to allow air 

oxidation. Although this resulted in some soluble protein, analysis of a sample on a 

non-denaturing gel still resulted in the protein being unable to run into the gel matrix.

3.4.3 4 Cleavage of the TRX-tag from the PRDS L3-4 loop

Cleavage o f the TRX protein from the PRDS L3-4 loop was possible using the enzyme 

Enterokinase. This, unfortunately, had limitations as to the amount of fusion protein 

that could be digested. Protein concentrations higher than 50pg/ ml resulted in the 

PRDS L3-4 domain precipitating quite heavily, showing the relative insolubility of the 

loop region. Although this method for fusion protein showed signs of success, the 

extent of refolding o f the protein was not convincing. It was still important to try and 

get the protein purified, soluble and in comparatively large quantities.

3.5 Subcloning of the PRDS L3-4 loop in the pMAL-c2 vector

The pMAL-c2 vector (refer to appendix II. D for map of the vector) (New England 

Biolabs) was used to finally try and obtain soluble protein. This vector allows the gene
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of interest to be fused to maltose binding protein (MBP), a 42 kDa protein that has a 

high affinity for amylose. Proteins attached to MBP can be purified by affinity 

chromatography. The pMAL-c2 vector is driven by a tac promoter which is not as 

strong as the T7 promoter. Using primers with the restriction sites Eco RI and Hind III, 

PCR was performed with the cDNA of human and mouse PRDS as a template. This 

produced a fragment of -450 bp which was sequenced and eventually cloned into the 

pMAL-c2 vector in-frame with the Eco RI and Hind  III sites of the vector (Fig 3.2).

3.6 Protein analysis of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop

3.6.1 Expression of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop

The strain used for expression of the pMAL fusion protein was the E. coli JMlOl strain 

(refer to appendix I for genotype o f bacterial strain). Cultures (10 ml) were grown up to 

an OD 600 of 0.3-1.0 and induced with IPTG at a final concentration of 0.3mM and left at 

37°C for up to three hours. The culture was harvested and the pellet resuspended in 

column buffer, sonicated and centrifuged. An aliquot of the supernatant and the pellet 

was removed and analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.7). This revealed that the size of the 

protein was -  59 kDa, which is the expected size of the protein. A significant portion of 

the protein was soluble (about 20% of the protein was soluble and 80% in the pellet).

To try and increase solubility of the protein after induction with IPTG, the temperature 

was lowered from 37°C to 20°C and incubation continued overnight. This had the 

desired affect o f increasing the relative quantity of soluble protein within the culture to 

30%.

3.6.2 Purification of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop

A large scale preparation of the fusion protein (initially MBP-mouse followed by MBP- 

human fusion) was grown and harvested. The crude extract was applied to the amylose 

column in column buffer and the fusion protein was eluted with lOmM maltose included 

in the column buffer. This resulted in the purification o f the fusion protein, such that -  

15mg o f fusion protein was obtained from 1 L of culture. The resulting sample from 

this prep was analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.8). This gel revealed the high binding 

capacity of the amylose resin for the fusion protein.
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3.6.3 Storage buffer for the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop

When the protein was left at 4°C overnight in column buffer, at concentrations above 

3mg/ ml, it tended to precipitate. To overcome this problem a number of different pH 

values were tested in order to determine the optimum storage conditions. As a result the 

fusion protein was stored in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 containing lOOmM NaCl and 

2mM DTT. In this buffer the fusion protein remained soluble and stable although it was 

subsequently discovered that the salt could be removed with no detrimental affect on the 

proteins solubility. The fusion protein was stored at -20°C.

3.6.4 Cleavage of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop

The linker region between the MBP and the L3-4 region contains a Factor Xa cleavage 

site. However, Factor Xa failed to cleave the MBP-L3-4 fusion protein efficiently, 

presumably because the cleavage site was obscured from this enzyme due to the way the 

protein had folded. Nevertheless, since the linking region between MBP and the PRDS 

L3-4 loop is probably solvent exposed it was decided to try trypsin to perform the 

cleavage. A sample of the digest was analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.9). Indeed, 

digestion with trypsin resulted in the appearance of two major bands; one o f 42 kDa and 

one o f 10 kDa. However, the cleaved L3-4 domain appeared to be very unstable and 

tended to precipitate, again showing the insolubility of this loop region when isolated on 

its own.

3.6.5 Analysis of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop by native PAGE

A sample of the fusion protein was analysed by a 6% native PAGE. However, the 

protein remained at the top of gel even in the presence of lOmM DTT, indicating a high 

level o f aggregation.

3.6.6 Dimérisation studies

The ability of PRDS to form dimers with itself and with ROM-1, a non-glycosylated 

related protein, has been documented (40). Since the loop region is the largest part of 

the protein it was thought that many of the interactions for dimerization occurred 

through this region. In part this was later verified when mutation of one of the cysteine 

residues in the loop region (C l50) resulted in a protein that was only able to form a 

monomer (67). To investigate whether MBP-L3-4 fusion protein could form dimers, all
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P iG. 3.7 Expression of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop
Samples were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE stained with Coomassie Blue. 
Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, MBP protein only ( 15pg); 3, 
whole cell lysate from bacteria transformed with MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop region 
uninduced; 4, whole cell lysate from bacteria transformed with MBP-PRDS L3-4 
loop region induced with IPTG; 5, soluble fraction after sonication of the fusion 
protein; 6, insoluble fraction after sonication of the fusion protein from the JM 101 
bacterial strain. MBP; maltose binding protein.
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Fig. 3.8 Purification of MBP and MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop
Samples were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE stained with Coomassie Blue.
Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, MBP isolated by 
amylose affinity chromatography (lOpg); 3, MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop isolated 
by amylose affinity chromatography (lOpg) from the JM lOl bacterial srain.
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Fig. 3.9 Cleavage of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop fusion protein
Samples from the trypsin digest was analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE 
and stained with Coomassie Blue Lanes; 1, Dalton protein molecular 
mass marker; 2, limited proteolysis of the MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop
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F ig. 3.10 Dimérisation of MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop and mutant 
variants
Samples after air oxidation were analysed on a 6% SDS PAGE and 
stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes; 1, High molecular mass protein 
marker; 2, MBP protein only; 3, MBP-PRDS L3-4 protein; 4, MBP- 
L185P protein; 5, MBP-R172W protein; 6, MBP-R172G protein; 7, 
MBP- C l65Y protein.
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C T f l C C C G G  R C
190

L185P

C T A C C T G G A C  Wildtype 
Fig. 3.11 L185P mutant
Electropherogram of the mutated DNA sequence at Leu 185 

changing leucine to proline.

R T f l C T G  C G G  C165Y 
130

A T G C T G C G  G Wildtype 
F ig. 3.12 C165Y mutant
Electropherogram of the mutated DNA sequence at Cys 165, changing 
cysteine to tyrosine.
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G T T T T G G G G  R 1 7 2 G
1 8 (

G T T T T G G G G  Wildtype 
Fig.3.13 R172G mutant
Electropherogram of the mutated DNA sequence at position R172 
changing arginine to glycine.

G G T T T T T G G G
HO R172W

G G T T  T T C G G G  Wildtype 
F ig. 3.14 R172W mutant
Electropherogram of the mutated DNA sequence at position R172 

changing arginine to tryptophan.
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Fig. 3.15 In vitro translation of wildtype and mutant 
constructs under reducing conditions
Samples from in vitro  translation were analysed on a 10% SDS 
PAGE in the presence of p-mercaptoethanol and a false colour 
phosphoimage taken. Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass 
marker; 2, His-human; 3, His-C165Y; 4, His-R172W; 5, His- 
R172G; 6, His-L185P (Courtesy of Jonathan Wrigley)

1

m

Fig. 3.16 In vitro translation of wildtype and mutant constructs under 
non-reducing conditions
Samples were analysed after in vitro  translation on a 10% SDS PAGE and 
a false colour phosphoimage taken. Lanes: 1, His-human; 2, H is-C l65Y; 
3, His-R172W; 4, His-R172G; 5 His-L185P, under non-reducing 
conditions. Non-reducing conditions were obtained by the inclusion of a 
final concentration of 2mM GSSG in the reaction, and samples from these 
expressions were prepared in the presence of 9mM lodoacetamide. 
Numbers to the left of the image represent the protein molecular mass 
markers (Courtesy of Jonathan Wrigley).
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Fig .3.17 Cleavage of the MBP-L185P fusion protein
Samples from limited proteolysis of the L185P-PRDS mutant protein were 

analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes: 1, 
Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, cleavage of MBP-L185P, 2 bands 
observed corresponding to MBP (42kDa) and L185P-L3-4 loop (17kDa).
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Fig . 3.18 CD spectrum of MBP only
CD spectrum of the backbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 
20mM), denatured (urea 7M) and renatured states (urea 0.35M) of MBP 
only. Backbone region (185-250nm); Aromatic region (250-340nm).
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reducing reagents were removed from the sample of PRDS fusion protein. MBP was 

also used as a control since it has already been documented that MBP runs as a 

monomer. The fiision protein was left in the absence o f reducing agents for up to 72hr 

at 4°C and a sample of the proteins mixed with disruption buffer excluding reducing 

agents and analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.10). This revealed a series o f bands; one at 

-59  kDa, another at 120 kDa and a band around 240 kDa. The gel was interpreted as 

the PRDS existing in a number of species; monomer, dimer, as well as higher 

complexes may be oligomers. As mentioned before the size of the MBP on its own is 

42 kDa and under the same conditions, it still migrated as a single band.

In vitro translation studies were also applied to the human and mouse loops in pET-14b 

to see whether the loop expressed on its own could form dimers. The samples from in 

vitro translation were analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 3.5). Under non-reducing 

conditions, this also revealed two bands, a smaller band between 18-20 kDa and a larger 

one between 34-36 kDa. This strongly suggests that the products o f in vitro translation 

existed in both monomeric and dimeric forms. Dimerization was enhanced with the use 

of oxidising agents such as glutathione. The conclusion from this part o f the study is in 

agreement with the L3-4 domain of the protein being important for protein-protein 

contact.

3.7 Site directed mutagenic studies

It was decided to investigate four PRDS mutations that are known to be involved in 

retinal degenerations, namely C l65Y (adRP), L185P (digenic RP), R172W/G (macular 

degeneration) and (pattern dystrophy).

3.7.1 Subcloning of the PRDS L3-4 loop into M113mpl9

In order to perform site directed mutagenesis, the PRDS L3-4 loop region DNA 

fragment was subcloned into an M13mpl9 vector using the Eco RI and Hind III sites. 

The PRDS L3-4 loop was sequenced completely to ensure that no errors had been 

introduced into the protein.
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3.7.2 In vitro mutagenesis of the PRDS L3-4 loop

Using oligonucleotides designed (Table 2.0) from the regions where point mutations 

were to be introduced, mutants were generated using a sculptor in vitro mutagenesis kit. 

The mutant variants were fully sequenced to ensure that no other changes had been 

introduced during the genetic manipulation procedures. The sequences with the 

introduced mutations are shown in Fig. 3.11(L185P), Fig. 3.12 (C165Y), Fig. 3.13 

(R172G) and Fig. 3.14 (R172W).

3.8 Protein analysis of PRDS L3-4 mutant variants

3.8.1 In vitro translation of PRDS L3-4 mutant variants

The mutants were subcloned into the pET-14b vector and in vitro translation was carried 

out as before. The samples were analysed by SDS PAGE under reducing conditions 

(Fig. 3.15). This revealed that the wildtype and mutant proteins all migrated as a 

protein band of around 20 kDa. The recombinant mutant proteins were also analysed 

under non-reducing conditions (Fig. 3.16). This analysis revealed that the recombinant 

wildtype and mutant proteins still migrated at around 18-20 kDa, although evidence of 

dimer formation could be seen with the L I85? and R172W variants. A difference in 

expression levels was also observed for the mutants, with the LI 85? mutant being the 

most highly expressed whilst the other variants were expressed at much lower levels.

3.8.2 Expression studies of MBP-PRDS L3-4 mutant variants

Since the expression of the PRDS L3-4 loop as a fusion protein with TRX resulted in 

sparingly soluble protein, even after refolding, it was decided to use the MBP construct 

for further analysis. Expression with each of the mutants showed most o f the protein 

still sedimented with the cell debris but enough was eluted by affinity chromatography, 

to allow some characterisation of the fusion proteins. Samples from the wildtype and 

mutant proteins were analysed by SDS PAGE. This gel revealed that all the proteins 

migrated as a band with a size of ~ 59 kDa the same as the wildtype species (Fig. 3.8).

3.8.3 Solubility studies of MBP-PRDS L3-4 mutant variants

When the mutant proteins were purified from IL of culture, differences in the amount of 

protein recovered was observed. Since all the mutant proteins were expressed and 

purified under the same conditions this indicated a vast difference in solubility such that
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it was found that L185P > R172W > R172G > C165Y. L185P produced the most 

protein so could be regarded as the most soluble whilst C l65Y yielded the least amount 

of protein obtained, indicating that it may be the least soluble protein.

3.8.4 Limited proteolysis of MBP-PRDS L3-4 mutant variants

Limited proteolysis is a useful, quick and quantitative method to estimate differences in 

structure between similar proteins, since differences in proteolysis can be used as an 

indication of different folding patterns. When trypsin was used for limited proteolysis 

of wildtype and mutant variants, the products of the digest were analysed by SDS 

PAGE. Fig. 3.17 shows the gel of the digest o f MBP-L185P. It is apparent that this 

mutant proteolysis gives rise to a 42 kDa band corresponding to MBP, and a 17 kDa 

band corresponding to the L3-4 domain. However, the other mutants produced similar 

profiles to wildtype, a 42 kDa band and a smaller band o f -10  kDa (Fig. 3.9). This 

indicated that perhaps more of the loop had been digested by trypsin. From this it 

would appear that the L185P protein is less susceptible to proteolysis than the wildtype 

and other mutants, perhaps reflecting the protein adopting a different conformation. 

Since we were able to digest the fusion protein, the digestion products were analysed by 

native PAGE. Two bands were observed for each of the species, most likely 

representing the MBP and mutant variants. Thus indicated that the L3-4 domain had 

folded properly giving a single band for the wildtype and mutant variants.

3.9 Introduction to circular dichroism

Proteins can be thought of in terms o f four levels of structure: the primary structure 

gives information about the sequence and nature of amino acid residues that make up 

the protein, the secondary structure relates to the amount of a-helix, P-sheet, turns and 

random coil present within the protein, the tertiary structure gives the topology of the 

protein environment and finally; the quaternary structure gives the arrangement of 

protein sub-units. Circular dichroism (CD) is the technique o f choice for studying 

protein secondary structure (far UV region, 185-250nm) and local tertiary structure of 

aromatic amino acid residues (near UV region, 250-340nm). The aromatic region gives 

an insight into the arrangement of the aromatic amino acid residues tyrosine (Y), 

tryptophan (W) and phenylalanine (F) in space and reflects the local environment o f the 

protein around these residues as well as their order and mobility. This technique is based
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F ig . 3.19 CD spectrum of MBP-human
CD spectrum of the backbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 
20mM), denatured (urea 7M) and renatured states (urea 0.35M) of 
MBP-human. Backbone region (185-250); Aromatic region (250- 
340).
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Fig . 3.20 CD spectrum of the R172W mutant
CD spectrum of the backbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 
20mM) denatured (urea 7M) and renatured (urea 0.35M) states of the MBP- 
R172W mutant. Backbone region (185-250); Aromatic region (250-340nm).
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F ig . 3.21 CD spectrum of the R172G mutant
CD spectrum of the backbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 

20mM), denatured (urea 7M) and renatured states (urea 0.35M) of the 
MBP-R172G mutant. Backbone region (185-240nm); Aromatic region 
(250-340nm).
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Fig . 3.22 CD spectrum of the L185P mutant
CD spectrum of the backbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 
20mM), denatured (urea 7M) and renatured (urea 0.35M) states of the 
MBP-L185P mutant. Backbone region (185-240nm); Aromatic region
(25Q-34Qnm).
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Fig . 3.23 CD spectrum of the C165Y mutant
CD spectrum of thebackbone and aromatic regions of the native (Tris 20mM), 
denatured (urea 7M) and renatured states (urea 0.35M) of the MBP-C165Y 
mutant. Backbone region (185-240nm); Aromatic region (250-340nm).
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on having a reference set o f spectra, which has been derived from the CD of proteins 

with known secondary structures (e.g.derived from X-ray crystallography) (177). This 

technique requires 0.5-2.0 mg/ ml of protein, and was initially employed to look at the 

secondary content of MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop compared with MBP. This helped to 

establish that the PRDS L3-4 loop possesses a significant amount of secondary structure 

elements. The use of CD was expanded to compare MBP-PRDS L3-4 loop region 

(wildtype) to the mutants MBP-R172W, MBP-R172G, MBP-C165Y and MBP-L185P, 

in the backbone and aromatic regions. It was hoped that the results might give some 

insight into potential correlations between structure and disease phenotypes.

3.9.1 Determination of protein concentration

In order to accurately estimate the secondary structure content, the protein concentration 

has to be determined. This was performed using UV/vis spectroscopy. However, the 

UV/vis spectrum of the protein was very noisy at the shorter wavelengths, indicating 

that the proteins had aggregated, leading to light scattering. This is probably not 

surprising as the PRDS L3-4 loop is known to form multimeric complexes. 

Unfortunately, an inaccurate value for protein concentration precludes quantitative 

estimation of secondary content from the CD data. However, to gain a further handle on 

the effect of the various mutations, the ability o f the variants to refold was investigated.

3.9.1.1 CD spectra of MBP and MBP-human

Native, denatured and renatured states of the far UV region, (185-250nm) o f MBP and 

MBP-human were compared (Fig 3.18 and 3.19) The spectra revealed that there were 

no major differences in the backbone regions between the constructs o f MBP only and 

the MBP-human. The types of secondary structure are shown in Table 3.

Table 3.0 Secondary structure content and refolding ability of PRDS L3-4 loop and 

mutant variants

MBP- Refolding a  helix (3 sheet Other A&220nm/
Protein % % % % A8210nm

MBP 83 39 05 56 1.26

Human 72 36 13 51 1.22

R172W 68 47 11 42 1.06
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R172G 89 36 10 54 1.22

L185P 83 38 10 52 1.25

C165Y 57 35 10 54 1.22

Ratio As220nm / A8210nm in 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5; Other structures such as random 

coils and turns.

The refolding level was calculated from the ratio of Ae220nm in 0.35M urea over 

Ae220nm in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5 buffer multiplied by 100. This revealed that the 

level of refolding for MBP (83%) was greater than the MBP-human (72%). The ratio of 

As220nm / Ae 210 nm, gives an indication of the a-helical content, values close to 1.0 

shows a high content and above 1.20 signify a lower content. The MBP (1.26), and 

human (1.22) constructs revealed a low content of a-helices. The far UV-region (185- 

250nm) (Fig.3.19) revealed substantial differences due to the addition of the L3-4 loop 

region o f the human PRDS L3-4 loop.

3.9.1.2 CD spectrum of MBP-R172W

The CD spectra of R172W (Fig. 3.20) wildtype (human) (Fig 3.19) were compared. 

This revealed a difference in the native and renatured states in the far UV region, (185- 

250nm). Estimation of the secondary structure (Table 3.0) suggested that the R172W 

mutant had significantly more helical content, this was also shown by the ratio of 

Ae220nm / Ae21Gnm (1.06). The level of refolding for R172W (69%) compared with 

wildtype (72%) revealed that they were about the same. A substantial difference was 

observed in the near UV-region (250-340nm), with the positive signal produced being 

much greater compared with wildtype. However, the shapes of the peaks were similar.

3.9.1.3 CD spectrum of MBP-R172G

The CD spectrum of R172G compared with wildtype revealed no major differences in 

the native and renatured states in the far UV region, (185-250nm) (Fig. 3.21 and Fig. 

3.19). The level of refolding for R172G (89%), compared with wildtype (72%), was 

much greater. This may reflect the presence o f the glycine residue, which would pose 

slight steric hindrance than the normal arginine found in wildtype. The ratio of 

As220nm / Ae21 Onm (1.22), showed a low a -  helical content. A substantial difference 

was observed in the near UV-region (250-340nm) o f R172G compared with wildtype.
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In particular the positive signal produced was much greater than the native species. 

However, as with the R172W mutant, the shape of the peak was very similar shape to 

wildtype. The estimated secondary structure content of R172G (Table 3.0) was similar 

to wildtype, with no gross change in secondary structure.

3.9.1.4 CD spectrum of MBP-L185P

The CD spectra o f LI 85? compared with wildtype revealed differences in the native and 

renatured states in the far UV region, (185-250nm) (Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.19).

Estimation of the secondary structure content (Table 3.0) suggested that it was about 

the same as wildtype. The level of refolding for LI 85? (83%) compared with wildtype 

(72%), revealed it folded faster to its native state. The ratio of Ac220nm / As210nm 

(1.25) indicated a low a -  helical content. A substantial difference was, observed in the 

near UV-region (250-340nm) compared with wildtype, and the signal produced from 

this region was greatly reduced.

3.9.1.5 CD spectrum of MBP-C165Y

The CD spectra of C l 65 Y compared with wildtype revealed no major differences in the 

native and renatured states (Fig. 3.23 and Fig. 3.19) in the far UV region (185-250nm). 

The level of refolding for Cl 65 Y (57%) was significantly less compared with wildtype 

(72%). This suggested that the cysteine residue may play a role in the refolding process, 

perhaps through disulphide bond formation. The ratio o f Ac220nm / As210nm (1.22) is 

the same as the R172G mutant. A substantial difference was observed in the near UV 

region (250-340nm). In particular the signal produced was greatly reduced in 

comparison to wildtype. Estimation of the secondary structure content (Table 3.0) was 

similar to that observed for wildtype.

3.9.1.6 Comparison of MBP-mutants CD spectra

Comparison o f each o f the mutants revealed that the R172W possessed most of the 

structural changes (Table 3.0), especially in the ratio of Ae220nm / A8210nm (1.06).

The near UV regions (250-340nm) of all the mutants revealed significant changes in 

comparison with wildtype and this was most evident for the R172W mutant (Fig. 3.21). 

Interestingly, the R172W/G (Fig. 3.20/ Fig. 3.21) gave sharp signals above the base 

line, while the L I85? and C l65Y (Fig. 3.22 and Fig. 3.23) gave sharp signals below the
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base line. The refolding level (Table 3) o f the C l 65 Y mutant was less than 60% this 

may be due to the loss of C l 65 one of the seven conserved cysteine residues.

3.10 Characterisation of the PRDS L3-4 loop and mutant variants

Expression of an integral membrane protein in a bacterial system is technically very 

challenging, with possible insurmountable problems associated with solubility and 

stability. One way to circumnavigate these obstacles is to express only a portion of the 

protein. The part o f the protein chosen for this expression was the L3-4 domain, since it 

represents a significant proportion of the protein and is also the region where most 

mutations have been recorded.

The aim of the research, described in this chapter, was to clone express and purity the 

truncated protein, in order to obtain enough soluble protein for structural studies. 

Subsequently, a number of disease causing mutations were introduced by site directed 

mutagenesis corresponding to disease causing genotypes.

Firstly the loop was cloned and expressed on its own and purified by affinity 

chromatography. Although the L3-4 domain was over expressed very well using this 

procedure, it sedimented with the cell debris. Attempts to try and resolubilise the 

protein with dénaturant was successful but, on removal of the dénaturant, the protein 

precipitated heavily. This gave an early indication of some o f the problems that were 

frequently encountered regarding solubility and stability. These findings were 

surprising, as the L3-4 domain from the model proposed by Molday, showed the loop 

region to be situated in the lumen region of the outer segments photoreceptors. Since 

purification of the loop region on its own was not successful, it was decided to use in 

vitro translation. This procedure allowed the PRDS L3-4 loop to be expressed and 

studied without a need for purification. This led to the observations that the PRDS L3-4 

loop was no longer membrane bound and the N-linked glycosylation site had been lost.

Although the in vitro translation studies were encouraging they did not satisfy the main 

aim o f the project, which was to purify enough of the L3-4 domain, to provide some 

molecular detail on the structure of the protein. Thus the loop was expressed as a fusion 

protein with TRX, to try and increase the solubility of the L3-4 region. TRX itself is 

very soluble and runs as a single band on native PAGE. However, fusing it with the 

PRDS L3-4 loop region caused the resulting fusion protein to be largely insoluble with
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only sparingly small quantities remaining soluble. Attempts at resolubilisation were 

successful but after removal of the dénaturant, only trace quantities remained in 

solution.

It was therefore decided to fuse the loop region to a maltose binding protein (MBP)

(178). MBP is a 42 kDa protein whose main function is the transport o f sugar.

However, it can also be used to increase the solubility o f the protein attached to it. This 

protein is over twice the size of TRX, and the promoter used for its expression in the 

pMAL-c2 vector is much weaker than the promoters found in the previous vectors. 

Indeed, use of the pMAL vector allowed the loop region to be expressed and purified as 

a fusion protein in large quantities. Significantly, it has recently been reported that 

MBP promotes the solubility of polypeptides that are fused to it (179). In a comparative 

study of different fiision vectors, MBP was shown to increase the solubility of the 

polypeptide to which it is bound, appearing to act as a general molecular chaperone

(179).

One feature that distinguishes MBP from other fusion partners examined in this study is 

the presence of a deep hydrophobic cleft, which serves as the maltose binding site. It is 

noted that the E. coli chaperonin GroEL utilizes a hydrophobic cleft to interact with its 

targets (180-181), and the cleft found in MBP may flinction in the same way to assist in 

the folding of the passenger protein. This may explain why MBP-L3-4 domain remained 

soluble.

The use of MBP as a general molecular chaperone led to ~15mg o f protein being 

obtained from IL of bacterial culture. However, attempts to remove the loop region 

from the MBP caused the protein to precipitate, confirming the essential role of MBP in 

the solubility of the loop region. Since the MBP expression system provided sufficient 

amounts of soluble protein, the purified fusion complex was the subject of 

characterisation studies. It has been well reported that PRDS is able to dimerize with 

itself under non-reducing conditions. To investigate the role of the L3-4 domain region 

in this process, non-reducing conditions were applied to the protein and this led to 

dimeric and multumeric complexes being formed. Likewise in vitro translation studies 

also revealed that the loop region was able to form a dimer. This provided strong 

evidence that this loop region may be the region of the protein involved in 

intermolecular interaction.
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Since the PRDS L3-4 loop could be expressed and purified, we were now in a position 

to try and address the question of what effect these disease causing mutations have on 

the structure of PRDS. Four mutations were chosen that covered the range of disease 

phenotypes reported, L185P (digenic RP), R172W (macular degeneration), R172G 

(pattern dystrophy) and C l65Y (adRP). Site directed mutagenesis was used to 

introduce these mutations into the L3-4 domain. During purification o f these mutants, 

differences in protein recovery were observed which could represent differences in 

solubility. The L185P mutant was the most soluble even compared with wildtype 

protein, while the C l65Y mutant was the least soluble. This could be due to the loss of 

the cysteine 165 one of the conserved cysteine residues in the loop region that is 

reported to be required for efficient folding of the protein. Limited proteolysis was used 

to observe any possible differences in structure between the mutants and wildtype. The 

increased solubility and lack o f susceptibility to proteolysis suggested that the L185P 

variant may adopt a more compact and stable structure.

CD was also used in an attempt to highlight further structural changes in the 

recombinant proteins by looking at both the far and near UV regions. In the far UV 

region (185-250nm) all the recombinant proteins showed similar profiles (Figs. 3.19- 

23). The UV absorbance of R172W and C l65Y showed different A280/260nm ratios 

than the other proteins indicating a degree of light scattering plus different aromatic 

residue content. From a qualitative point of view, all proteins were shown to be a-helix 

rich (from 35-47%) and to have a small amount of p-sheet (5-13%) with a high content 

(42-54%) of “other” structures, such as P-tums, loops and irregular structures.

In the near UV region (250-3 lOnm), the recombinant proteins also showed different 

profiles (Fig 3.19-23). The R172W and C l65Y variants, were obviously affected by the 

introduction of the aromatic amino acid residues. However, the different profiles of 

wildtype, L185P and R172G are associated with different local tertiary structures of the 

aromatic side chain residues. However, this may not relate to conformational changes 

of the backbone tertiary structures as it could simply be derived from the perturbing 

effect o f the replaced amino acid residue on the nearest aromatic side chains, which acts 

as a CD probe. On the other hand, it could also be that the differences seen in the near 

UV region gives an indication of what happens in the three dimensional structure.
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The level of refolding for the recombinant proteins was observed in the far UV-region. 

The CD spectra o f the recombinant proteins in 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, 7M urea and 

0.35M urea diluted from the 7M urea solution showed similar dénaturation and 

refolding patterns (Fig 3.19-23). This allowed the conformational behaviour of the 

recombinant proteins to be better represented. The level o f protein refolding, calculated 

from the ratio o f As intensities measured at 220nm in 0.35M urea diluted from 7M urea 

over that in 20mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5 is concentration independent. This showed better 

the effect o f single point mutations on the PRDS L3-4 loop region. The protein 

refolding from a denatured to re-natured state was performed under the same conditions 

to prevent time dependence. The level of refolding revealed larger differences among 

the mutants and wildtype than obtained from the estimation of secondary structure 

content. The level of refolding (Table 3.0) is summarised as follows; R172G (89%) > 

L185P (83%) = MBP (83%) > human (72%) > mouse (69%) = R172W (68%) > C l65Y 

(57%).

In the near UV-region in 20mM Tris-HCl 7M urea and 0.35M urea (diluted from the 7M 

urea solution) the CD spectra appeared different for each recombinant protein. First of 

all 7M urea did not appear to readily denature the tertiary structure of the aromatic 

residues as it did for the secondary structure in the far-UV region. Different CD profiles 

were observed for each recombinant protein under denaturing and refolding conditions, 

revealing the distinct effects of single point mutations. The differences in the 

conformational behaviour o f the PRDS L3-4 loop region mutants and wildtype 

highlighted by the CD study are the first steps towards elucidation of the correlation 

between structures and function associated with this protein.
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4.0 Overview of Raldh-2

Raldh-2 belongs to the family of ALDHs, which act on a wide range o f aldehydes as 

substrates (70). Raldh-2 is an important member of this group as its end product, RA, 

is important for the development of many vertebrate structures and in gene regulation 

(164). Before the enzyme was identified as Raldh-2 it was originally known as V2, 

since it had been previously isolated from the ventral region of the developing mouse 

retina (88). Subsequently the cDNA of the enzyme was cloned and sequenced, 

allowing the enzyme to be classified as a type IALDH. Cloning of the Raldh-2 into a 

bacterial expression vector has led to the recombinant expression of a His-tagged 

version of the enzyme. The purpose of this study was to characterise the recombinant

version of the enzyme in order to ascertain its substrate specificity, study the effect of

inhibitors and investigate the effect of influential ionizations on the activity o f the 

enzyme. It was hoped that the results of this investigation would contribute towards a 

detailed mechanism of the enzyme.

4.1 Cloning of Raldh-2 cDNA

The Raldh-2 cDNA was initially isolated from a P I9 tetracarcinoma cell line and 

subsequently cloned by Dr. P. McCaffrey (Shriver Institute) the vector pET-15b(refer 

to appendix lI.E for map o f the vector), utilising the Nde I and Bam HI sites. Cloning 

into pET-15b allowed the protein to be fused to a His-tag, thereby facilitating 

purification by nickel affinity chromatography.

4.2 Protein analysis of Raldh-2

4.2.1 Expression profile of Raldh-2

The pET construct was transformed into the bacterial expression strains BL21 (DE3), 

BL21 (DE3) pLysS and pLysE (refer to appendix I for genotype of bacterial strains), 

to determine which host gave the optimum expression. A few colonies from each 

strain were grown and, after induction with IPTG, aliquots of cells were removed at 

Ihr intervals for up to 3hr. However, SDS PAGE analysis did not reveal any distinct 

band at the estimated molecular mass of Raldh-2, for the crude extract for any o f the 

strains. Since the strains did not show any difference in expression pattern, the BL21
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F ig . 4.0 Expression and purification of His-Raldh-2
Samples were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE stained with Coomassie. 
Lanes:!, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, whole cell lysate from 
bacteria transformed with pET-15b, induced with IPTG; 3, whole cell lysate 
from bacteria transformed with pET-15b-Raldh-2 induced with IPTG; 4, 
Raldh-2 isolated by nickel affinity chromatography (20|ig) from the BL21 

tDE3) nLvsS strain.
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F ig . 4.1 Purification of His-Raldh-2
A sample of the purified protein from a 100ml of bacterial culture was 
analysed on a 10% SDS-PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes:
1, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2, purified Raldh-2 isolated by 
nickel affinity chromatography (lOpg) from the BL21 (DE3) pLysS strain.
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(DE3) pLysS and pLysE strain were chosen for expression since they are more 

stringent than the BL21 (DE3) strain in terms of protein expression. The expression 

studies of Raldh-2 were repeated using the BL21 (DE3) pLysS as host strain for 

recombinant protein production. After transformation, the strain was grown at 37°C 

and was induced with IPTG. The strain was subsequently transferred to ambient 

temperature (20“C) and growth was continued for 22hr. The crude extract from this 

expression study (after sonication and centrifugation) was purified to near 

homogeneity by nickel affinity chromatography and the samples analysed by SDS 

PAGE (Fig. 4.0). Analysis of the gel revealed a band at the desired molecular mass.

4.2.2 Purification of Raldh-2 by affinity chrom atography

Using conditions that appeared to optimise the production o f the recombinant protein, 

Raldh-2 was purified from small (100 ml) bacterial cultures using the nickel affinity 

column. Protein fractions from the column were analysed by SDS PAGE (Fig. 4.1) 

This revealed that the over expressed protein bound tightly to the column and was 

eluted in the presence o f a IM imidazole. The purified protein migrated with a 

molecular mass of 57 kDa, consistent with the molecular mass o f native Raldh-2 plus 

2 kDa for the His-tag. The recombinant enzyme was eluted from the column at a 

concentration of Img/ ml (total volume = 2 mis) and was found to be soluble at this 

concentration at 4”C for several weeks. The initial small culture purification was 

scaled up to 1 L that gave a total yield of lOmg of protein. The purified protein that 

eluted from the metal chelate column in IX Elute Buffer was dialysed against buffer 

containing lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 and lOOmM NaCl. DTT was added to a final 

concentration of 5mM in order to keep the active site cysteine residues reduced. In 

the absence of DTT the enzyme was found to readily inactivate, such that after 12hr at 

4“C only 10% of the initial activity remained.

4.2.3 Analysis of Raldh-2 by native PAGE

An aliquot of the protein was analysed by 6% native PAGE, in order to ascertain 

whether the protein existed in a homogeneous form, or whether it tended to form
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Fig . 4.2 Native conformation of Raldh-2
A sample of the purified Raldh-2 (20|ig) was analysed on a 6% 
native PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue.
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multiple aggregation states (Fig 4.2). Fortunately, Raldh-2 electrophoresed as a 

single band, demonstrating that it was a homogeneous species.

4.2.4 Western blot analysis

The purified recombinant protein was challenged with antibodies raised to purified 

wild type Raldh-2 by western blot. The recombinant Raldh-2 was found to cross-react 

strongly with the antibody, thereby confirming the authenticity of the bacterially 

expressed Raldh-2.

4.3 Kinetic studies

4.3.1 Optimising assay conditions

Raldh-2 was assayed for activity by following the production of NADH at 340nm.

The assays were initially conducted at 25°C using 4pg of the purified protein. The 

conditions were optimised, by increasing the temperature to 37°C, with lOpg of 

purified protein over an initial period of 20 min. Each set of assays were repeated 

three times to ensure reproducibility o f results. The enzyme activity was tested each 

time the protein was purified and the specific activity recorded.

4.3.2 Raldh-2 with a series of aldehydes

ALDHs dehydrogenate a range of aldehydes although each enzyme is specific for a 

particular range of aldehydes. Since Raldh-2 is thought to be specific for RAL, a 

range of aliphatic aldehyde substrates including acetaldehyde, propanal and longer 

chain aliphatic aldehydes, were tested together with a number of RAL isomers. Initial 

rates were measured against a range of substrate concentrations, typically ranging 

from 5-500p.M. A preliminary plot of substrate concentration versus initial rate was 

generated to ensure that the enzyme followed Michaelis Menten kinetics.

Subsequently the data was loaded into Grafit and, by use of non-linear regression, 

values for and ^^^/were generated. These results are shown in Table 4.0.
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4.3.2.1 Substrate specificity of Raldh-2

Kinetic studies with a range of substrates, revealed that the maximum specificity 

constant of the enzyme was for 13 cis RAL and octanal (Table 4.0). Since octanal is 

a non-physiological compound it would seem that 13 cis RAL is the preferred 

substrate for the enzyme. This is consistent with the enzyme’s presence in the RPE. 

This finding should perhaps not be suprising as an active site that is able to 

accommodate RAL should also be able to accommodate an aldehyde similar in length 

to the side chain of RAL such as octanal. The fact that Raldh-2 did not efficiently 

catalyse the other aldehydes may be due to the lack of double bonds or lack of methyl 

groups.

Table 4.0 Relative efficiencies of Raldh-2 towards different aldehdyes

Substrate (pM) K a t  (m in  *) (pM 'm in  ')

Benzaldehyde 1 8 2 8 3 7 0 .0 2 0

Acetaldehyde 5 1 3 3 1 0 .0 5 9

Propanal 4 3 2 7 0 .6 3 9

Hexanal 6 4 5 1 31 0 .2 0 3

Citral N A " N A " N A "

Octanal 18 2 1 2 1 2

13  cis RAL 8 7 2 9

3 ,4  DD RAL 2 8 5

all-trans RAL 2 5 3

9  cis RAL 3 6 2

NA“ indicates no activity observed up to 1 OmM citral

4.3.2 2 Effect of RAL in the dark

Since the RAL isomers, especially the cis isomers, are light sensitive, the assays with 

9 cis and 13 cis RAL were conducted in the dark. The synthesis of NADH 340nm 

monitored at 37°C for 2 min. Raldh-2 catalytic constant reduced quite significantly for 

13 cis RAL in the dark. The results for this are shown in Table 4.1
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Table 4.1 Activity of Raldh-2 with 13 cis RAL under different conditions

13 cis RAL K ,  ( ^ M ) Kat (m in  ‘) KaJ^m  (l^M  ‘ m in  0

Light conditions 8 72 9

Dark conditions 1 0 2 2 2

This revealed that Raldh-2 is more active to 13 cis RAL as a substrate under light 

conditions. The increased activity of Raldh-2 with 13 cis RAL under light conditions 

was further investigated, when 13 cis RAL was exposed to light for 1 and then for 5 

min, and the assay conducted under dark conditions at 37°C. The results from this are 

shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Activity of Raldh-2 with 13 cis RAL on exposure to light

Time (m in ) (n m o l/m in /m g )

0 266

1 401

5 792

This revealed that the activity of Raldh-2 with 13 cis RAL nearly doubled, after 1 min 

and quadrupled after 5 min. This shows that perhaps the conformation of 13 cis RAL 

changes on exposure to light, to a substrate configuration that Raldh-2 prefers. 

However, the structure of this compound has not been identified although it warrants 

fiirther investigation. Normally light exposure of the cis RAL isomers leads to 

generation of the all-trans isomer, but from observing the rate and K^, these are vastly 

different to those measured for the all-trans isomer.

4.3.3 Purification of CRBP-II

Cellular retinol binding protein type II (CRBP-II) is proposed as a retinoid carrier. It 

is specific for retinol, the active form of vitamin A, but is also known to carry RAL 

isomers. The cDNA encoding for the protein was cloned into a pT71ysS plasmid 

(Stratagene) that allowed it to be fused to a His-tag. The protein was expressed using 

the same conditions as the Raldh-2 enzyme. The protein was purified using nickel 

affinity chromatography, which yielded a single band at 16 kDa, the estimated
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molecular mass of the protein. The buffer for the enzyme was changed to buffer C 

(20mM Hepes, 150mM KCl and 2mM DTT pH 8.0), that maintained the stability of 

the protein for long periods of time at 4°C. The protein is not active on its own but on 

incubation with substrate it is proposed to increase the affinity o f the enzyme for the 

RAL isomers (193). It forms a CRBP-II-RAL complex which is proposed to fit into 

the active site of Raldh-2 facilitating substrate channeling or direct metabolite transfer 

to the active site of Raldh-2.

4.3.4 Effect of CRBP-II ratio on Raldh-2

Initial experiments were conducted to see whether the presence of CRBP-II had any 

affect on the activity o f Raldh-2 9 cis RAL and CRBP-II were incubated together for 

30 min, NAD  ̂and enzyme were used to initiate the reaction. To find the ratio of 

CRBP-II to 9 cis RAL at which the enzyme elicited the greatest réponse, the 

following ratios of CRBP-II to 9 cis RAL were used; 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 8:1, 10:1, and 20:1 

with 9 cis RAL being kept at a constant concentration of SOpM. The specific activities 

of Raldh-2 with the ratios were recorded and are shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Effect of CRBP-II concentration on Raldh-2 activity

Ratio of CRBP-II: 9 cis RAL ( u M ) Specific activity (n m o l/m in /m g )

1:1 135

2 :1 216

4:1 155

8:1 93

1 0: 1 83

2 0 : 1 77

The results revealed that a 2:1 ratio of CRBP-II to 9C RAL elicited the greatest 

response. Ratios above this including; 4:1, 8:1, 10:1 and 20:1 led to a decrease in the 

activity o f Raldh-2. It is possible that CRBP-II at higher concentrations starts to act 

as an inhibitor and so blocks the active site. It is also interesting to note that at the
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higher ratios of CRBP-II, increased concentrations of RAL have no effect on Raldh-2 

activity.

4.3.5 Effect of CRBP-II with RAL on Raldh-2

Since the optimum ratio of CRB? to substrate concentration was found, assays were 

conducted using 9C and AT RAL as substrates in the presence of CRBP-II (Table 

4.4).

Table 4.4 Effect of RAL and CRBP-II on Raldh-2 activity

RAL isomer Km(nM) ^cfl/Km(l^M'*min‘)

9 cis RAL 3 6 2

all-trans RAL 2 5 2.5

RAL + CRBP-II Km (pM) ^cfl/K„(pM‘min‘)

9 cis RAL 2 6 3

all-trans RAL 2 7 5

The results revealed that the presence of CRBP-II had no effect on the value but, 

quite surprisingly, was found to give a higher kc^t with the all-trans isomer. This 

apparent increase in heat was very reproducible.

4.3.6 Cofactor specificity

ALDHs require a cofactor in order to carry out their reaction. In the family of ALDHs 

this can either be NAD^ or NADP^. Kinetic measurements determined in the presence 

of either NAD^ or NADP^ in varying concentrations revealed that the enzyme had a 

lower for NAD^, 50pM as opposed to 102p.M for NADP^ (Table 4.5).

Table 4.5 Effect of different cofactors on Raldh-2 activity

Cofactor Km (UM) ^,„,(min') ^c«/Km(MM'min‘)

NAD" 50 2 0 0 4

NADP" 1 2 0 62 0.5

This revealed that Raldh-2 prefers NAD^ as a cofactor, and is consistent with the 

findings of the rat homologue of Raldh-2.
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4.3.7 Inhibitor studies

A number of inhibitors of Raldh-2 were investigated on the purified recombinant 

enzyme, in order to determine their mode of action. Citral, for instance, is a known 

competitive inhibitor of ALDHs. When this compound was incubated with Raldh-2 

with varying substrate concentrations, it was found that remained the same while 

increased with increasing concentrations of citral (Table 4.6).

Table 4.6 Behaviour of citral ou Raldh-2 activity

Citral (pM ) Km (nmol/min/mg)

0 14 3704

50 37 3704

100 51 3704

250 67 3704

These results bare the hallmarks of competitive inhibition, indicating that, as with 

other ALDH, citral competes with the substrate for the active site.

Disulfiram (tetraethylthiuram disulphide) is used therapeutically in the treatment of 

alcoholism. Its administration before drinking of alcoholic beverages results in 

unpleasant symptoms, such as blurred vision, nausea, and flushing of the face and 

neck. Disulfiram apparently acts by inhibiting ALDHs, thereby leading to the build 

up of acetaldehyde. Disulfiram is thought to inhibit the enzyme through modification 

of the essential sulfhydryl group at the active site to form a disulphide linkage.

Raldh-2 was pre-incubated with a range o f disulfiram concentrations in order to gain a 

handle on how the enzyme reacts with the substrate (Table 4.7).

Table 4.7. Exteut of iuhibitiou of Raldh-2 with disulfiram

Disulfiram (pM ) (nmol/min/mg) % Iuhibitiou

0 3704 0

5 2508 32

10 2372 36

20 1996 46
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40 1717 54

60 1533 59

80 1273 6 6

1 0 0 1070 71

2 0 0 796 79

500 619 80

A concentration o f 22|iM disulfiram led to 50% inhibition of the enzyme after 15 min 

pre-incubation. To assess whether aldehyde substrates offered any protection to 

Raldh-2, the experiment was repeated without incubation o f the inhibitor with Raldh- 

2 (Table 4.8).

Table 4.8 Extent of inhibition of Raldh-2 without pre-incubation with 

disulfiram

Disulfiram ( u M ) (n m o l/m in /m g ) % Inhibition

0 3704 0

5 2489 33

1 0 2310 38

2 0 1929 48

40 1707 54

60 1495 60

80 1254 6 6

1 0 0 964 74

2 0 0 791 72

500 615 79

This revealed that little protection was afforded to the enzyme by the substrate. To try 

and elucidate the type of inhibitory effect that disulfiram has on Raldh-2, the enzyme 

was incubated with fixed concentrations of disulfiram and the assay conducted at 

varying concentrations of octanal. The and values at each disulfiram 

concentration were calculated and the results are shown in Table 4.9.
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Table 4.9 Behaviour of disulfiram on Raldh-2

Disulfiram (mM) K „(hM) K a t  (min ')

0 18 211

0.25 9 170

0.5 12 160

1 15 126

Since both the and values were different at each concentration of disulfiram 

tested, it suggested that a non competitive type of inhibition was involved. The 

activity of Raldh-2 was also investigated with the use o f the following pesticides: 

molinate, benomyl, vemolate and maneb. The extent of inhibition with these 

compounds is shown in Table 4.10.

Table 4.10 Effect of pesticides on Raldh-2 activity

Pesticides V^M (nmol/min/mg) % Inhibition

Maneb 156 96

Molinate 651 82.

Benomyl 689 81

Vemolate 716 81

This revealed that each of the pesticides inhibited Raldh-2 greater than 70%. This 

inhibition was greatest for Maneb. These results are highly significant since, from an 

environmental point o f view, they demonstrate that they have a significant detrimental 

effect on a key enzyme involved in development.

4.4 pH-dependent kinetics

The status of the proton as the least sterically demanding perturbant o f protein 

structure and the importance of the protonation state of specific side chains in enzyme 

function combine to make properly designed and carefully interpreted pH-dependent 

kinetic studies one of the most useful approaches to probing catalytic function. The 

principal objectives of this study were to identify and determine the characteristics
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F ig. 4.3 Effect of pH on the Â at/Km of Raldh-2
The data points in the enzymes’ active pH ranges (6-10.8) were determined by 
measuring formation of NADH at 340 nm. The continious curve (— ) was fitted 
using the SKETCHER program and an improved fit (—) was performed using 
the statistical program SIGMA PLOT (weight non linear regression line-wnrl 
computer simulation). The parameters for the (— ) curve are pKi = 7.1, pKp =

9.7, the associated rate constants are {k^cai / Kln)i = 29 M‘‘ s '', (k^cai / Kin)] = 0; 
for the (— ) curve the parameters are given, pKi = 7.15 ± 0.10; pKn 9.7 ± 0.08; 
the associated rate constants are, (Al-o,/Kln)i 29.5 ± 3.3 M ‘‘s'' and (Al.a//Kln)ii
=  0 .
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Fig. 4.4 Effect of pH on the kcat of Raldh-2
The data points in the enzymes’ active pH ranges (6-10.8) were determined by 
measuring formation of NADH (340nm). The continuous line (— ) was fitted 
using the SKETCHER program an improved fit was performed using the 
statistical program SIGMA PLOT (weight non linear regression line-wnrl 
computer simulation) (—). The parameters for the (— ) curve are given, (a) pKi 
= 4.5, (b) pKi = 5.0, (c) pKi= 5.5, pKn= 7.5, pKm = 10.05; the associated rate 
constants are, {k'^cat)\= 30 s ' \  {k^cat)\= 30 s '’, {k~cad\= 35 s '’, {k'^cadi^ 370 s '',
{k^cat)\= 0.01 s '’. The parameters for the (.......) curve are given, pKi = 7.25 ±
0.07, pKii =10.1 ± 0.08 and the associated rate constants are, {k^cad\ ^  370 s '’± 
28 s '’, (A:Ta/)ii = 0 .
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pKg values approximating to those of individual ionizing groups and rate constants 

characteristic of the reaction of specific ionic forms of the reactants of kinetically 

influential ionizations associated with the reaction catalysed by Raldh-2. The pH- 

dependence of kcatf^m kcat for the reaction catalysed by Raldh-2 is shown in 

Figs. 4.3-4.4 and Table 4.11. The pH-dependence of k c a t f^  provides pK^ values of 

the free reactant state, i.e. o f the free enzyme molecule when the substrate is either 

non-ionizing or (perhaps less securely) as an ionizing group with a pKg value far 

removed from those observed kinetically. The result for Raldh-2 could not be fitted to 

a classical bell-shaped curve.

The pK, values for the pH-dependence of kcatf^m (free enzyme) are pK, = 7.15 and 

pK„= 9.50, the {k ~cat /K = 29 M ‘ s'' and {k ~catf^ 0 M"' s''. For the pH- 

dependence of kcat (enzyme substrate complex ES) the pK, values are pK,= < 5.5, 

pK„=7.5 and pK,„ = 10.0. The k~cat 1 ~ 3.5 s ' and k ~cat 2 = 370 s''. These results 

were analysed with SIGMA PLOT which was used to minimise error and gave the 

following pK, values; for (M ' s ')  pK, = 7.15 ± 0.10; pK„ 9.7 ±  0.08; and (k

'ca//K (M ' s ')  29.5 ± 3,3 and {k 'ca tf^ 'Jn  = 0, and for kcat, pK, = 7.25 ± 0.07, 

pK,|.  10.1 ± 0.08 and {k ~cal)i = 370s'±28 , ( t  ~cat)ii ~  0. The errors for these values 

are quite small which shows that the SKETHCHER FIT is reliable. The results 

revealed that there appears to be three pK, values and so has very important 

implications for the mechanism of Raldh-2.

Table 4.11 Characteristics for the pH-dependence Raldh-2

Enzyme Free enzyme s ')
pK, values

Raldh-2 pK, 7.1 29
pK„9.7 0
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FIG . 4.5 C rystals of Raldh-2
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Enzyme ES complex 
pK, values

Raldh-2 pK, 4.5 30
pK, 5.0 30
pK, 5.5 35
pK„7.5 370

pK,„ 10.05 0 . 0 1

4.5 Crystallisation of Raldh-2

To determine the conditions for the crystallisation of Raldh-2, the purified protein was 

screened with the Hampton crystallisation kit. Crystals (Fig 4.5) were grown from 7% 

polyethyleneglycol (PEG) MW = 4000, O.IM Tris-HCl pH 8.5, O.IM MgCl^, 2% 2,4- 

dioxane, 15mM cysteine, 5mM DTT, 5mM SB-12 (SB-12 : Laurylsulfobetaine and 

N-Dodecy 1-N-N-Dimethy 1-3-ammo-N 10-1 -propansulfonate). The result o f this 

condition was to produce crystals that were rod shaped. Often these crystals were 

singular and although the crystals appeared to oxidise rapidly, the presence of 15mM 

cysteine was added to reduce the oxidation effect but was not completely successful. 

The results are similar to the crystals described for the crystals for rat Raldh-2 (148), 

where the same problems occurred. To try to prevent oxidation o f the crystals some 

of the solutions were helium sparged prior to use in crystallisation but this did not 

have any substantial effect.

4.6 Characterisation of Raldh-2

The cDNA of the Raldh-2 gene was cloned from the PI 9 tetracarcinoma cell line.

This cell line has been used to show that RA synthesis occurs in different parts of the 

mouse embryo. The discovery of this enzyme has very important implications in the 

understanding o f the mouse development, as it has recently been shown that the 

absence of the Raldh-2 gene leads to the malformation o f many vertebrate structures, 

inevitably resulting in the shortening of the life span of the embryo (174). As yet no
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disease phenotype has been linked with Raldh-2, although, since the enzyme plays 

such a key role in the development of the embryo any mutation is likely to be lethal.

The purpose of this chapter was to probe Raldh-2 catalytic function and behaviour, 

and this has generated some interesting findings. Raldh-2 from rat has been 

characterised by other workers in the field (97), but there are many key questions to 

be answered. The cDNA of the Raldh-2 gene was obtained as a clone and the first 

hurdle was to try and find the conditions that gave the optimum expression. This 

resulted in the purification of large quantities of the recombinant His-tagged enzyme. 

Fortunately the enzyme was stable and soluble, whilst native and SDS PAGE analysis 

showed that the purified protein electrophoresed as a single band, indicating a 

monomeric species. It was important after purification of the enzyme to add reducing 

agents to the enzyme, since their absence resulted in inactivation of the enzyme, 

presumably due to the oxidation of the essential thiol group. The production of large 

quantities o f protein permitted a detailed enzymatic and kinetic analysis of the 

enzyme.

ALDHs are a group of enzymes that dehydrogenate a range of aldehydes to their 

corresponding acids. In this case initial enzyme kinetics studies revealed Raldh-2 to 

prefer to dehydrogenate a range of RAL substrates, consistent with its presence in the 

RPE. Even though Raldh-2 did prefer RAL, it was not specific for RAL, and was able 

to catalyse acetaldehyde dehydrogenation inefficiently. It could be that the high 

concentrations of acetaldehyde associated with alcohol intake would impact on RA 

synthesis by competing with RAL for Raldh-2. The enzyme went on to reveal the 

highest specificity for 13 cis RAL under light and dark conditions. This is somewhat 

intriguing since there is very little known about 13 cis RAL in the embryo. It could 

be that the 13 cis form is converted into the other forms for use in the embryo.

Studies were not undertaken with 11 cis RAL since this is a difficult substrate to 

obtain.

The structure of a class I enzyme has revealed that the protein contains a large active 

site, allowing it to accommodate RAL substrates (138). More recently the rat Raldh-2 

structure has shown that the active site region contains a mobile loop structure, which
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may be involved with an induced fit mechanism once the substrate binds to the 

enzyme (141). This may explain the ability of Raldh-2 to catalyse RA formation 

efficiently while also recognizing structurally simpler medium-chain aldehydes. In 

vivo, intracellular trafficking of retinoids throughout the body is thought to be 

mediated through small molecular mass proteins such as CRBP-II (182-183). With 9 

cis and all-trans RAL, the addition of CRBP-II was shown to have no effect on the 

of the RAL but increased the kcat k c a t f ^ ‘ Whether this is significant or not is 

debatable, but if so suggests that Raldh-2 may have a higher catalytic turnover with 

retinaldehyde bound to CRBP-II than free retinaldehyde in vivo.

The effect of inhibitors on Raldh-2 showed citral to act as competitive inhibitors of 

Raldh-2 whilst disulfiram acted as a non-competitive inhibitor and finally a series of 

pesticides were shown to inhibit the enzyme. The pesticides and disulfiram are large 

molecules so the inhibition of Raldh-2 activity is not surprising, as they may block 

access of the substrate to the active site. There are over 150 sequences of ALDHs 

known to date and the mode of action for them is still to be elucidated. However, 

there is a likely common mechanism known. Through pH dependent kinetic studies it 

was revealed that there are at least three kinetically influential ionizations associated 

with the mechanism of Raldh-2, and the significance of these groups will be studied 

further in chapter 5
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CHAPTER 5

CHARACTERISATION OF RALDH 2 MUTANT 
VARIANTS
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5.0 Overview of the mechanism of ALDHs

ALDHs are known to have esterase activity as well as the ability to catalyse the 

oxidation of aldehydes by NADL It was initially thought that, even though these twin 

activities are closely related, they may occur at separate sites (77). However, the 

balance o f evidence now favors the simpler one site model, as based on GAPDH which, 

in the absence o f phosphate, will catalyse the oxidation of an aldehyde to the respective 

acid (193). It was suggested that like GAPDH, mammalian ALDHs contained a 

cysteine residue at its active site and a detailed mechanism was proposed (77,194). The 

current understanding of ALDH sequences obtained from a diversity o f species and 

mammalian tissue supports early proposals concerning the mode o f action of ALDH. 

Amino acid sequence alignments between the different classes of ALDH reveal very 

clear regions of identity presumably reflecting functional conservation. O f particular 

note is the active site cysteine whose thiolate anion is essential for the covalent catalytic 

process (77).

A number o f glycine residues are also thought to be critical for coenzyme binding, 

presumably allowing the protein chain to adopt a Rossmann type fold (130). The 

presence of a cysteine residue at the active site is consistent with the catalytic 

mechanism shown in Fig 1.8. Binding of the cofactor, NAD^ or N A D P\ to the ALDH 

initiates the catalytic cycle of aldehyde oxidation. Following an ordered bi-bi- 

mechanism the aldehyde substrate binds to the cysteine residue via a thio-adduct 

formation to produce a thiohemiacetal, which is subsequently oxidised by hydride ion 

extraction to form a relatively stable thio-ester. At this point in the reaction water is 

thought to function as a third substrate by attack on the electrophilliccarbonyl carbon of 

the bound thioester. It is likely that the attack by water is facilitated by a proton transfer 

involving a general base residue adjacent to the active site. Depending on the nature of 

the substrates and or specific isoform of ALDH, the rate limiting step o f this catalytic 

cycle may be either déacylation of the acyl enzyme or hydride transfer (70).

More recently, these ideas have been supported with the crystal structure determination 

of the class 3 (130) and 2 (137) ALDH. Conserved residues thought to be involved in 

the mechanism of ALDH have also been investigated. Site directed mutagenesis and 

chemical modification studies (131-133) on human liver mitochondrial ALDH
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belonging to Class 2, proposed Cys 302 acts as the active site nucleophile. The structure 

of ALDH revealed that Glu 399 and Lys 192 interacted with the ribose residues of 

NAD^(148). Hydride transfer was assumed to be the rate limiting step. When these 

latter two residues were mutated, the proper orientation of the NAD^ moiety was 

required to stabilise the transition state necessary for hydride transfer from the carbonyl 

to the nicotinamide ring (149). The structure also revealed that the side chain amide 

nitrogen from N 169 is in a position to stabilise the oxyanion present in the tetrahedral 

transition state subsequent to hydride transfer (137).

Considering the structure of the class 3 ALDH and information obtained from the 

possible roles of the conserved amino acid residues a proposal has been put forward 

(147). Cys 243 was designated as the active site nucleophile, N 114 was implicated in 

the stabilisation o f the oxy-anion transition state and Glu 209 or 333 as a possible 

general base. Although the class 1 ALDHs are more likely to have a similar mechanism 

to their class 2  counterparts, lack of experimental data requires that the mechanism 

needs to be validated through a practicle approach. In order to probe the mechanism of 

Raldh-2 in detail, its amino acid sequence was modelled onto the backbone structure of 

a class 3 rat liver ALDH, to help identify some key residues that may be involved in the 

oxidation of RAL to RA.

5.1 Modelling of Raldh-2 protein sequence

To try to find conserved amino acid residues in the active site of Raldh-2, the protein 

sequence was aligned with ALDHs classes 1-3 (Fig 5.0). This highlighted possible 

amino acid residues that may be involved in the catalytic activity of Raldh-2. To 

ascertain whether the residues chosen were in the active site region, the Raldh-2 

sequence was modelled onto the backbone of rat ALDH 3 (Fig 5.1). The modelling was 

performed by Dr. Hiedi Schubert (University o f York) using the program MODELER 

with the rat class ALDH structure complexed with NAD^ as the starting model. The 

modelling procedure begins with an alignment of the sequence to be modelled (target) 

with the related known 3D structures (templates). The spatial features such as 

distances, hydrogen bonds and main chain and side chain dihedral angles, are
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Fig. 5.0 A lignm ent of the protein sequences of Raldh-2 with 
ALDH classes 1-3 (rectangular boxes show the highly conserved 
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M A
-

Fig . 5.1 Model o f Raldh-2s active site
A close up ribbon structure of Raldhs active site region with the NAD^ cofactor and 
conserved active site residues C301 (top), C302 (yellow), N169 (purple), S I07 (gold), 
E399 (pink), these residues were mutated to alanine to assess their role in Raldh-2s 
catalytic mechanism.
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transferred from the template to the target. Thus a number o f spatial restraints on its 

structure are obtained. Finally the 3D model is obtained by satisfying all the restraints 

as well as possible. The percentage identity between the two sequences is 25% that is 

quite low for an accurate structure-based predictions. However, the resulting model 

highlighted the active site region with NAD^ and possible amino acid residues involved 

in catalysis. From this it was decided to investigate the following amino acid residues: 

cysteine 301-2 (C301-2), asparagine 169 (N169), serine 107 (S I07) and glutamate 399 

(E399).

5.2 Site directed mutagenesis

5.2.1 Subcloning into the M I3m pl8 vector

In order to perform site directed mutagenesis, the cDNA of Raldh-2 was cloned in to the 

M13mpl 8  vector via the Xba  I and Bam\{\ restriction sites. The cDNA of Raldh-2 was 

sequenced completely to ensure no mistakes had been introduced into the sequence 

during subcloning.

5.2.2 In vitro mutagenesis

Using oligonucleotides designed (Table 2.0) from the regions where point mutations 

were to be introduced, mutants were generated using the Sculptor in vitro mutagenesis 

kit. The mutated genes were also fully sequenced to ensure that no other mutation had 

been introduced during the genetic manipulation procedure. The following mutations 

were introduced into the Raldh-2 sequence; C301-2A (a double mutant), N169A,

E399A and S107A. The sequences of the resultant mutants are shown in Figs. 5.2-5.5. 

The mutants were subsequently subcloned back into the expression vector pET-15b.

5.3 Protein analysis of Raldh-2 mutants

5.3.1 Expression of Raldh-2 mutants

Each o f the mutants in pET-15b, C301-2A, N169A, E399A and S107A were 

transformed into the bacterial expression strains BL21 (DE3) and BL21 (DE3) pLysS. A 

few colonies from each plate were inoculated into 5 ml of media and grown to OD^oo = 

0.6 before induction with IPTG (0.4mM). Expression of each of the mutant proteins 

was continued for 20hr at 20°C. The cells were harvested and the cytosolic contents 

were analysed by SDS PAGE after sonication (Fig 5.6).
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N169A
70

C G T G G A  A C T T C  Wildtype 
F ig . 5.2 N169A m utan t
Electropherogram of the DNA sequence 
changing asparagine 169 to alanine.

G T G G C G G C C T G  
80 C301-302

G T G C A G C A C T G  Wildtype 
F ig . 5.3 C301-2A m utan t
Electropherogram of the DNA sequence 
changing cysteine 301-2 to alanine.
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SI 07 A

T A T G G A A T C C C T  Wildtype 
F ig . 5.4 S107A m utan t
Electropherogram of the mutant DNA sequence 
changing serine 107 to alanine.

GO A G G C G A G C  
70 E399A

G G A G G A G A T C  Wildtype 
F ig . 5.5 E399A m utan t
Electropherogram of the DNA sequence 
changing glutamic acid 399 to alanine.
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Fig .5.6. Expression of a Raldh-2 mutant
Samples of the expressed N169A mutant were analysed on a 12% SDS 
PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular 
mass marker; 2, whole cell lysate of bacteria transformed with pET-15b and 
induced with IPTG; 3, whole cell lysate of bacteria transformed with pET- 
15b -Raldh-2-N169A mutant induced with IPTG; 4, soluble phase after 
sonication of the mutant; 5, insoluble phase after sonication of the mutant; 
6 ,unbound fraction after binding of protein to the nickel affinity 
chromatography column; 7-8, wash fractions from the affinity 
chromatography column; 9, isolation of mutant from the nickel affinity 
column; 10, 3pg of Raldh-2 (wt).

kDa ‘

66 ^  mmrn 
45 
36

29 
24

20
Fig . 5.7 Purification of Raldh-2 mutants
Samples of each of the mutants were analysed on a 12% SDS PAGE and stained 
with Coomassie Blue. Lanes: 1, Dalton protein molecular mass marker; 2,10pg of 
Raldh-2-wt ; 3, 5|ig of Raldh-2-N169A; 4, 5jig of Raldh-2-S107A; 5, Sjig of 
Raldh-2-E399A; 6 , 5pg of Raldh-2 C301-2A.
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WT M69A E399A SI07A
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FIG. 5.8 Limited proteolysis of Raldh-2 and mutants
Samples of the trypsin digests were analysed on a 12% SDS 
PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue. Lanes; 1, Dalton 
molecular mass protein marker; 2, Raldh-2; 3; N169A; 4, 
E399A ;5, S107A.

F ig . 5.9 Native conformation of Raldh-2 and mutants
Samples of the wildtype and Raldh-2 mutants were analysed on a 
6 % non- SDS PAGE and stained with Coomassie Blue, Lanes: 1, 
contains 5pg of Raldh-2; 2, contains 5|LLg of Raldh-2-C301-2A, 3, 
contains 5|xg of Raldh-2-E399A; 4, contains lOpg of Raldh-2- 
N169A; 5, contains 3|ig of Raldh-2-S107A.
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5.3.2 Analysis of mutants by SDS PAGE

The behaviour of the mutant proteins during expression and purification was analysed 

by SDS PAGE (Fig. 5.7). All mutants electrophoresed as a single soluble bands with a 

molecular mass of 57 kDa, (as for wildtype). Thus, the introduction o f these point 

mutations did not appear to alter the apparent stability and solubility o f the enzyme.

5.3.3 Purification of Raldh-2 mutants

Each o f the mutant strains was found to produce recombinant protein in a similar 

quantity to that obtained from the original Raldh-2 overproducing strain. The buffer 

used to maintain the activity of the mutants was lOmM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, containing 

lOOmM NaCl and 5mM DTT.

5.3.4 Limited proteolysis

In order to determine whether the point mutations had grossly affected the structure of 

the protein, limited proteolysis was undertaken on the wildtype and each of the mutant 

variants. The resulting gel (Fig 5.8) of the degraded proteins after incubation with 

trypsin revealed that although the E399A and S107A variants produced very similar 

profiles to the wildtype enzyme, the N169A mutant was somewhat different suggesting 

that it adopted a configuration more susceptible to proteolysis.

5.3.5 Analysis of mutants by native PAGE

The behaviour of the mutants was also analysed by native PAGE (Fig. 5.9). The E399A, 

S107A and the N169A mutants displayed slightly altered electrophoretic mobility in 

comparison to the C301-2A and wildtype species. The E399A mutant migrated slowly 

through the gel, presumably due to the loss of the negative charge associated with 

glutamic acid. The N169A and S107A mutants migrated through the gel faster than the 

other mutants. It is more challenging to explain the faster migration of the S107A and 

N169A mutants, but presumably they adopt a slightly more compact structure allowing 

faster migration through the gel matrix.
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5.3.6 Western blot analysis

Western blot analysis was performed with each o f the mutants as well as the wildtype 

using the anti-Raldh-2 antibody. The resulting blot revealed that the antibody reacted 

strongly with each of the mutants, indicating that the mutations had not altered the 

major epitopes on the protein,

5.4 Kinetic studies of Raldh-2 mutant variants

5.4.1 Dehydrogenase activities of Raldh-2 mutant variants

5-lOp.g of each of the purified proteins was used to determine the activity o f the mutants 

at saturating concentrations of octanal. This was subsequently compared with wildtype 

and the results recorded (Table 5.0).

Table 5.0 Activity of Raldh-2 mutant variants

Species (M'̂ )ocUnal /rc„,(min‘) (uM ‘min ‘)

Wildtype 18 2 1 2 12

C301-2A NA= NA" NA“

E399A 33 28 0.85

N169A 54 4.31 0.0789

S107A 2 0 281 14

NA® refers to no activity observed

The double alanine mutant variant, which replaced the two adjacent cysteines at 301- 

302 was found to have no catalytic activity. The catalytic efficiency of the

S107A mutant increased (in comparison to wildtype), whilst the E399A and N169A 

mutants had their catalytic efficiencies decreased by 10 and 100 fold respectively. The 

for the S107A mutant did not reveal much change (in comparison to wildtype), 

whilst the for the E399A and N169A mutant was nearly doubled and tripled 

respectively compared with wildtype. Therefore all the highlighted amino acid residues 

are clearly involved in some capacity with the catalytic activity o f Raldh-2.
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5.4.2 Activity of mutant variants with cofactor

The activity of the mutants in the presence of varying concentrations o f NAD^ was 

measured to determine whether they had altered coenzyme affinity (Table 5.1).

Table 5.1 Effect of NAD"̂  on Raldh-2 mutant variants

Species (M̂ )̂nAD

Wildtype 50 2 1 1 . 6 4.49

E399A 90 28 0.31

N169A 47 4.31 0.091

S107A 58 281 4.84

This revealed that the for NAD^ for the S107A and N 169A variants had not been 

greatly adjusted whilst that for the E399A mutant had nearly doubled. Given the 

proximity of E399 to the cofactor binding site it is likely that this residue has an effect 

on NAD^ binding, or NAD^ binding has an effect on the conformation o f the protein.

5.4.3 Activity of mutant variants with RAL isomers

The activity o f the Raldh-2 mutants (S107A and E399A) with RAL as substrate was 

investigated. The results were recorded in Tables 5.2and 5.3.

Table 5.2 Relative efficiency of S107A with RAL isomers

RAL Km (pM ) Kat (m:n *) ^ca/K „ (pM/min ‘)

13 cis RAL 11 113 1 0

3,4-DDRAL 12 99 8

9 cis RAL 2 2 8 8 4.

All-trans RAL 2 1 15 1
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Table 5.3 Relative efficiency of E399A with RAL isomers

RAL Km ( liM ) K a t  (m in  •') ^ca/Km ( n M / m in  ')

9 cis RAL 3 6 2

3,4-DD RAL 6 11 1 . 6

13 cis RAL 10 1 2 1 . 2

All-trans RAL NA“ NA“ NA“

NA“ no activity observed with this substrate

Table 5.4 Relative efficiency of the wildtype Raldh-2 with RAL isomers

RAL Km (pM) kcat (min “') m in

13 cis RAL 8 72 9

3,4-DD RAL 2 8 4

All-trans RAL 2 5 2.5

9 cis RAL 3 6 2

The behaviour of the S107A variant with the RAL isomers (Table 5.2) revealed that the 

mutant metabolised the retinaldehyes more efficiently (in comparison to wildtype) (refer 

to Table 5.4). The kcatf^m ^Iso increased (in comparison to wild type) and still showed 

an overall preference for the 13 cis form. The behaviour of the E399A mutant with the 

RAL isomers (Table 5.3), revealed that the and kcQt decreased (in comparison to 

wildtype) (refer to Table 5.4) for all the substrates used. The substrate that gave the 

highest activity was the 9-cis form, which is different to that observed with the wildtype 

species, since it had a preference for the 13 cis form. The physiological significance of 

this is debatable.

5.4.4 Steady-state traces of the E399A and N169A species

A lag, prior to the steady state portion of the reaction was observed when assaying the 

pure recombinantly expressed E399A and N169A mutants. This lag was not present in 

assays with the wildtype enzyme (Fig. 5.10 a-c). The E399A mutant lag phase (Fig. 

5.10 b) lasted for up to 20 seconds before dehydrogenation o f the aldehyde reaction 

proceeded. To determine whether this lag phase was due to the order o f substrate 

addition during the assay, the assay was repeated but started by the addition of NAD
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Fig . 5.10a Spectroscopic trace of Raldh-2
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F ig. 5.10b Spectroscopic trace of E399A mutant
This revealed a lag phase of up to 20 sec.
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F ig. 5.10c  Spectroscopic trace of the N169A mutant
This revealed a lag phase of up to 30 sec.
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Fig. 5.11 Effect of pH on the kcaJ Km of the Raldh-2-E399A mutant
The data points in the enzymes’ active pH ranges (6-9) were determined by measuring 
formation of NADH (340nm). The curve was fitted using the SKETCHER program. 
The parameters for the curve are given, pKi =5.45, pKn = 5.45, pKm = 7.1, pKiv = 9.5, 
the associated rate constants are, {k~cat! K~m)i = 0.002 M "'s'', {k^cat! Kin)] = 8.3 M '
's-' (k'ca,! K'm)3 = 1.6 M -'s-', K 'i„)4 = 0
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Fig . 5.12 Effect of pH on the kcat of E399A-Raldh-2
The data points in the enzymes’ active pH ranges (6-10.8) were 
determined by measuring formation o f NADH at 340nm. The curve 
was fitted using the programme SKETCHER. The parameters for the 
curve are given, pK| = 5.4, pKp = 5.7, pKm = 8.0, pKiv = 9.3; the 
asociated rate constants are, {k' ĉat)\ = 5.0 s"', {k^cadi = 37 s '‘, {k~cath = 
13 s '', {k' ĉad  ̂= 0.
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400
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pH

F ig . 5.13 C om parison of the kcat curves of Raldh-2 (wt) ( • )  w ith the E399A- 
R aldh - 2  m utan t (A) the parameters for the ( • )  curve are given, (a) pKi = 4.5, 
(b) pKi = 5.0, (c) pKi= 5.5, pKn= 7.5, pKm = 10.05; the associated rate 
constants are, (^~c//)i= 30 s '',  30 s '', {k^cat)\= 35 s '', {k'^cadi = 370 s '',

= 0 .0 1 s''. The parameters for the (A) curve are given; pKa’ s, pKi = 5.4, 
pKii = 5.7, pKiii = 8.0, pKiv= 9.3; the associated rate constants are, {k^cat)\ ^  5.0 
s’' , {k^cadl = 37 s '', {k'^cath = 13 s '', {k~cat)A = 0.

Alignment o f these curves revealed a shift in the optimum pH from -8 .5  (wt) to 
-7 .0  (E399A).
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F ig . 5.14 C om parison of the k c J  Km curves of Raldh-2 (wt) ( # )  with 
the E399A m utan t (A ) the parameters for the (# )  curve are given, pKi 
= 7.1, pKii = 9.7, the associated rate constants are, {k~cat / K~m)i= 29 M '' 
s'% {jCcat / Kin)] = 0 . The parameters for the (A) curve are given, pK| 
=5.45, pKii = 5.45, pKm = 7.1, pK,v = 9.5, the associated rate constants 
are, K"'m), = 0.002 M "'s ', Kin)] = 8.3 M '^s ' Kin)]

/  K ln ) 4  =  0 .= 1.6 M ‘‘s'' {k'̂ cal

Alignment o f these curves revealed a shift in the optimum pH from 8.5 
(wt) to -  6.5 (E399A).
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However, the lag phase still remained. A lag phase was also noted for the N169A 

mutant (Fig.S.lOc) and this lasted for up to 30 sec. Similar controls as those used for 

the E399A mutant was also used to assess whether this lag phase was real. Lag phases 

are a rare phenomenon in enzymology but presumably reflect some change in the 

conformation of the active site. In the case o f Glu 399 and Asn 169, the generation of 

an enzyme ternary complex may trigger or induce a conformational change from an 

inactive to an active state enzyme. A lag phase for other ALDH has also been reported, 

but no plausible explanation has been forwarded for its appearance (183-185).

5.5 pH dependent kinetic studies of Raldh-2 mutants

5.5.1 pH dependent kinetic studies of the E399A mutant

Since the E399A variant contains a change in charge resulting in a large decrease in 

activity, a pH dependent profile was constructed in order to determine whether E399 

constituted a kinetically influential ionization. The pH-dependence of and kcat

for the reaction catalysed by the Raldh-2 E399A mutant is shown in Figs. 5.11-5.12.

The pH-dependence of k c a t f^  provides pK  ̂values o f the free reactant state, i.e. of the 

free enzyme molecule when the substrate is either non-ionizing or (perhaps less 

securely) has an ionizing group with a pK, value far removed from those observed 

kinetically. The result for Raldh-2 could not be fitted to a classical bell-shaped curve. 

The pK, values for the pH-dependence of kcat/^m (A"6 e enzyme) are pKj = 5.45 and pKjj 

= 5.45, pK,„ = 7.1, pK,v = 9.5 with associated rate constants are {k~cat /K^^), = 0.00IM' 

*s-', {k~cat === 8.3 NT's-' {kTcat = 1. 6  M ''s-‘. For the pH-dependence of 

kcat, the pK^ values are pK,= 5.4, pK„= 5.7, pK,„ = 8.0 and pK,v = 9.3. The rate 

constants are k~cat 5 s'% k~cat 2  = 37 s'' and k^'cat 3  = 13 s''. These results are shown 

in Table 5.5. Thus, there appear to be four pK, values presumably reflecting at least 

four kinetically influential ionizations in or around the active site of the enzyme. The 

challenge to the mechanistically minded enzymologist is to assign these ionizations to 

the appropriate functional groups (section 5.8.1).
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Table 5.5 pH-dependence of Raldh-2- E399A mutant

Enzyme Free enzyme 
pK, values

k,a/Km  
(M-* s')

Raldh-2- E399A
pK, 5.45 
pK,i 5.45 0.001
pK„, 7.1 8.3
pK,v 9.5 1.6

0

Enzyme ES complex |
pK, values

Raldh-2- E399A pK, 5A 1 5.0
pK„ 5.7 1 37
P îii 8.0 13
pKiv 9 J  i

1
0.0

Characteristics for the pH-dependence of Raldh-2 (Table 4.11 from section 4.4)

Enzyme | Free enzyme 1
1 pK, values Î  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Raldh-2 | pK,7.1 1 29
pK„9.7 1 0

Enzyme ES complex 
pK, values

Raldh-2 pK, 4.5 30
pK, 5.0 30
pK, 5.5 35
pK„7.5 370

pK„j 10.05 0.01
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5.5.2 pH profiles of wildtype compared with mutants

The pH profiles of the E399A mutant, when compared with the wildtype enzyme, 

showed some drastic changes. The curves for the wildtype and E399A mutant revealed 

that the loss of the glutamic acid residue caused the optimum pH of Raldh-2 to shift 

from around pH ~8.5 to pH -7 .0  for the free enzyme as well as the enzyme-substrate 

complex (Figs. 5.13-5.14). Preliminary pH studies of the N 169A mutant are also 

consistent with a large shift in the optimum pH activity from -8.5 to 6.0. These activity 

profiles o f the mutant enzyme clearly identifies the glutamic acid and asparagine 

residues as important, though not essential, during the Raldh-2 reaction. Significantly, 

these mutations also introduce a lag phase into the reaction but the relationship between 

loss of activity and appearance of the lag phase is unclear.

5.6 Crystals of Raldh-2 mutants

To determine the conditions for the crystallisation of the mutant variants, the purified 

protein were screened with the Hampton crystallisation k i t . Crystals were grown from 

7% polyethylenegycol (PEG) MW = 4000, O.IM Tris-HCl, pH 8.5, O.IM MgClj, 2% 

2,4-dioxane, 15mM cysteine, 5mM DTT, 5mM SB-12 for the E399A and S107A 

mutants. The crystals grew as single rods (Fig 4.5), they appear to oxidise rapidly and 

diffracted poorly. In addition 15mM cysteine was added to reduce the oxidation effect 

but was not completely successful. To try and prevent the oxidation of the crystals 

some o f the solutions were helium sparged but this did not have a substantial effect.

The problems encountered with these crystals were also recently described for rat 

Raldh-2 where more drastic action was taken to prevent oxidation (148).

5.7 Characterisation of Raldh-2 mutants

Modelling of the Raldh-2 amino acid residue onto the backbone o f bovine ALDH 3 was 

very useful in probing the active site region of Raldh-2. This highlighted the following 

amino acid residues as having a possible role in catalysis; C301, C302, N169, S I07 and 

E399. In order to study the effects o f these amino acid residues these were mutated by 

in vitro mutagenesis to alanine. Alanine was chosen as it is a small, uncharged, 

aliphatic amino acid residue, and is able to fit easily into a-helix, (3-sheet or random coil 

structures. The main aim was to study the mode of action of Raldh-2 without disrupting
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the structure, and to this end, the substitution with Ala proved highly successful. The 

mutants were expressed as His-tagged recombinant proteins and were purified by metal 

chelate chromatography. As expected SDS PAGE revealed all the mutant variants to 

have the same molecular mass as wildtype by SDS PAGE, although non-denaturing gel 

electrophoresis revealed that most of the mutants migrated differently presumably 

reflecting steric/ charge alterations. Limited proteolysis was conducted to ascertain 

whether any gross structural change had been induced by the introduction of the 

mutations, but the resulting SDS PAGE of the digested variants indicated that only the 

N169A variant had an altered proteolytic profile.

The kinetic studies with octanal revealed that the C301-2A double mutant possessed no 

catalytic activity. The S107A kcat increased, whilst the E399A kcat and N 169 kcat was 

significantly reduced (compared with wildtype). All the highlighted residues therefore 

have some influence on the mechanism of Raldh-2. To try to determine the contribution 

o f these amino acid residues to the overall catalytic mechanism more detailed kinetics 

were undertaken. For instance, in relation to NAD , it was found that the E399A variant 

had an increased K^, which is perhaps not surprising, since it is proposed to make 

contact with the bound cofactor (149).

RALs appear to be the preferred physiological substrates for Raldh-2 and the relative 

rates of metabolism o f RAL with the mutant variants was similar to those observed with 

octanal. For instance the S107A mutant metabolised the RAL isomers with greater 

efficiency (compared with wildtype), whilst the E399A mutant has a greatly reduced 

activity for the RAL substrates. Thus, the use o f octanal as a simple substrate for the 

enzyme would appear to be justified. Perhaps the most significant finding on the mutant 

variants was obtained from pH-dependent kinetic studies with the E399A and N169A 

variants. These revealed several significant points that are discussed below.

5. 8  Mechanism of ALDHs: a revision

Studies on the workings of ALDHs have been obtained from 145 protein sequences 

(182) and four crystal structures (130, 137-138, 141). This has led to the elucidation of 

the most likely mechanism of ALDHs and some of the conserved amino acid residues 

which may be involved in this mechanism. For instance, cysteine residue 302 in the 

class 2 enzyme (Cys 243 in the class 3 enzyme) is now known with absolute certainty to
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EnC302SH +  NAD

I

^n 3̂02^’ RCHO 
(NAD+)

N169

OH

)
(NAD+)

H

E399

K/Y

:NH2

^n^302^" ^
(NADH) J

HON

 ̂ ^  EnC302SH +  RCO2" —   ►  EnC302SH +  NADH
(NADH)

ECOj-

FIG. 5.15 Proposed mechanism o f Raldh-2
This mechanism was deduced from detailed pH dependent and site directed 
mutagenesis studies; E„ = enzyme subunit; E = glutamic acid; K = lysine; Y = 
tyrosine; N = asparagine
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act as the active site nucleophile (147, 148-150). However, the studies have remained 

inconclusive as to which and as to whether glutamic acid acts as the general base. The 

required detailed pH kinetic studies needed to validate this conclusion have not been 

satisfactorily reported. An aspargine residue (N169 class 2, N 114 class 3) has been 

suggested to act as the stabilisation force of the thiohemiacetal intermediate. Two amino 

acids residues, (E268/399 class 2, E209/333 class 3) and K192 (class 2) are thought to 

help orientate the NAD^ cofactor prior to hydride transfer (148-150). The information 

so far obtained has been deduced from the crystal structures of the binary complex and 

site directed mutagenesis. As yet, the crystal structure o f the ternary complex has not 

been solved so the exact role o f the conserved amino acids in relation to the substrate 

has not been designated. For instance, it is possible that substantial conformational 

changes could occur on aldehyde binding, bringing groups far removed into close 

proximity.

5.8.1 Interpretation of pK, values for a proposed mechanism of Raldh-2

Although the structures of a class 1 ALDH (138) and Raldh-2 (rat) (141) have been 

solved, little mechanistic information has so far been published. However, on the basis 

of site directed mutagenesis and pH-dependent studies presented in this thesis a 

structure- based mechanism can now be tentatively proposed (Fig 5.15). Two 

parameters allow this to be done, kcat and kcatf^m- When determined over a pH range 

these report ionizations of groups in the free enzyme and the enzyme-substrate complex 

(ES complex). Under the conditions used for this study Raldh-2 is always saturated with 

the cofactor NAD^ and in this respect the E.NAD^ can be considered to be the free 

enzyme. The pK^ values for the free enzyme complex E. NAD^ were = 5.5; 7.5; 10.05, 

for the ES complex, were 7.1 and 9.5 (there could also be a pK, < 6.0, however, pH 

kinetic data for this region were not obtained). The simplest interpretation of these 

values is that there are three kinetically significant ionisations. The “free enzyme” (E. 

NAD complex) produced the following pK, values of 7.1 and 9.5, which then shifted 

to 7.5 and 10.05 as a result o f substrate binding (the pK, of <5.5 seen in the kcat 

parameters could also be seen for The most likely assignment of a pK, of 5.5

would be an Asp or Glu residue, whilst the pK, o f ~ 7, could be assigned to Cys (or a 

His residue, although the structure o f ALDH favours the assignment to a Cys residue) 

and finally the pK^ o f ~ 9.5 could be assigned to Tyr or Lys. On these assumptions, the
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observed pK,s of 5.5 = Glu, 7 = Cys and 9.5 = Tyr/ Lys, would result in the following 

ionization states; E-CO^H -> E-CO2 at pK^ of 5.5, C-SH C-S at a pK^ of 7 and K- 

NHa+^K-NHz or Y-OH Y-O for pK, of 9.5.

In terms of the above tentative assignments (pK^of 9.5 is assumed to be due to K -N H / 

for convenience) catalytic activity in approximately neutral media could be attributed 

either to the major form of the predominant ionisation state (C-SV K-NHj^) or to the 

minor form (C-SH/ K-NHj). If k cat reflects the formation o f a tetrahedral adduct from 

the E. NAD^. RCHO adsorptive complex (step Fig. 5.15) then the rate determining 

step is envisaged as attack of the thiolate anion on the aldehyde group assisted by 

hydrogen bond donation by K -NH /.

A r < 7 ^  .
C-S ) C = = 0  H-NH/-K 

H

Alternatively i f  k'^cat reflects the oxidation step (A:j of Fig. 5.15) a mechanism involving 

the minor form of the ionisation state can be envisaged. Thus, reversible formation of 

the neutral adduct in a rapid step is followed by rate determining oxidation involving 

base catalysis by K-NHj, of proton abstraction from the hydroxyl group of the neutral 

adduct (equivalent kinetically to RCHO and C-SH) to provide attack by the ‘hydride 

ion’ on N A D \ Both mechanisms would be characterised by the shape of the pU-k'^cat^ 

profile.

5.8.1.1 pH profiles of wildtype compared with E399A and N169A mutants

The results from the pH-dependent kinetic study on the E399A mutant revealed that for 

^cat^m (Fig 5.11) the pK, of 7.1 is unchanged, 9.7 is essentially unchanged at 9.5 but 

there is (at least) one new kinetically influential ionisation pK^ of 5.45. Also pK^s of 7.1 

and 9.7 now appear on the alkaline limb of the profile instead of on the opposite side of 

the curve. For the profile (Fig 5.12) there is a pK, change from 7.5-> 8.0 and of 

I0.05-> 9.3, whilst one extra pK, of approximately 5- 6  appears. Noticeably, the pK^s 

of 8  and 9.5 again appear on the alkaline limb instead o f the opposite side of the curve.

A possible explanation for these remarkable changes in the pH-rate constant profiles can 

now be put forward. As a consequence o f the E399 to Ala mutation, this may induce a
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conformational change in the protein. The result of this may be the substitution of the 

C/K (or C/Y) motif by a C/D or C/E motif as the major catalytic device, with the same 

residual contribution from C/K or C/Y m otif This would account for the ability o f the 

E399A mutant to effect catalysis albeit less effectively than the wildtype enzyme and 

mainly at lower pH values.

5. 8.2 Possible roles of conserved amino acid residues in Raldh-2s mechanism

Can we combine the results of the site directed mutagenesis, kinetics and crystal 

structures to provide some molecular detail to the proposed mechanism?. C302 is the 

active site cysteine residue that forms a covalent attachment with the aldehyde substrate. 

N169 forms a pocket that helps to stabilise the oxyanion in the thiohemiacetal 

intermediate (Fig. 5.15). The elongation of the C -0 bond clearly has a substantial effect 

on the catalytic capacity of the enzyme, since the N169A variant had barely measurable 

activity. Preliminary pH kinetics studies have shown a shift in the optimum pH from

8.5 (wildtype) to 6.0 (N169A) with a lag phase of up to 30 sec observed consistently.

Site directed mutagenesis of E399 to alanine resulted in a variant with only 13% of the 

wildtype activity. In Class 2 and 3 ALDHs the glutamic acid residues have been 

proposed to act as general bases or as being important for hydride. E399 is most likely 

to be important for the correct orientation of NAD^ prior to hydride transfer, rather than 

as a general base. This conclusion was drawn from the fact that (which can be used 

as an indicator for how tightly the substrate binds to the enzyme under certain 

conditions) of NAD^ nearly doubled compared with wildtype whilst the k^at was 

markedly reduced. However, to assess further whether cofactor binding has been 

affected, the would have to be measured. Detailed pH kinetics studies were also 

carried out on this mutant. This revealed that as a consequence of this mutation, a 

conformational change would result in the substitution of the major catalytic groups 

(C/K or C/Y) by C/D or C/E. It is therefore plausible to assume that the inability of this 

mutant to catalyse the reaction efficiently, is a direct consequence of the substitution in 

the major catalytic groups. A lag phase for this mutant was also observed which lasted 

up to 2 0  sec.

The lag phase observed in both the E399A and N169A mutants have been observed for 

other enzymes, including, the class 2 human liver mitochondrial ALDH, Pyruvate
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dehydrogenase and the Coenzyme A-linked ALDH (150, 183-186). It is therefore 

possible that this lag phase is due to a change in the conformation of the protein. In the 

case of the Raldh-2 mutants described in this thesis, the mutagenised residues may 

cause an alteration in the protein structure to allow a slow oscillation between active and 

inactive states. The observed lag phase may represent the transition between these two 

states.

The final amino acid residue mutated was S I07; this mutant species was unusual as it 

showed a higher k c a t^ ^  (in comparison to wildtype), thereby increasing the catalytic 

efficiency of the enzyme. Change in the amino acid residue from -OH to -CH3 may 

make the substrate lining channel more hydrophobic thereby allowing it to accept the 

bulky hydrophobic RAL molecule. Modelling of Raldh-2 highlighted this amino acid 

residue as being above the active site region near the substrate access channel. It is 

possible therefore that S I07 may have a role in substrate recognition.

Such site-directed mutagenesis has helped to confirm the role for a number of 

strategically located amino acid side chains. However, pH-dependent kinetic studies 

suggest a role for lysine or tyrosine (assisting electrophilic attack on the aldehyde) and 

another glutamic acid residue (as the general base) in the catalytic process, these have 

yet to be assigned. Alternatively, E399 may act as a general base whilst being involved 

in binding NADL
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6.0 Overview of PRDS and Raldh-2

The project undertaken involved studying two disparate proteins, PRDS and Raldh-2, 

which are associated with disease and development respectively. Using a wide variety 

o f techniques, this allowed us to probe a possible structure-function relationship 

between these proteins. With the findings reported in chapters 3-5 it was now 

appropriate to speculate on some of the wider implications o f this research. For instance, 

why or how do mutations in PRDS lead to such a variety o f disease phenotypes?. The 

Raldh-2 cDNA has recently been cloned and it has contributed in the ever expanding 

area o f retinoid metabolism, thus, what is the role of Raldh-2 in vivo?.

6.1 Structure of PRDS as a possible cause of retinal degenerations

Around 50% of all proteins are membrane proteins, yet, in comparison to soluble 

proteins, comparatively little is known about their structure and function. This is a 

reflection of the difficulty o f isolating, handling, manipulating and characterising 

integral membrane proteins. PRDS is an integral membrane protein found in the outer 

segments of photoreceptor cells. Primary sequence analysis suggests that the protein 

contain four transmembrane helices and three loop regions. The L3-4 loop is very large 

and contains -150 amino acid residues. Indeed, when PRDS sequences are aligned this 

particular loop region is conserved, suggesting that this region is functionally important. 

PRDS is thought to play a role in disc curvature, helping to maintain the structural 

integrity of the outer segment. This is probably mediated through protein-protein 

contacts and PRDS is thought to form quaternary complexes with itself and with a 

related membrane protein called ROM-1. It is likely that many of these protein-protein 

contacts are mediated through this large conserved loop. From a medical stand point 

PRDS is very important since mutations in this gene are associated with a myriad of eye 

disease phenotypes. Perhaps not surprisingly, a lot of the disease causing mutations are 

found in the large luminous loop. To understand the basis o f these eye diseases at the 

molecular level, we need to have a clear understanding of the structure and function of 

the L3-4 loop.

An ambitious and technically challenging research program aimed at expressing the L3- 

4 loop was undertaken. A range o f different expression vectors was tried and tested
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until a suitable system was discovered that provided the twin goals of high level 

expression and solubility. This was provided by the MBP fusion system (section 3.5- 

3.6), where the MBP has an apparently serendipitous role in improving protein 

solubility (179). With the expression system in hand, four mutations were chosen that 

were thought to represent the spectrum of phenotypes reported. Leul85Pro (digenic 

RP), Cysl65Tyr (adRP), Argl72Trp (macular degeneration) and Argl72Gly (pattern 

dystrophy) (section 3.7).

In PRDS there are certain mutations that are pathogenic such as those predicting a 

truncated protein or a polypeptide with considerably altered number and composition of 

amino acids (deletions/ insertions). This would lead to the protein formation being 

drastically altered or in some cases not being made. In these cases the reason for the 

disease phenotypes observed is easily explained, on the basis of haploinsufficiency. 

However, with missense mutations explanations for mutations giving rise to the 

observed phenotypes may range from the subtle to the sublime. For instance, there are 

missense mutations that interfere with the N-linked glycosylation sites, disulphide- 

bridge formation and protein trafficking or effect protein folding. This is an area of 

biochemistry that has come to the forefront of research in the last decade (178). Factors 

that effect protein folding include hydrophobicity, charge, hydrogen bonding capacity, 

secondary structure and interaction with other proteins. Since it is believed that the four 

mutations are associated with either tertiary or quaternary structure each mutation will 

be reviewed and their roles speculated.

6.1.2 L185P-PRDS L3-4 loop m utant

This mutation in the L3-4 loop, replaces the bulky aliphatic side chain of Leu with 

proline, a cyclic imino acid. Such a substitution would be expected to have a dramatic 

effect on the hydrophobicity of the loop. Moreover, proline is known to produce a 

change in the angle o f the polypeptide chain. Using a secondary structure prediction 

program (self optimised method SOPM (187), this residue was predicted to occur in a 

region of (3 sheet and is changed to a random coil structure upon introduction o f pro line. 

This indicates that LI 85? may inflict severe effects on the ability o f the protein to adopt 

its normal conformation. The loss of leucine may equally signal the loss of interactions 

such as van der waals and hydrophobic interactions, which may form part of the domain
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core. Indeed, the CD corresponding to the aromatic region o f the mutant protein 

revealed a spectrum that could be interpreted as being consistent with a change in the 

protein structure (section 3.9). The signal was greatly reduced indicative of the aromatic 

amino acid residues in this mutant now being in quite a different environment. Limited 

proteolysis also highlighted a major difference in structure between the wildtype and 

this mutant species (section 3.6.4).

The L185P mutation is known to be associated with digenic inheritance o f RP (6 6 ). As 

such it cannot cause retinal degeneration by itself, but can only produce adRP when it is 

complexed with a mutation in the ROM-1 gene. It is likely that the L185P variant is 

unable to form a multimeric complex with ROM-1, which could lead to the 

destabilisation of the ROS leading to the observed phenotype. The digenic mutation is 

an infrequent cause of RP, accounting for only a few percent of patients and is shown to 

affect the peripheral region of the retina that consists mainly of rod cells (6 6 ). To 

explain this observation we have to invoke a structural change in PRDS that is only 

pathological when it is complexed with another separate structural change in ROM-1. 

The change in the structure of PRDS must be fairly mild since, in most cases the protein 

appears to behave quite normally.

6.1.3 C165Y-PRDS L3-4 loop mutant

Cysteine residues can be involved in a myriad of different interactions, from hydrogen- 

bonding, thioether formation, metal chelation to disulphide bond formation. Cys 165 

(67) is one o f the seven conserved cysteine residues in the lumen loop. It is a 

comparatively polar amino acid and its replacement by a much larger aromatic tyrosine 

residue will pose hydrophobic and steric problems. Moreover, replacement o f Cl 65 

with tyrosine could prevent the formation of the disulphide bond essential for 

maintaining the structural integrity o f the L3-4 loop.

Interestingly, the C l65Y variant was poorly expressed as a recombinant protein (section 

3.8.3), and folding studies (section 3.9.1.5) revealed that this mutant had the least ability 

to readopt its native conformation. The CD spectrum in the aromatic region of the 

mutant protein is similar to that o f the L185P variant (section 3.9.1.4-3.9.1.5). Patients 

with the C l65Y and L185P mutations suffer from RP (16,18), a condition known to 

affect the whole retina, unlike macular degeneration, which affects cone cells. The CD
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spectra are very different from the wild type species, such a structural change may mean 

that the protein is not transported to the ROS, or if it is, may prevent proper oligomeric 

(quaternary) protein formation. This could result in malformation of the ROS and 

subsequent cell death.

6.1.4 R172-PRDS L3-4 loop mutant

The arginine side chain is guanidium that is positively charged at physiological pH. 

Moreover, this side chain is bulky and to a certain extent aliphatic. Replacement of this 

amino acid residue with tryptophan or glycine gave rise to some interesting changes in 

properties (Chapter 3).

6.1.4.1 R172W-PRDS L3-4 loop mutant

This mutation leads to the introduction of a tryptophan residue into the L3-4 loop, 

replacing a large hydrophobic bulky amino acid residue with another. Since both these 

amino acid residues are large, the replacement of one with the other may not pose a 

steric problem. CD of this mutant protein (section 3.9.I.2) in the aromatic region 

revealed a spectrum consistent though stronger, with the wild type protein. This could 

be explained solely on the basis of an extra aromatic residue within the protein. In 

terms o f the CD spectrum and the ability to refold, this mutation appears rather mild. 

Interestingly patients shown to suffer from this mutation develop macular degeneration 

(20), a condition largely associated with the loss of cone cells. This mutation must 

therefore induce some subtle variation that is pathological to cone cells. Since cone 

cells have a different morphological shape, it may be that this encourages the mutant 

protein to adopt an unfavourable conformation.

6.1.4.2 R172G-PRDS L3-4 loop mutant

This mutation introduces a change in size, coupled with the loss of potentially important 

electrostatic interaction. The CD spectrum in the aromatic region of the protein is 

broadly similar to that of the wildtype (section 3.9.1.1) and also to that obtained with the 

RI72W  variant (section 3.9.1.2). It was suggested initially that the RI72G mutation 

caused pattern dystrophy (25), a mild form of macular degeneration in American 

patients. However, in British patients this mutation has been shown to cause macular
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degeneration (188). It has similar phenotype to that o f the R172W variant, which is 

encouraging since they appear to have similar structures.

The missense mutations chosen in the large intradiscal L3-4 loop are associated with 

exon 1 (Table 1.0). It is known that the mutations in this exon are characterised by a 

loss o f photoreceptors through severe macular dystrophy and RP (Table 1.0). It is 

interesting that each of these mutations appear to cause a change in the structure of the 

protein. However, this study does not go far enough to explain why such a diverse range 

of phenotypes are observed. CD spectra o f the mutant variants have revealed a change 

in protein structure, although the relationship of structure to function could be defined 

further if either a crystal or NMR structure were available. Even if it is possible to 

explain the precise nature of the disease it would be o f little comfort to those who have 

inherited the condition since it is not likely to offer a cure.

6.2 Raldh-2

Raldh-2 belongs to a large family of enzymes that are required for the detoxification of 

aldehydes. In general, ALDHs selectively eliminate aldehydes generated by 

physiological intermediates in the metabolism of other compounds. Raldh-2 was shown 

to be specific for the dehydrogenation of RAL to RA (8 8 ). RA is a morphogen that is 

known to be essential for the development of many embryonic mouse structures (172- 

176).

Moreover, in the adult mouse Raldh-2 it is thought to be responsible for the conversion 

of all-trans RAL from the visual cascade to RA (172) which could then go on to 

regulate expression of genes through the retinoic acid receptors RXR and RAR (165). 

Although no disease phenotype has been associated with Raldh-2, the fact that it is so 

ubiquitously expressed in mice implies an essential function. Indeed, mutations in 

Raldh-2 will probably be lethal.

A general mechanism o f ALDHs, has been determined, which is based on information 

from crystal structures, site directed mutagenesis and kinetic investigations (147). 

However, there is always a tendency to accept a mechanism proposed by other workers 

in the field, as a dogma even though all the required studies may not have been carried 

out. The studies on Raldh-2 described in this thesis (Chapter 4-5) reveal that there is
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Still much to understand with regard to the role of individual amino acid residues. For 

instance, mutation in E399 and N 169 lead not only to a lag phase (section 5.4.4) but also 

to a significant change in the pH-dependent kinetic profile o f the enzyme (section 5.5). 

This was interpreted as the enzyme being able to adapt to the loss of these residues, by 

altering its structure to allow other residues to be brought in to play. More detail will 

hopefully be obtained when a ternary enzyme complex is determined.

A range o f inhibitors and pesticides were used in this study, to try to assess the 

behaviour of Raldh-2 towards them (section 4.3.7). Several of them were found to act 

as potent inhibitors. Physiologically this means that these compounds could interfere 

with the ability o f Raldh-2 to synthesise RA, which in turn may have drastic effects on 

the proper development of the embryo. The involvement o f RA (from Raldh-2) 

synthesis in development has concentrated mainly on the mouse and chick embryo. 

However, the lack of RA due to the effects of inhibitors may also be applied to other 

mammalian species. This whole area requires further urgent investigation.
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Appendix

I. E. coli strain genotypes 

Strain_____________ Genotype

AD494 (DE3)

BL21 (DE3)

BL21 (DE3) pLysS 

BL21 (DE3) pLysE 

JMlOl 

JM109

II Vector maps

A. pGEM®-T

B. pET-14b

C. pET-32b

D. pMAL-c2

E. pET-15b

t^ara-Leu7697acX74ts.phoA PvuIIPhoR A malFS 

¥'\lac^{lacN)pro^ trxBv.kan (DE3)

F , ompT, hsdSp, (rp~, mp'), dam, gal, X (DE3)

F', ompT, hsdSp, (rp-, mp~), dcm, gal, X (DE3), pLysS (Cm")

F , ompT, hsdSp, (rp~, mp~), dcm, gal, X (DE3), pLysE (Cm')

A {lac-pro AE), sup E, thi, [F’ tra T>1>6,pro AB, lacPZ A M l5] 

end A \ ,r e c  A l, gyrA96, thi, h sd R \7  (r̂ *, m^ )̂, rel A \ ,  sup E 44, 

A {lac-pro AB), [F’ tra D36, pro AB, lacPZ A M l 5]
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FIG . IIA pGEM®-T Vector
The pGEM®-T vector provides an efficient means for cloning PCR products. The 
T7 and SP6 RNA polymerase promoters flank a multiple cloning region with an fl 
origin o f replication, along with the ampicillin resistant gene.
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pET-14b

BgiW T7 promoter Xba\ rbs
A GA TC T CGATCC CGCGAAAT TAATACGAC TCACT AT AGGGAe ACCACAAC GGTT TCC CT CTAGAAATAAT TT TGT TT AACTT TAAGAAGGAGA 

Nco\ His»Tag /Vcfet XholBamH \
t a t a c c a t g g g c a g c a g c c a t c a t c a t c a t c a t c a c a g c a g c g g c c t g g t g c c g c g c g g c a g c c a t a t g c t c g a g g a t c c g g c t g c t a a c a a a g c c c g a

M e t G I y S e r S e r H I s H I s H i  s H  i s H I s H I s S e r S e r G I y L e u V a I P r o A r q G I y S e r Hi  s M e t L e u G I u A s p P r o A l a A I o A s n L y s A l a A r g
Bpu^^Q21 UiromMn T7 terminator

AAGGAAGCTGAGT TGGCT GCT GCCAC CGe TGAGGAAT AACT AGCATAACCCCT TGGGGCCT CT AAACGGGT CT TGAGGGGT TTT TTG 
L y s § I u A I a G I u L e u A t o A {o A I o T h r A i a G I u G I n £ n d

/
T7 terminator Diimer #

II.B pET-14b vector.
The pET (plamid for Expression by T7 RNA Polymerase) vectors were created as a 
component system for protein expression in E. coli. The pET-14b is a basic cleavable N- 
terminal His Tag® fusion vector, with a single frame with 3 cloning sites Nde I, Xho I and 
BarnHI transcription occurs from the powerful a T7 promoter. The vector is derived from 
the pBR322 and contains the origin of replication and carries the ampicillin resistance gene.
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pET-32b

pET upstrMm primer A 
-  -  T7 proitiotef lac operator Xba I rbs

enteroklnase

UA T A C GACTCACï AT AGGGGAATT GT GAGCE GAT AACAATl CCCCT CT ACAAAT AATT TT GT TT AAt TT TAAGAAGGAGA
T r x » T a 9 _  -  ^ T r x - T a g p h m e r # 0 9 0 3 1 . 1 ^ ,  H t a - T O Q

T A Ï A C A T A T G A G C . . .315b p . . . CT GGCCGCr TCT GGTT CTGGCCATATGCACCATCATCATCATCATT CTT CTGGT CTGGT GCCACGCGGT TCT  
M e t S e r  1 0 5 o o . . L e u A l o G I v S e r G l v S & r G l v H t s M e t H t s H i s H i s H l s K i s H i s S e r S e r G l y L e u V q l P r o A r g G l y S e r

___________ S.T., mronbl» ■
G G T A T G A A A G A A A G C G C T G C T G C T A A A T T C G A A C G C C A G C A C A T G G A C A G C C C A G A r C T C G G T A C C G A C G A C G A C G A C A A G  
C I v M e t L v s G l u T h r A l o A l o A t o L v s P h e G r u A r Q G I n K i s M & t A s D S e r P r o A s p L e k f G l y T h r A s p A s p A s p A s p L y s

pET-32a(+) EagI I ,
A/CO I EcoRV BarnHI EooRI Sad Safi Hind III /Vo/1 Xhol________HI»>Tag

g c c a t g g c t g a t a t c g g a t c c g a a t t c g a g c t c c g t c g a c a a g c t t g c g g c c g c a c t c g a g c a c c a c c a c c a c c a c c a c t g a g a t c c g g c t g c t a a
A l a f l e t A l o A s p l l e G l y S e r G l u P h e G l u L e u A r g A r g G l n A l a C y s G l y A r g T h f A r g A l a P r o P r o P r o P r o P r o L e u A r g S e r G l y C y s E n d

G C C A T C G C G A T a T C G G A T C C G A A T T C G A G C T C C G T C G A C A A G C T T G C G G C C G C A C T C G A G C A C C A C C A C C A C C A C C A C T G A G A T C C G G C T G C T A A  pET-32b(+y 
A I Q t t e t A I o l I e S e r A s p P r o A s n S e r S e r S e r V o l A s p L y s L e u A l o A l o A l o L e u G I u H I s H i  s H I s H  i s H I s H i s E n d

g c c a t g g g a t a t c t g t g g a t c c g a a t t c g a g c t c c g t c g a c a a g c t t g c g g c c g c a c t c g a g c a c c a c c a c c a c c a c c a c t g a g a t c c g g c t g c t a a  p E T - 3 2 c ( + )  
A I o H e t G I y T y r L e u T r p [ 1 e A r g I | ç A r g A I û P r o S e r T h r S e r L e v A r g P r o H i s S e r S e r T h r T h r T h r T h r T h r T h r G I v l l e A r g L e t j L e u T h r

8001102 I T7 terminât Of

CAAAGCCCGAAAGGAAGCTGAGTTGGCTGCTGCCACCGCTGAGCAATAACTAGCATAACCCCTTGGGGCCTCTAAACGGGTCTI GAGGGGTTTTTTG 
L y s P r o G  I u A r g L y  s L e u S e r T r p L e u L e v j P r o R i ' o L e w S e r A s n A s n E n d

T7 term inato r prirror

FIG.IIC The pET32b vector
The pET-32b vector includes a cleavable Trx-Tag™ that encodes for thioredoxin (TRX) a 109 amino 
acid protein at the N-terminus, multiple cloning sites and a thrombin and enterokinase cleavage sites. 
The His*Tag®s are located at the C and N-termini, transcription occurs from the T7 promoter and the 
lac operator is situtated near the T7 promoter region the L a d  gene encodes for the lac repressor.
The vector is derived from the pBR322 and containing two origins of replication and carries the 
ampicillin resistant gene,
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p o f y ü n k e r

lacZa
malE

rrnB
term inator

t a c

A m p'

{acl

M 13ori
p B R 3 2 2  on

pMAL-c2

Xmn\ EcoHl BamH\ Xba\ Saf\ Psf\ HM 111
I- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

m a lE ...kK  GAG GGA AGG ATTTCA 
lie glu gly arg

TTC GGA IC C  T C I A6A GIG GAG CTG GAG GOA AGO IJQ  J a c Z a

Factor Xa 
cleavage site

FIG. IID  pMAL-c2 vector
The pMAL-C2 vector contains the inducoble Ptac promoter positioned to 
transcribe a malE-lacZa gene fusion. The lacl^ gene encodes the Lac 
repressor, which turns off transcription from P,ac unitl IPTG is added, pMAL- 
c2 has an exact deletion o f the malE signal sequence.
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pET-15b

T7 promoter phmei

pET-15b
T7 promoter lac operator Xba rbsBglW _ ______________________________  _______ _____

a g a t c t c g a t c c c g c g a a a t t a a t a c g a c t c a c t a t a g g g g a a t t g t g a g c g g a t a a c a a t t c c c c t c t a g a a a t a a t t t t g t t t a a c t t t a a g a a g g a g  

Afco I Hls«Tag Nde I Xho I BamH I
T AT AC C AT GG GC A G C A G C C A T C AT C AT C AT C AT C AC A G C A G C 6 GC C T GG TG C C GC G C 6 GC AG C C AT AT GC T C G A GG A TC C G GC T GC T AA C A A A GC C C G A  

M e t G I v S e rS e rH isH isH isH i sH isH i s S e r S e r G I y L e j V o l P r o A r g G l y S e r H i  s M e - t L e u G l o A s p P r o A l o A l Q A s n L y s A i a A r g

Bpul 102 I  thrombin__________ T7 terminator
a a g g a a g c t g a g t t g g c t g c t g c c a c c g c t g a g c a a t a a c t a g c a t a a c c c c t t g g g g c c t c t a a a c g g g t c t t g a g g g g t t t t t t g  
LysG t itA I oG I uLeuA I oA I oA I oThrA I oG I uG I nEnd

T7 terminator primer i

F IG .I IE  p E T - 1 5 b

The pET-15b is a basic cleavable N-terminal His Tag® fusion vector, with a single frame with 3 
cloning sites Nde 1, Xho I  and BamH I  and a thrombin cleavage site. Transcription occurs from 
the T71ac promoter, and contains the lac operator near the promoter. The vector is derived from 
the pBR322 and contains the origin o f replication and carries the ampicillin resistant gene.
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